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Preface 
This quarterly publication provides archival reports on developments in programs 
managed by JPL's Office of Telecommunications and Data Acquisition (TDA). In space 
communications, radio navigation, radio science, and ground-based radio astronomy, it 
reports on activities of the Deep Space Network (DSN) and its associated Ground Com-
munications Facility (GCF) in planning, in supporting research and technology, in imple-
mentation, and in operations. Also included is TDA-funded activity at JPL on data and 
information systems and reimbursable DSN work performed for other space agencies 
through NASA. The preceding work is all performed for NASA's Office of Space Track-
ing and Data Systems (OSTDS). 
In geodynamics, the pUblication reports on the application of radio interferometry 
at microwave frequencies for geodynamic measurements. In the search for extraterrestrial 
intelligence (SET!), it reports on implementation and op~rations for searching the micro-
wave spectrum. The latter two programs are performeu for NASA's Office of Space 
Science and Applications (OSSA). 
Finally, tasks funded under the JPL Director's Discretionary Fund and the Caltech 
President's Fund which involve the TDA Office are included. 
This and each succeeding issue of the TDA Progress Report will present material in 
some, but not necessarily all, of the following categories: 
OSTDS Tasks: 
DSN Advanced Systems 
Tracking and Ground-Based Navigation 
Communications, Spacecraft-Ground 
Station Control and System Technology 
Network Data Processing and Productivity 
DSN Systems Implementation 
Capabilities for New Projects 
Networks Consolidation Program 
New Initiatives 
Network Sustaining 
DSN Operations 
Network Operations and Operations Support 
Mission Interface and Support 
TDA Program Management and Analysis 
GCF Implementation and Operations 
Data and Information Systems 
OSSA Tasks: 
Search for Extraterrestrial Intelligence 
Geodynamics 
Geodetic Instrument Development 
Geodynamic Science 
Discretionary Funded Tasks iii 
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Relating the Planetary Ephemerides and the 
Radio Reference Frame 
A.E. Niell,l X X Newhall, and R.A. Preston 
Tracking Systems and Applications Section 
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G.L. Berge, D.O. Muhleman, and D.J. Rudy 
California Institute of Technology 
J.K. Campbell, P.B. Esposito, and E.M. Standish 
Navigation Systems Section 
The positions of Venus, Mars, and Jupiter have been obtained in the VLBI radio 
reference frame by measuring the position of a satellite (natural or artificial) of each 
planet relative to an extragalactic source in the radio catalogue. From the results for 
Mars and Venus we conclude that the offset in right ascension of the radio frame from 
the dynamical equinox defined in DE200 is 0'.'00 ±0'.'04. The observations for Jupiter 
imply a correction to its position from DE200 of -0'.'18 ±0'.'04 in right ascension and 
-0'.'06 ±0~'05 in declination on 1983 April 29. The right ascension of Jupiter relative 
to the inner planets has been measured independently using Doppler tracking data near 
Jupiter encounter from Pioneers 10 and 11 and from Voyagers 1 and 2 by tying the 
tracking station positions, through previous spacecraft missions, to the DE200 ephemer-
ides of the inner planets. This technique yielded a correction to Jupiter's right ascension 
of -0 '.'22 ±O ~'05, in good agreement with the results from the direct radio measurements. 
I. Introduction 
There are two practical celestial reference systems, one 
based on stars through optical observations, the other on 
extragalactic objects through radio observations. For optical 
observations the current fundamental catalog FK4 (Ref. 1) 
contains positions of approximately 1500 stars which were 
obtained by optical meridian transit measurements and are on 
the B1950.0 system. This catalog will be superseded by FK5 
which will contain some 4500 stars having positions on the 
INow at Haystack Observatory, Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
nooo system. The reference frame for radio sources is based 
on Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI) observations 
and is on the nooo system. 
For use as a fundamental reference frame the system 
formed by the radio observations has two advantages: i) since 
the extragalactic objects are at such great distances, any veloc-
ity that they might have transverse to the line of sight is negli-
gible, and they thus provide an effectively inertial frame of 
reference; lind ii) the accuracy of the positions is 10 to 100 
times better than for the optical system. 
A second inertial frame exists in the form of the ephemer-
ides of the inner planets (Mercury through Mars) and the 
Moon. These ephemerides have been derived from accurate 
measurements of the planetary and lunar distances by radar 
or laser ranging to their surfaces and by ranging to spacecraft, 
especially the Viking Lander. (They provide an inertial system 
because the ranging measurements are sensitive to the motion 
relative to an inertial frame ahd not just to the motion relative 
to background objects.) The orbit of the earth is included in 
this ephemeris; thus a natural product is the calculation of 
the dynamical equinox, which defines the origin of right 
ascension. Although the accuracy of positions calculated from 
the ephemeris is better than for the optical system, the plane-
tary system is not as useful because of the small number of 
objects visible and because the objects themselves are large 
in angular extent. 
Since the two inertial frames are independent, it is impor-
tant to establish their relative orientation. In declination the 
two should agree because each determines absolute values. 
However, in right ascension radio interferometry determines 
only relative values, and the origin must be found by refer-
ence to the planetary ephemeris. 
An important reason for determining the relationship 
between these two frames arises from navigation of deep space 
probes (Ref. 2). Although the target of the navigation is a 
planet whose position is known in the planetary frame (for 
Mercury through Mars) or the stellar frame (for the outer 
planets), the spacecraft can be more preCisely navigated by 
the measurement of differential displacements from radio 
sources. Thus, the problem is to determine the positions of 
the planets in the frame of the extragalactic radio sources. 
In this report we summarize our current understanding of 
the relationship between the radio reference frame and the 
ephemerides of the planets out to Jupiter. Observations will 
be described which a) relate the origin of right ascension of 
the radio frame to the dynamical equinox; b) give the posi-
tion of Jupiter in the radio frame; and c) improve the ephem-
eris of Jupiter relative to the' inner planets. 
II. Reference Frame Accuracies 
A. Optical Star Catalogues 
The optical reference system consists of the stars of the 
FK4 fundamental catalogue (Ref. I) plus a greater number 
of stars whose positions have been measured relative to the 
primary stars, the AGK3RN. The uncertainties in position of 
these objects include not only the original position error but 
also the contribution from uncertainties in proper motion 
extrapolated to the epoch of interest. The combination of 
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these errors is at least 0'.' I. In addition there are systematic 
variations about the sky of up to 0~'2. Upon completion of 
the FK5 the uncertainties will be reduced, though not sig-
nificantly below O~'l. (See Ref. 3' for a morecompl.ete 
summary.) 
B. Planetary' Ephemerides 
The relative positions of the inner planets (Mercury, Venus, 
and Mars) in a geocentric coordinate system have uncertain· 
ties of only a few hundredths arc second in the latest ephemer-
ides DE1l8 (BI950.0) or DE200(which is DE1l8 rotated to 
the equator and equinox of 12000) (Ref. 4). They are derived 
from distance measurements obtained by radar ranging to the 
surfaces of the planets and by ranging to spacecraft both dur-
ing flybys and while orbiting the planets. The origin of right 
ascension for the ephemerides is the dynamical equinox, for 
which the uncertainty is given as -o~'Ol. 
The positions of the outer planets have been calculated 
from optical meridian transit observations, and their accura-
cies are limited both by the observational errors and by the 
systematic errors of the stellar reference system. As a result 
the uncertainties relative to the inner planets increase from 
-0'.'2 forJupiter to -I" for Pluto (Ref. 5). 
C. VLBI Radio Reference Frame 
The positions of -130 extragalactic radio sources as deter-
mined by VLBI have accuracies of better than 0~'005 in 
absolute declination and in relative right ascension of epoch 
12000 (Refs. 6-8). These sources span the declination range 
-45 degrees to +84 degrees. 
Since the VLBI observations are only weakly sensitive to 
the ecliptic, through orbital aberration, the origin of right 
ascension is poorly determined. In order to fix the origin 
for the radio frame the right ascension of one source, the 
quasar 3C273B, has been assigned the value obtained by 
Hazard et al. (Ref. 9). Their position was derived as an average 
of: i) optical measurements relative to stars, whose positions 
were on the FK4 system, and ii) occultations of the radio 
emission of 3C273B by the Moon. The two methods agreed, 
yielding an uncertainty in their average of 0.01 seconds of 
right ascension (= 0~'15 = 750 nanoradians). -The accuracy of 
measurements of the optical position of 3C273B relative to 
reference stars suffers the same approximately 0'.'1 limitation 
as measurements of the outer planet positions, due to the 
systematic errors which vary with right ascension and declina-
tion. The lunar occultations have a lower limit on their uncer-
tainty of 0'.' I set by the lack of knowledge of the shape of 
the limb of the Moon. Thus, neither of these techniques offers 
the possibility of significant improvement in relating the ori-
gins of the two reference frames. 
III. Observations 
The value of radio interferometry, and of Very Long 
Baseline Interferometry in particular, is the capability of 
measuring the positions of compact sources of radio emission 
with great precision. However, the planets are large in angular 
size when compared to the compact components of the extra-
galactic radio sources and to the measurement accuracy which 
is possible. Thus, for interferometers with small fringe spacings, 
the planets would be resolved, while for larger fringe spacings 
the positional accuracy is degraded. ' 
Alternatively, the position of a smaller object bound to 
the planet, such as a satellite or space probe, may be measured 
in the radio frame. The problem then consists of two parts: 
obtaining the position of the satellite or probe relative to the 
radio sources, and obtaining its trajectory or orbit about the 
planet. 
This technique has been applied in two ways: i) an orbiter 
of each of Mars and Venus has been used for VLBI connection 
of these two planets to the Radio Reference Frame (see Sec-
tion IV); ii) for Jupiter the Very Large Array (VLA) has been 
used to observe the Galilean satellites relative to extragalactic 
radio sources (see Section V). The VLA is appropriate because 
it provides both the sensitivity which is necessary to detect 
the thermal emission of the satellites and the spatial resolution 
which is matched to the angular sizes of the satellites. (The 
VLA is described by Napier et al. [Ref. 10] .) 
IV. Frame-Tie by Inner-Planet Orbiters 
(XXN, RAP, PBE) 
The positions of the Viking Mars Orbiter and the Pioneer 
Venus Orbiter (PVO) relative to extragalactic radio sources 
were measured in several experiments from 1980 to 1983 
using differential VLBI phase measurements. Data from eight 
passes of the Viking spacecraft and three of PVO were success-
fully analyzed (see Ref. 11 for more details). 
The results are shown in Fig. 1 in which the apparent posi-
tions of the radio sources in the planet frame are given. The 
average right ascension offset is 0'.'00 ±0'.'04 (0 ±200 nrad) and 
the average declination offset is 0'.'01 ±O'! 05 (40 ±250 nrad). 
The uncertainty is obtained from the rms scatter of the eleven 
data points. 
It is clear that the scatter of the data points is larger than 
would be expected from the individual experiment results. 
The reason for this is not understood. Among the primary 
sources of error are the planetary ephemerides, the positions 
of the radio sources for the Viking measurements, and the 
determination, from Doppler tracking data taken on the same 
orbit, of the orientation on the sky of the line of nodes of the 
spacecraft orbit. Estimates of these errors are included in the 
uncertainties assigned to each measurement. A possible source 
of error, not included as it was thought to be small, is the 
degree to which the phase connection between the individual 
differential VLBI observations has been successful. The 
correction for charged particle dispersion is only partially 
complete in that, although the downlink was observed at 
both S- and X-band, the uplink was S-band only. 
Thus, although it seems fortuitous, given an a priori uncer-
tainty of 0'.'15 (750 nrad), the radio source and planet frames 
seem to agree to better than 0'.'04 (200 nrad) in right ascen-
sion. In declin'ation the results for both Mars and Venus are 
consistent within the a priori uncertainty of 0 '.'02 (100 nrad) 
(Ref. 5). 
V. The Position of Jupiter in the Radio Frame 
(AEN, DOM, GLB, DJR) 
The position of Jupiter in the radio frame has been infer-
red by measuring the position of its satellite Ganymede 
relative to, two extragalactic radio sources, whose positions 
are accurately known by VLBI, using the VLA in the C con-
figuration _ at 2-cm wavelength. ~e positions of Europa and 
Callisto were also measured, but Callisto has a larger ephemeris 
uncertainty than Ganymede, and the results for Europa were 
adversely affected by the proximity of Jupiter at the time of 
the observations. 
The positions of the satellites were obtained by adding 
their positions from Lieske's Galilean satellite ephemeris E-2 
(Ref. 12) to the DE200 ephemeris for Jupiter. The down-track' 
(right ascension) uncertainties for Europa and Ganymede are 
about 110 km and for Callisto about 200 km, corresponding 
to 0'.'03 and 0'.'06, respectively, at the 4.5 AU distance of 
Jupiter at the time of observation. The cross-track (declination) 
uncertainties are, respectively, 80, 60, and 200 km (0'.'03, 
0'.'02, and 0'.'06) (J.H. Lieske, private communication). 
The VLA observations were made at both 6-cm and 2-cm 
wavelength as part of a combined program to measure both 
the physical and the astrometric properties of the Galilean 
satellites. However,' only the 2-cm results were used for 
astrometric results because the larger primary beam at 6-cm 
wavelength does not sufficiently attenuate the radio emission 
from Jupiter. 
Two radio sources were used as position calibrators. They 
were chosen to be approximately equally spaced on either side 
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of the Jupiter system in order to reduce systematic errors due 
to elevation angle effects (e.g. tropospheric refraction) or to 
incorrect modeling of the Earth's orientation. The epoch 
12000 positions of the two sources, NRA0530 and P1519-273, 
were taken from the JPL/DSN radio source catalogue desig-
nated 1983-4 (see e.g., Ref. 6) and have an absolute accuracy 
of -0/.'005 in declination and in relative right ascension. As 
discussed in the previous section the origin of right ascension is 
consistent with that of the inner-planet ephemeris to 0/.'04. 
The observables at the VLA are the amplitude and phase 
of the two independent circular polarizations for all inter-
ferometer pairs formed by the twenty-five operating antennas. 
The phases and amplitudes are calibrated by assuming that the 
positions and flux densities of the calibrator sources are 
known and then interpolating corrections for the amplitudes 
and phases at the time of the satellite observations. The posi-
tions of the satellites are then found by doing a least-squares 
fit to the amplitudes and phases (obtained during the six 
hours of observation each day) for the position and brightness 
temperature of a uniform disk the size of the satellite. 
The observed displacements of the satellites from their 
expected positions are shown in Fig. 2. For all satellites there 
are two positions indicated for each day, representing the 
measurements in both senses of circular polarization. As can 
be seen the observed positions of Ganymede for the two polar-
izations for the two days agree within the uncertainties. The 
two measurements of Europa at one polarization, but on 
separate days, also agree with the Ganymede data. However, 
because of the possible corruption by Jupiter the Europa data 
are not used. Nor is the position of Callisto used, because of 
the larger uncertainty in its ephemeris and because of the 
disagreement of the results on the two days. This offset from 
Ganymede will be used to obtain an improvement to the 
Callisto ephemeris. 
The errors which contribute to the uncertainty in these 
measurements are a) error due to receiver noise, atmosphere, 
and confusion by background sources; b) satellite ephemeris 
uncertainties; c) variations in physical temperature across the 
satellite disk; d) differential refraction for the satellite posi-
tions r~lative to the calibrator positions; e) bias in the posi-
tions due to the proximity of Jupiter, which is 2500 times 
as strong as the satellites. These errors are summarized as 
follows: 
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a) Measurement errors 
for two days: 
b) Ephemeris uncertainty 
relative to Jupiter: 
0/.'015 
0/.'03 in RA 
0~/04 in DEC 
'c), d), and e) 
RSS Total: 
0/.'02 
0/.'04 in RA 
0/.'05 in DEC 
Thus the correction to the position of the Jupiter system 
barycenter calculated from the DE200 ephemeris for 1983 
April 29 (JD 2445453.5) as determined by the observations 
of Ganymede relative to the radio reference frame is 
ARA cos DEC = -0/.'18 ±0'!04 
ADEC = -0/.'06 ±0'.'05 
VI. Jupiter Relative to the Inner Planets 
(JKC, EMS) 
Encounters of spacecraft with the inner planets provide a 
relationship between those planetary ephemerides which are 
best known and the terrestrial coordinate system of the sta-
tions of the Deep Space Network (T.D. Moyer, private com-
munication, 1980). Subsequent observations of spacecraft 
encounters with other planets, which are also sensitive to the 
station locations, may then be used to locate the outer planets 
in the frame of the inner planets. The Doppler tracking of the 
Mariner spacecraft to Venus, Mercury and Mars, and especially 
the ranging data to the Viking Orbiters, have provided relative 
station locations with accuracies in the equatorial plane of 
less than a meter, corresponding to an angular resolution of 
-0/.'03. 
Data from the encounters with Jupiter of Pioneers 10 and 
11 and Voyagers 1 and 2 (Ref 14) were included in a joint 
solution with all of the planetary ephemeris data, yielding a 
correction to the position of Jupiter relative to the inner 
planets as it was given in DE 118. The result is 
ARA cos DEC = -0/.'22 
ADEC = -0/.'06 
with uncertainties of -0/.'05. 
Thus, the spacecraft data confirm the offset of Jupiter 
relative to the inner planets as determined by measurements 
relative to sources of the radio reference frame. The agreement 
of the two methods also provides support for the conclusion 
that the currently adopted value for the position of 3C273 is 
correct to within the measured uncertainty. 
VII. Improvements 
It may be possible to obtain a better tie between the radio 
frame and the planetary ephemerides for the inner planets 
by using the VLBI determination of the relative locations of 
the stations of the Deep Space Network and the encounter 
Doppler data for the inner planets (A.E. Niell, private com-
munication, 1984). The potential accuracy is < 0'.'02 but may 
be limited by uncertainties in the ephemerides. 
Continued observations of Jupiter via the Galilean satel-
lites with the VLA should verify the results reported here 
and reduce the uncertainty. Observations have also been made 
of Titan to improve the position of Saturn in the radio frame, 
but the analysis is not complete (Muhleman, private communi-
cation). Uranus and Neptune are sufficiently small in angular 
size to permit direct observation with the VLA with a possible 
position uncertainty of -0 '.'05 to 0'.' 1. 
Johnston et al. (Ref. 13) have reported the first measure-
ments of the positions of minor planets with the VLA. How-
ever, even the largest asteroids are much weaker than the 
Galilean satellites, and the reported positional accuracy was 
only about 0'.'1. In the FK4 system they found the right 
ascension of I Ceres to be off by -0 '.'3 and that of 2 Pallas 
by 0'.'7. The a priori uncertainty in the optical positions was 
thought to be -0'.'3. Their observing program now also 
includes Hygeia and Vesta. All four objects are observed 
twice per year. With improved ephemerides for these objects 
they hope to establish the right ascension origin for the 
VLA astrometric catalogue consistent with the planetary 
ephemerides. 
VIII. Summary 
By using planetary satellites and deep space probes as 
sources of radio emission, it has been possible to measure 
the positions of the planets Venus, Mars, and Jupiter in the 
celestial reference frame defined by VLBI observations. While 
the absolute declinations and relative right ascensions of the 
extragalactic radio sources are accurate to better than 0'.'005, 
the origin of right ascension has an uncertainty of -0'.'15. 
The tie to Venus and Mars by VLBI observations of the orbit-
ers of those planets reduces the uncertainty of the origin, 
relative to the dynamical equinox, to less than 0'.'04 in the 
12000 system. The results imply that no change is needed to 
the currently assumed right ascension value for 3C273B, 
the compact component of 3C273, which is used to defme the 
origin (RA(12000)=12:29:06.6997). 
The position of Jupiter in the radio reference frame has 
been measured with an accuracy of 0'.'04 by observing the 
position of Ganymede with the Very Large Array. The 
observed position requires corrections of -0 '.'18 ±O '.'04 in . 
right ascension and -0'.'06 ±O~'O4 in declination to the posi-
tion for Jupiter calculated for 1983 April 29 from DE200. 
An improvement to the ephemeris of Jupiter relative to 
the inner planets has been independently obtained from 
spacecraft encounter Doppler data, and the corrections of 
-0 '.'22 in right ascension and -0 '.'06 in declination, with 
uncertainties of -0'.'05, agree well with those derived from 
the direct radio observations of Jupiter and the inner planets 
with respect to extragalactic radio sources. 
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Photon Detection With Cooled Avalanche Photodiodes: 
Theory and Preliminary Experimental Results 
0_ L. Robinson and D. A. Hays 
Communications Systems Research Secti.on 
Avalanche photodiodes (APDs) can be operated in a "geiger-tube" mode so that they 
can respond to single electron events and thus be ,used as photon counting detectors. 
Operational characteristics and theory of APDs while used in this mode are analyzed and 
assessed. Preliminary experimental investigation of several commercially available APDs 
has commenced, and initial results for dark count statistics are presented. 
I. Introduction 
There are basically two facets to an optical communications 
system for deep space, namely transmission and reception. The 
transmitter consists of a laser beam transmitted through a 
telescope, expanding the beam diameter and reducing its 
divergence, while the receiver consists of a receiver telescope 
collecting the light and focusing it onto a detector. In order 
to maximize the efficiency of the overall system, one must 
optimize both the laser and the detector. This article deals 
with the latter. 
There are basically two types of detection schemes, direct 
and heterodyne. The former, as the name implies, directly 
receives the transmitted optical signal. In contrast, hetero-
dyne detection combines the received signal with a local 
oscillator field so that the signal may be detected even under 
high-background-noise conditions. Schematic representations 
of direct and heterodyne detection receivers are illustrated in 
Figure l(a) and l(b), respectively. In applications with little 
or no background noise, such as communications with space-
craft in outer planet missions, direct detection systems can 
outperform their heterodyne counterparts (Ref. 11). The 
detection scheme of the cooled APD described herein would 
be used under such low background conditions for single 
photon direct detection. 
At planetary distances, the transmitted power is highly 
attenuated mainly due to beam divergence. Optimization of 
the system under such conditions necessitates the detection of 
light pulses containing only a few photons. In order to achieve 
this high degree of receiver sensitivity, we need to use photo-
detectors with internal gain that is sufficiently large to over-
come the thermal noise of the receiver amplifier so that single 
photon counting is possible. In addition, the photodetector 
should have a very low intrinsic dark current level. Currently, 
photomultiplier tubes (PMT) are the only detectors capable 
of detecting such minimal energy levels. Internal gains in 
excess of 106 are readily available with PMTs. With a modest 
amount of cooling (to approximately 230 K [-40°C) the 
dark current levels can be sufficiently reduced to less than 
100 photoelectrons/sec. There are, however, two main draw-
backs to PMTs. The first is their low quantum efficiency. The 
best PMTs available have only 20% quantum efficiency at 
A = 0.8 p.m (Le., at that wavelength, only one photoelectron 
is produced on the average for each 5 photons impinging on 
the PMT faceplate). Secondly, since PMTs are packaged in 
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glass vacuum tubes and operated at higher voltages (in the 
kilovolt region), they are less attractive for applications 
requiring high reliability (Le., space based optical communica-
tions) than solid-state photodetectors. 
There is, however, a solid-state photodetector alternative 
to the PMT which has recently gained some attention. This 
solid-state alternative is the avalanche photodiode (APD) used 
in a geiger counter mode. Since the APD is a semiconductor 
device, it is potentially more reliable than a PMT. Further-
more, APDs have quantum efficiencies greater than 80% in 
the visible and near-infrared· regions of the electromagnetic 
spectrum. In their common mode of operation they are 
biased below their avalanche breakdown voltage. However, 
the gain that they can thus provide (approximately 100) is 
not sufficient for single photon counting. Biasing the APDs 
at voltages beyond the avalanche breakdown where higher 
gains are obtainable is not possible at room temperature 
because of their relatively large values of dark current and 
excess noise (Refs. 10, 12). However, by cooling the APD to 
temperatures where the dark current becomes negligible it 
can be operated in a geiger counter mode. When the APD is 
used in this mode, it is biased above the avalanche breakdown, 
and a sustained avalanche is produced from almost every 
electron-hole pair generated. The effective internal gain of 
this process is very high (107 to 108); making single photon 
counting possible. This, together with the high quantum effi-
ciency, may make cooled APDs an attractive alternative to 
PMTs in most applications requiring detection of low-level 
optical signals. There are some problems associated with 
APDs operating in this mode, however, and overcoming 
these problems is a prerequisite towards fully realizing their 
advantages. 
Even though there has been some investigation by several 
groups into some of the problems encountered when the 
APD is used in this mode of operation (Refs. 1-8), specific 
characteristics unique to the application of deep space optical 
communication need yet to be assessed and analyzed. Some 
of these characteristics will be addressed in the following 
text. 
The following section discusses the theory and operational 
characteristics of the APD while operated in this geiger mode. 
Then, in Section III the experimental set-up along with results 
for several commercial APDs will be discussed. Finally, Section 
IV summarizes and concludes the article. 
II. Theory and Operational Characteristics 
When an avalanche photodiode (APD) is cooled to reduce 
the number of thermally generated carriers, it can be biased 
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beyond its avalanche breakdown voltage (but below its dielec-
tric [zener] breakdown voltage) for an extended period of 
time. Under such conditions, the APD will perform in a geiger 
mode as a single photon detector. While in this mode, an 
electron-hole pair (either photo or thermally generated) has 
a high probability of initiating a breakdown. When a break-
down occurs, the voltage across the diode drops to the aval-
anche breakdown voltage, VB. This voltage drop is translated 
into an output pulse which is large enough for detection with-
out any further amplification. In order to clear carriers from 
the high field region of the diode and quench this sustained 
avalanche, the bias voltage across the diode must be reduced 
below VB. The diode can be subsequently rebiased above 
VB' thereby penrtitting a new carrier to initiate another 
avalanche. The varyiIig bias conditions (Le., the drop in the 
bias voltage below the breakdown voltage during the avalanche 
and subsequent re-bias above the breakdown voltage) can be 
implemented by either a passive or im active quenching circuit. 
The passive quenching circuit is simply a resistor (~ 100 Kll) 
in series with the diode as shown in Fig. 2. The active quench-
ing circuit (Ref. 7) is more complicated and involves various 
feedback loops as schematically shown in Fig. 3. Figure 4 
illustrates the actual current-voltage curve of a cooled APD 
utilizing (a) a passive quenching circuit, and (b) an active 
quenching circuit (Ref. 7). 
Specifically, referring to Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), we shall review 
various states of the APD while passively and actively 
quenched. During passive quenching, (Fig. 4[a]) the APD is 
reverse biased beyond the breakdown and waiting for a carrier 
to initiate an avalanche (1). Once a single carrier has initiated 
an avalanche, current flows in the APD (2). This avalanche 
current discharges the intiinsic capacitance of the APD result-
ing in a voltage drop (3) across the diode creating a detectable 
pulse that needs no amplificafion. The avalanche is then 
quenched (4) and recharged (1) through the load resistor 
above the breakdown voltage. As with the passive quenching, 
the active quenching (Fig. 4 [b n is biased beyond the break-
down voltage (1) waiting for a single carrier to initiate an ava-
lanche. Once a single carrier initiates a breakdown (2) the 
circuit forces a fast transition by shifting the load line below 
the breakdown voltage (3). The circuit then forces a fast 
transition of recovery by shifting the load line above the 
. breakdown voltage. 
The main drawback of the passive quenching is its rela-
tively long recovery time. Subsequent pulses may be detected 
during this recovery time. However, due to the transient 
conditions, detection efficiency is reduced, resulting in lower 
detection probability. Furthermore, the avalanche gain is 
lower since the bias is not fully reset, resulting in a lower pulse 
amplitude. This phenomenon was observed experimentally and 
will be described in the next section. By using the active 
quenching circuit, this phenomenon can virtually be 
eliminated. 
The sustained avalanche initiation probability is defined as 
the probability that a carrier initiates a current pulse that is 
limited only by the external circuit and not by the internal 
gain of the APD (which tends to be extremely large in this 
mode of operation). This APD avalanche initiation proba-
bility has been analyzed by McIntyre (Ref. 8) and Oldham, 
et a!. (Ref. 3); above the breakdown voltage and shall be dis-
cussed next. 
For an electron (hole) generated at position x within the 
active region of an APD, the probability, Pe(x) (Ph (x)) , that 
an avalanche will be initiated can be calculated from the fol-
lowing formulas (Ref. 8): 
(1) 
(2) 
where the boundaries of the avalanche region are x = 0 and 
x = w, as illustrated in Fig. 5. The ionization coefficient ratio 
has been defined as k :;: Oth/Ote where Oth(x) and Ote(x) are the 
hole and electron ionization rates respectively. The param-
eter few) is defined as follows: 
f(w) = exp [(1- k) 8] 
Ph(O) and Pe(w) are plotted in Fig. 6 for various values of k 
(Ref. 8). The ideal operational conditions of the APD require 
high probability of detection while minimizing the over bias. 
(Minimal over bias is preferred to minimize dark counts.) By 
inspection of Fig. 6, these conditions are optimized for values 
of k close to unity. It is to be noted that higher asymmetric 
values of k are preferred for the APD when operating in its 
normal mode (Ref. 10). Since commercially available APDs are 
not optimized for the requirements of the APD while operat-
ing in the cooled geiger mode, we can expect to achieve better 
performance with the APDs that have been optimized for 
cooled detection. 
The main problem, however, with the APD used in this 
geiger mode is the occurrence of false avalanches. When an 
avalanche is initiated, it is possible for some of the avalanch-
ing charge carriers to be trapped. This may be caused by 
defects or impurities in the crystal lattice. At a later time after 
the bias is reset, these trapped carriers may be released causing 
a secondary or false avalanche. These secondary avalanChe 
processes may occur from several nanoseconds after the initial 
pulse to as long as minutes after the initial pulse (Ref. 6). The 
uncertainty of the time of these false events complicates the 
detection probability statistics. A theoretical model for the 
count statistics of a cooled APD has been created (Ref. 9). 
This model considers the APD output as a Poisson distributed 
primary avalanche process, plus a conditionally Poisson dis-
tributed process due to trapped-carrier induced secondary 
events. This model is the theoretical basis against which the 
experimental measurements will be compared. 
III. Experimental Verification 
A. Experimental Set-up 
The experimental set-up is depicted in Fig. 7. The APD is 
cooled with a louIe Thompson Micro Miniature Refrigerator 
(MMR) System I. The cooler consists of an evacuated chamber 
with a cold finger on which the diode is mounted. Optical 
access to the diode is provided by a glass port. Neutral density 
ftlters can be used to control the amount of light impinging on 
the APD. A beam splitter diverts part of the beam to a PMT to 
calibrate incident detected photon intensities. An HP 5370A 
counter and HP 85 desktop computer are utilized for data 
acquisition and analysis. A storage" oscilloscope (Tektronix 
7834) is utilized to view individual waveforms and time inter-
vals between successive pulses. The entire optical portion of 
the experiment is enclosed in a light-tight, dark enclosure. 
B. Experimental Preliminary Results 
and Discussions 
Experimental results in this report include only dark count 
measurements with the passive quenching circuit. The second 
phase of our experiment will analyze signal detection with the 
passive quenching circuit. Finally, the active quenching circuit 
will be incorporated into the experimental set-up. 
Dark count noise characteristics of Si APDs have been eval-
uated from three manufacturers (Mitsubishi Model #PDlO02, 
NEC Model #NDL1202, and RCA Model #C30817). Initial 
measurements were made without incident light in order to 
characterize the dark counts and gain some insight into some 
of the possible physical processes occurring in the device. 
First, the dark count characteristic of each of the diodes as 
a function of temperature was characterized in order to deter-
mine the optimum operating temperature range. All experi-
mental testing reported in the literature (Refs. 1-7) has been 
performed on cooled Si APDs at 77 K only. In our experi-
mental apparatus, the temperature of the refrigerator is con-
trollable from approximately 79 K to 390 K. The dark count 
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frequency was measured over 60-sec time intervals and at vari-
ous temperatures from 79 K to room temperature. Results are 
graphed in Figs. 8(a) and 8(b) for the diodes tested. As the 
temperature was increased, the reverse breakdown voltage also 
increased as expected (Ref. 10) (see Figs. 8 [a] and 8 [b) ). 
Aside from the increased breakdown voltage at higher tem-
peratures, the number of counts at a given voltage increment 
above breakdown remains fairly constant from 79 K to 180 K 
for the diodes tested. Stated differently, the performance of 
the diode does not degrade significantly over this temperature 
range. Since multistage, thermoelectric coolers operated in 
evacuated environments are capable of operation down to 
approximately 140 K, they could be useful in cooling the 
APDs in space applications. At temperatures greater than 
180 K, the number of dark counts generated greatly increased 
making the APD unusable as an efficient communications 
detector in this mode of operation. 
Next, we characterized dark counts of each diode as a func· 
tion of reverse bias voltage (above the breakdown voltage of 
the cooled APD). The goal was to determine the relative per-
formance of the APDs from different manufacturers. We saw 
in the previous section that as the reverse bias is ~creased, the 
probability of breakdown is increased, resulting in higher dark 
counts. However, since the amplitude of the output pulse from 
the cooled APD is also a function of this reverse bias, there are 
some definite trade-offs between the output signal amplitude 
and increased dark current due to higher bias levels when the 
APD is used to detect actual signal. Of the two APDs tested, 
Mitsubishi Model No. PDI002 had the best performance with 
the least number of counts for the greatest range of voltage 
above breakdown. 
During the recovery time of the circuit after an avalanche 
has occurred, subsequent avalanches are still possible but with 
reduced probability since the bias is not fully recharged. Fig-
ure 9 illustrates this phenomenon of secondary avalanches 
prior to full recovery of the reverse bias voltage. At point "A" 
of Fig. 9, the APD is biased -0.5 volts above breakdown. 
• Then, at point "B," a carrier initiates an avalanche causing a 
. voltage drop to point "C." For approximately 400 JJS after this 
. voltage drop, avalanches continue to occur prior to full recov-
ery of the circuit at point "D." Upon full recovery, another 
carrier initiates an avalanche at point "E" resulting in a sub-
12 
stantial voltage drop. This time, however, the circuit fully 
recharges after the initial breakdown at point "E." As the cir-
cuit is recharged to its full value the probability of breakdown 
increases accordingly. 
Finally, the statistics of the interarrival times between 
pulses were examined to gain some insight into the noise 
mechanism statistics and to try to determine if trapping or 
secondary pulses are a significant component of the noise. 
The time interval between the pulses was measured with the 
HP 5320 counter. Measurements were taken at various thresh-
olds and reverse bias voltages. Histograms of the time interval 
data for the two diodes tested are graphed in Figs. lO(a) and 
lOeb). 
The Chi-square goodness of fit test was used to determine 
whether the observed dark counts were Poisson distributed 
(Le., exponential pulse interarrival times). In spite of the vari-
ous parameters that we tried to fit the experimental data to, 
the results indicate that unlike the PMT (Ref. 13), and unlike 
the results reported on cooled APDs elsewhere (Ref. 6), the 
dark counts in this case do not seem to be Poisson distributed. 
The data from the two diodes seemed to have too many short 
interarrival counts and too long a tail of the distribution curve 
to be Poisson. This may be due to the secondary emission 
"de trapping" effects of the APD or may be. a ,result of the long 
recovery time from the passive quenching circuit. The latter 
effect would be eliminated using the active quenching circuit. 
Both effects are currently under investigation. 
IV. Conclusion 
Photon counting with cooled APDs operating in the geiger 
counter mode may be an attractive alternative to PMTs. An 
initial investigation of the theory and operational character-
istics of the APDs used in this mode for single photon detec-
tion has been completed. Experimental investigation of several 
commercial APDs has commenced, and initial results for dark 
count statistics have been presented. Further investigations of 
"trapping" effects have yet to be performed to determine their 
impact on detection probabilities and hence the value of using 
the cooled APD as a detector for optical communications. The 
next phase of the experimental program will include a perfor-
mance evaluation of the noise signal detection probability 
which will be compared to the theory presented herein. 
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In this paper, the integer complex multiplier and adder over the direct sum of.two 
copies of a finite field is specialized to the direct sum of the rings of integers modulo 
Fermat numbers. Such multiplications and additions can be used in the implementation 
of a discrete Fourier transform (DFT) of a sequence of complex numbers. The advantage 
of the present approach is that the number of multiplications needed for the DFT can be 
reduced substantially over the previous approach. The architectural designs using this 
approach are regular, simple, expandable and, therefore, naturally suitable for VLSI 
implementation. 
I. Introduction 
Recently, the authors (Refs. 1,2) developed a new method 
for computing a DFT using the direct sum of two copies of 
residue number systems. A principal advantage of this algo-
rithm is that a complex integer multiplication can be computed 
by using similar integer multiplications in two parallel inde-
pendent residue channels. Using the ideas of Cozzens and 
Finkelstein (Refs. 1, 2), it is shown in this article that a com-
plex integer DFT can be computed by multiplication, modulo 
a Fermat number in two parallel independent residue channels. 
Such a multiplication over the direct sum of two copies of 
the rings of integers modulo Fermat numbers can be used in 
the implementation of a systolic array of the DFT as devel-
oped by Kung (Ref. 3). 
II. Arithmetic Over the Direct Sum of 
Two Copies of Finite Rings Modulo A 
Fermat Number 
Let Fn = 22n + 1 be a Fermat number and let ZF be the 
ring of residues of integers modulo Fn. Further, let (-1) denote 
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the negative of integer one and let i denote the solution of 
equation x 2 = -1. Finally define the set ZF [i] = {a + ib I a, b 
e ZF} of F2 elements in such a manne: that addition is 
n n 
given by (a + ib) + (c + id) = (a + b)F + i(b + d)Fn and multi-
plication is given by (a + ib) (c + id) == (ac - bd)F+ i(bc + 
ad)F where (X)F
n 
denotes the residue of a mOdufoFn • The 
set iFn [i] is a commutative ring. (To show that ZFn [i] is a 
commutative ring, it is only necessary to show that any 
arbitrary three elements of ZFn [i] satisfies the postulates of 
ring [Ref.4,p.l].) 
Lemma 1: Let F = 22n + 1 be a Fermat number; where n . 
n ~ 1. The solutions of x2 + 1 == 0 mod Fn are s = ±22 n-l 
Proof: Since Fn = 22n + I, then 22n == -1 mod 22n + 1. 
Thus, 
Hence, s = ±22n-l are the solutions of x2 + 1 == 0 mod Fn. 
Next we map an element a + ib in ZFn[i] into (a + sb)F
n
. 
It is easy to show that such a mapping is a homomorphic 
mapping. It was shown (Ref. 5) that if s is one of solutions of 
x2 + 1 == 0 modulo F , then the set {a + sb I a, b € Zp } is a 
n n 
field with Fn elements isomorphic to GF(Fn), where Fn is 
considered as a prime number. If one uses both solutions of 
x2 + 1 == 0 mod F , i.e., ±s for mapping an element into n .. 
(a, Q), where a = (a + sb)p anda= (a - sb)Pn' then it is 
shown in the next theorem {hat such a mapping is an isomor· 
phic mapping and the set {a,a I a,a € Zp } is the direct sum of 
2 copies of Zp of F2 elements. n 
n n 
Hence, by an extension of the ideas given in Ref. 5, the 
following important theorem, a special case of Lemma 2.3 of 
Ref. 1, can be proved. 
Theorem 1: Let Zp [i) = {a + ib la,b € Zp } be the ring 
with respect to additio'h and multiplication modulo Fn. Then 
the direct sum of 2 copies of Zp ,i.e., 
n 
where (a,Q) + «(3,73) = (a + (3, Q + (3) and (a,Q) • «(3,73) = (a{3,QiJ) 
is a ring of F; elements which is isomorphic to the ring 
Zp [i). 
n 
Proof: By Lemma 1, integers s = ±22n-l are the solutions 
of x2 + 1 == 0 mod Fn for n ~ 1. If a + ib € Zp n [i) , then let 
I/J be the mapping 
I/J:a+ib-.«a+sb)p ,(a-sb)p )=(a,Q) (1) 
n n 
where 
a = (a+sb)p 
n 
a = (a-sb)p 
n 
To show that I/J is an isomorphism, one must show that I/J 
is both one·to-one and onto and that I/J preserves addition and 
multiplication. To show that I/J is onto, one needs to demon-
strate that given an arbitrary element, (a,Q) € Sp , there 
n 
exists an element a + ib € ZPn [i] such that I/J(a + ib) = (a,Q) 
is an element of Sp . Equation (1) implies that 
n 
(2a) 
(2b) 
Summing Eqs. (2a) and (2b) yields 
2a==a+amodFn 
Since (2, Fn) = 1, one can solve for a, i.e., 
Subtracting Eq. (2b) from Eq. (2a) yields 
Since (22n-l+l, Fn) = 1, one can solve for b, i.e., 
Hence, the solutions of the system of congruences given in 
Eqs. (2a) and (2b) are 
a==_22n- 1 (a+Q)modF 
n 
b == _221i-L l (a - Q) mod F 
n 
(3 a) 
(3b) 
Thus by Eqs. (3a) ;md (3b) it is seen that (a;a) e Zp is the 
image of a + ib € Zp [i) under the mapping I/J. Thisnproves 
. that I/J is an onto mapp1ng. 
In order to show that I/J is one-to-one, assume I/J(a + ib) = 
I/J(c + id).1t follows from Eq. (1) that «a + sb)p ,(a - sb)p ,= 
«c + sci)p ,(c - sd)p ). This implies that n n 
n n 
a + sb == c + sd mod Fn (4a) 
a - sb == c - sd mod Fn (4b) 
Summing Eqs. (4a) and (4b) yields 2a == 2c mod Fn. But since 
(2, Fn) = 1, a == c modFn. Subtracting Eq. (4a) from Eq. (4b) 
yields 2sb == 2sd mod Fn. Thus, since (2s, Fn) = I, b == d mod 
Fn- Hence a + ib = c + id and I/J is a one-to-one mapping. 
To show that I/J preserves multiplication and addition, let 
a + ib and c + id be arbitrary elements in ZPn [i) . Then 
I/J(a+ib)+(c+id) = I/J«a+c)+i(b+d) 
= «a + c) + s (b + d), (a + c) 
- s (b + d) 
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= (a + sb, a - sb) + (e + sd, e - sd) represented by two copies of ZFk+" To achieve this, the 
following theorems are needed. J 
= rp(a+ib)+l/>(e-id) 
Chinese Remainder Theorem: If m l , 111:2, ••• , mr are rela-
and tively prime in pairs, then the system of congruences, x == en 
mod mn for 1 ~ n ~ r has a unique solution x given by 
rp «a + ib) • (e + id» = rp «ae - bd) + i (be + ad» 
= ((ae - bd) + s (be + ad), (ae - bd) 
- s (be + ad» 
= ((a+sb)' (e+sd),(a-sb) 
• (e-sd» 
= (a + sb, a - sb) • (e + sd, e - sd) 
= rp (a + ib)rf> (e + id) 
Hence, ZFn [i) is isomorphic to the ring SFn and the theorem 
is proved. 
Remark 1: An inverse mapping rp-l which maps (a,a) € SFn 
into ZF [i) is defined by 
n 
(5) 
where a and b can be computed by Eq. (3). 
It was shown (Ref. 6) that the multiplication by e powers 
of two modulo Fn is accomplished simply by a cyclic shift of 
e bits. Thus by Eq. (1) and Eq. (3), the arithmetic needed to 
compute the mapping rp and its inverse rp-l requires only 
cyclic shifts and additions modulo Fn' As a consequence, both 
mappings are easily implemented with VLSI technology. Also 
by Theorem 1, the operations needed to perform integer 
complex multiplication in ZFn [i) only require two integer 
multiplications modulo Fn' Such multiplications modulo Fn 
can be implemented by using a new VLSI design of a single 
chip developed in Ref. 7. 
To perform multiplication and addition in ZFn [i) or its 
equivalent SFn, one must determine an Fn such that the results 
of the computations lie in ZFn [i). The fermat number Fs is 
sufficiently large for a good many applications. However, for 
some applications, larger dynamic range is required to keep 
the results of a computation within ZFn [i). This constraint 
sometimes fOIces Fn to be too large to be convenient for 
computations by VLSI technology. To remedy this situation, 
using the ideas in Ref. 8, complex multiplications are extended 
in this section to a ring which is the direct sum of ZFk [i) , 
ZFk+1 [i), ... , and ZFr[i], where for each j, ZFk+j[i] is 
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r 
X == "e MArl modM L.Jnnn 
n=l 
(6a) 
where M = ml m2 ... mr = mIMI = 111:2M2 = ... = m~r and 
M;l uniquely satisfies (mod mn ) the congruence 
MArl == 1 modM n n n (6b) 
for 1 ~ n ~ r. For a detailed proof, see Ref. 9. 
Let M = Fk • Fk+l ..• Fr = (22k + 1) (22k+ 1 + 1) ... 
(22r + 1) = F~k = Fk+IMk+1 = ... =F~r' where 1 ~ k~r 
and Mn = M/ Fn' Since Fk, Fk+ I' ... ,Fr are pairwise relatively 
prime, by the Chinese remainder theorem, it is shown in 
Appendix A that the congruences 
(7a) 
have a unique solution x given by 
r 
Len (M/Fn)M;,1 modM 
where 
and 
n=k n=k 
k+l ACI = T(I'-k) = 2(-(l'-k»mod 2 
k 
n n+l k 
= 2(2 -(I'-n+1»mod2 (22 _ 1) 
(7b) 
(7c) 
for k<n ~r 
Here Mn-l uniquely satisfies the congruence MnM;;l == 1 mod 
Fn for k ~ n ~ r. 
The number of additions and multiplications modulo Fn 
needed to compute Eq. (7b) are r - k and r - k + 1. 
Theorem 2: Let M = Fk • Fk+1 '" Fr be the product of 
distinct Fermat numbers. Next let ZM [i) = {a + ib I a, b € ZM} 
where ZM is a set of residues, modulo M. Then the direct sum 
of finite rings 
SM(i] = ZF [i] + ZF [i] + ... + ZF [i] 
k k+l r 
where addition and multiplication are defined, respectively, 
by 
and 
(ak , ak+1 , ••• ,ar) + (~k' ~k+1' ... ,13r) 
= (ak + 13k, '\+1 + 13k+1' ... , ar' + ~r) 
= ('\ • 13k, ak+1 13k+1 , ••• , ar • 13r) 
is a ring of M2 elements which is isomorphic to the ringZM [i]. 
Proof: If a + ib e ZM[i] , then let () be the mapping 
():(a + ib) -+ ((a + ib)F ,(a + ib)F , ... ,(a + ib)F) 
k k+l r 
= (aF + ibF ' aF + ibF ' ... ,aF + ibF ) k k k+l k+l r r 
(8) 
where an = (a + ib)Fn = aFn + ibFn for k ~n ~r. 
It is easy to show that () preserves addition and multiplica-
tion. To show that () is onto and one-to-one, it suffices to 
show that given an arbitrary element (ak , ak+1' ... , or) 
e SM[i] , there exists an unique element a + ib e ZFM[i] such 
that qJ(a + ib) = (ak , ak+1 , .•. , or). Equation (8) implies that 
(9a) 
and 
(9b) 
for k ~ n ~ r. By Eq. (7), the u~ique solution of the systems 
of congruences in Eqs. (9a) and (9b), are 
a == 
n n+l k X 2(2 -(,..n+1»mod 2 (22 - 1) (9c) 
and 
n n+l k X 2(2 -(,..n+l»mod2 (22 - 1) 
It follows that each element (aFk + ibFk, aFk+1 + ibFk+l , ... , 
aFr + ibFr) of SM is the image of a unique element a + ib of 
ZM [i]. This proves that () is one-to-one and onto and hence 
an isomorphic mapping of ZM [i] onto SM [i] . 
Remark 2: An inverse mapping ()-l which maps (ak , 
ak+l , ... ,ar) e SM into a + ib e ZM [i] is defined by 
(10) 
where a and b can be computed by Eqs. (9c). 
Theorem 3: Let M = Fk • Fk+l .•• Fr, where (Ft, Fj) = 1. 
Next let ZM [i] = {a + ib I a, b e ZM} be the ring in Theorem 2. 
Then the direct SUIl). of ZFk [i] , ZFk+l [i], ... , and ZFr[i] , 
where for each j, ZFk+/(i] is represented by two copies of 
ZFk+j' is 
S = (ZF + ZF ) + (Z F + ZF ) + ... + (ZF + ZF ) 
M k k k+1 k+l r r 
where addition and multiplication are defined, respectively, 
by 
and 
is a ring of M2 element which is isomorphic to the ring ZM [i] . 
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Proof: Let 0 = t/> • 8 be the composition of the mappingt/> b == - 2 (0 - 7) mod 17 = 14 
given by Eq. (1) and 8 given in Eq. (8). If a + ib e ZM[i], then 
o is The final result is -5 + i14 which is verified readily to be the 
where sn = ±22n-l are the solution of x2 + 1 == mod Fn and 
an = (a + Snb)Fn and a = (a - Snb)Fn' for k~<- n <-r. Some 8 
and t/> are an isomorphic mapping of ZM [i] onto SM [i] and an 
isomorphic mapping of SF [i] onto SF , respectively, it is ~ n n 
evident that 8 is an isomorphic mapping of ZM[i] onto SM' 
The arithmetic needed to perform the mapping- 0 given in 
Eq. (1Ia) only requires cyclic shifts and addition modulo Fn' 
Remark 3: The inverse mapping of 0, i.e., 0-1 ", 8-1 • 8-1 
which maps an element in SM into an element in ZM[i] is 
0-1: «ak, ~), (ak+l , ak+l ), ... , (a" a,) -+ a + ib 
(lIb) 
where Eq. (lIb) can be computed by the two inverse mapping 
t/>-1 and 8-1. In other words, Eq. (5) can be used first to 
convert an element «ak, ak), (ak+1' ak+l , ... , (a" a,» in 
SM into an element (aFk + ibFk' aFk+l + ibFk+l , ... , aF, + ibF,) 
in SM[i]. Next Eq. (9a) can be used to convert an element 
(aFk + ibFk,.' aFk+l + ibFk+l , ... , aF, + ibF,) into an element 
a+ibeZMLi]. 
In the following, some examples are given to illustrate how 
the above mappings can be used to efficiently perform com-
plex multiplication. 
Example 1: Compute (3 + i2) • (1 + i4) mod 17, where 
3 + i2 and 1 + i4 e Z17 [i] by means of the direct sum of two 
copies of Z17' 
Consider now this operation in the image ring SFt-' The 
solution of X2 + 1 == 0 mod F2 are ±22n-l = ±222- = ±4. 
Thus, by the mapping t/> given in Eq. (1), one obtains 
(3 + i2) e!! (3 + 4 X 2, 3 - 4 X 2) = (11, -5) 
(1 + i4) e!! (1 + 4 X 4, 1 - 4 X 4) = (0, 2) 
Multiplying two images given in Eq. (12) yields 
(11, -5) • (0, 2) = (0, 7) 
(12) 
The corresponding element a + ib of (0, 7) under the inverse 
mapping t/>-1 given in Eq. (3) is 
a == -23 (0 + 7) == -8 • 7 mod 17 = -5 
22 
correct answer. 
Example 2: Compute (4 + is) • (17 + i3) modM= FIF2 = 
5 • 17 = 85, where (4 + is) and (17 + i3) e Z85 [i] by means 
of the direct sum of Zs [i] arid ~Z17 [i], where Zs [i] and 
Z 17 [i] are represented by 2 copies of Z5 and Z17' respectively. 
From the mapping Eq. (11), one obtains 
and 
(4+i5)85 e!! «(4+2·5)5,(4-2·5)5)' 
«4 + 22 • 5)17' (4 - 22 • 5)17» 
(13) 
(17 + i3)8S e!! «(17 + 2 • 3)s' (17 - 2 • 3)5) , 
(~17+22 .3)17,(17-22 ·3)17) 
= «3,1)5' (12, -12)17) 
where ±2 and ±22 are the solutions of x2 + 1 == 0 mod 5 and 
the solutions of x2 + 1 == 0 mod 17, respectively. Multiplying 
two images given in Eq. (13) yields 
«4,4)5' (7,1)17)· «3, 1)5' (12, -12)17) 
= «2, -1)5' (-1, 5)17) 
The corresponding elements a + ib e Zs [i) and (c + id) e 
Z17 [i] of (2, -1)s and (-1, 5)17 under the first inverse mapping 
t/>-I, given in Eq. (5), are 
(2,-1)s == «-2)(2-1)+i(-I)(2+1»=(-2-i3)s 
and 
(-1,5)17 = «_23 ) (-1 + 5) + i (-2) (-1 - 5»17 = (2 - i5)17 
Thus «2, -1)s' (-1,5)17) e!! «-2 - i3)s, (2 - i5)17)' Finally, 
the corresponding element a + ib e Z8S [i] of «-2 - i3)5' 
(2 - i5)17) under the second inverse mapping 8-1 given in 
Eq. (10) is 
a == (-2) • 136 + 2 • 120 
== (-272 + 240) mod 85 = 53 
and 
b == (-3)0136+(-5)'0120 
== (-408 - 600) mod 85 = 12 
The final result is a + ib = 53 + il2 which is verified readily to 
be the correct answer. 
III. Discrete. Fourier Transform Over ZM [i] 
In this section, a d point F ourier t~ansform over ring ZM [i) 
or its equivalent SM is developed to compute the usual digital 
Fourier transform of complex numbers. It will not be neces-
sary for the transform length to be a' power of two. For the 
Fourier transform of complex integer numbers in ZM [iJ , one 
needs to scale the powers of the dth root of unity from com-
plex numbers to complex integers in ZM [iJ . Then the compo-
nents of the transforms over the ring ZM [i) or its equivalent 
SM are required to remain in the interval - (M - 1)/2 to 
(M - 1)/2. These results can then be scaled back from the 
complex integers to the original complex numbers to give a 
OFT of complex numbers without round-off error. For 
example, to compute a d point OFT of integer complex 
numbers an = O!n + i~n with 100n I, I~n I ~A = 211.1, i.e., 
d-l 
Ak = 2: 
n=O 
d-l 
= L (O!n + i~n) 0 (Xn,k + iyn•k ), 
n=O 
(16) 
w~ere w = exp (i2rr/d) is a dth root of unity and wn' k = xn•k 
+ IYn,k' 
The components of the truncated complex number wn' k 
are first converted to integers with the dynamic range B = 211.2, 
. B"::"" - "::BH -n·k-- "'" d h l.e.,- ..... .l!.n,k'Yn.k ..... . erew -xn,k+zYn,k enotest e 
scaled original complex number wn' k . Next let the OFT of an 
using ~e scaled truncated sequence ;:;sn.k be denoted by Ak . 
Thus, Ak is defined by 
d-l 
~ = 2: """n·k an w 
n=O 
d-l 
2: «O!nxn.k -~,1 n,k) + i(O!,1n.k + ~nxn.k» 
n=O 
= rk + i5k (17) 
where 
an = O!n + i~n 
wnok = xn,k + iYn,k 
d-l 
- = L - ~-'Yk O!,;,xn,k - nY n,k 
n=O 
d-l 
5k = L O!,1n,k .+, ~nxn.k 
b=O 
To compute Eq. (17), one requires the final OFf in Eq. 
(17) to lie in the same "dynamic range" as the complex 
integers an and ;:;sn'k. That is, 
.d-l 
~ 2: (lO!n l 0 Ixn.kl + I~ni IYn,kl) 
n=O 
~ (M - 1)/2 (18) 
and 
d-l 
f6k l = 2: (O!,1n,k + ~nxn,k) 
n=O 
d-l 
~ 2: (lO!nIIYn.k l + I~nl • IXn.kl) 
n=O 
~ (M - 1)/2 
To satisfy Eq. (18) for all complex integer valued sequences 
an and (;5n ok such that 100nl, I~nl ~A == 211.1 and Ix kl,ly kl ~ 11. n. n. 
B = 2 2, it is sufficient to set 
2dA 0 B ~ (M - 1 )/2 (19) 
if A =B, then 
A=[NJ (20) 
where [x] denotes the greatest integer less than x. The trans-
form ~ in Eq. (17) can be computed by using the direct sum 
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of ZFk[i], ZFk+1 [i], ... , and ZF)i], where ZF +,[i] is 
represented by two copies of ZFk+" Finally, the ~'s are 
scaled back to the scale of original cbmplex numbers by Jrl 
for 1 E;; k E;; d - 1. By Eq. (17), one observes that the powers 
of roots of unity always have a truncation error due to approx-
imating the powers of roots of unity. Evidently, the only error 
made in tltis computation of Ak's is this truncation error. The 
error analysis of the DFT caused by wn' k is illustrated in the 
following section. 
Example 3: Compute a 4-point DFT of an by means of the 
direct sum of two copies of ZF2' where ao = al = 1 + i and 
a2 =a3 = O. 
The 4-point DFT of complex number of an 
4-1 
Ak = L anwn-k = 'Yk + iOk 
n=O 
(21) 
where w = i is tlte 4tlt root of unity and a = a + if3 . Since x n n n 
d = 4, F2 = 17, Ian I, lf3n lE;;A = 2 1= 1, then by Eq. (19) the 
dynamic range constraint of the components of wn' k is 
B = 2X2 = 24 /(4 • 4 • 1) = 1. Thus, in this example, wn' k = 
wn•k • This implies that Ix kl =.Ix klE;;B and IY' kl = tv IE;; 
-n'k - ~ n, k '!, n,y B, where w = x + IY and wn' = x + IY • That is, 
-0 0 n,k n,k 2 2 n,k 3 n,k 3 W = W = 1, (;) = w = i, w = w = -1 and (;) = w = -i. 
Hence, the 4-point DFT of an becomes 
4-1 
L: 
n=O 
a wn' k mod 17 
n 
for 0 E;;k E;; 3 (22) 
The corresponding elements in Sl7 of 00 and 'Wn•j in 
Zn[i] under the mapping cp defined in Eq. (1) is 
aO = 1 +il2:!(1 +22 • 1,1-22 • 1)=(5,-3) 
where ±22 is the solution of x 2 + 1 == 0 mod 17. Similarly, one 
hasal = 1 + il = (5, -3), a2 = a3 = 0 2:! (0,0), 'W0 = 1 ~ (1,1), 
'WI = 1 ~ (4, -4), 'W2 = -1 ~ (-1, -1), and 'W3 = -i 2:! (-4, 4). 
Then Eq. (22) over SI7 becomes 
~ = (5, -3) 'W0 + (5, -3) 'Wk + (0, 0) 'W2 ' k + (0, 0) 'W3' k 
= (5, -3) 'W0 + (5, -3) 'Wk (23a) 
24 
For k = 0,1,2,3, Eq. (23a) becomes 
Ao= (5, -3) WO + (5, -3) (;)0 
= (5, -3) (I, 1) + (5, -3)(1, 1) 
= (5, -3) + (5, -3) = (10,6) 
Al = (5, -3) (;)0 + (5, -3) WI 
= (5, -3) (1,1) + (5, -3) (4,-4) 
= (5, -3) + (3, 12) = (8, 9) 
A2 = (0,0) 
A3 = (5, -3) wO + (5, -3) w 3 
= (5, -3) + (-3,5) = (2,2) 
Taking the inverse mapping cp-I defined in Eq. (5) yields 
AO = (10, -6) 
= «-8)(4) + i(-2)(16» 
= (-32 - i32) = 2 + i2 
(23b) 
Al = (8,9) 
= «-8)(8 + 9) + i( -2)(8 - 9» = 2i 
Similarly, one has A2 = (0, 0) = 0 and A3 = (2, 2) = 2. 
Example 4: Compute a 4-point DFT of an by means of the 
direct sum of ZFI [i) and ZF2 [i), where ZFI [i) and ZF2 [i) 
are represented by two copies ZF and ZF ' respectively. Let 
the input values be ao = al = 1 +,li and a2 ~ a3 = 0 where an = 
an + if3n € ZM [i) for M= FI • F2 • 
Since d = 4, M = 85 and lanl, lf3n l E;; A = 2
xI 
= 1, then by 
Eq. (19), the dynamic range constraint of the components of 
wn ' k isB= 2X2 = 85/(4' 4' 1)2:! 22. 
In this example, Ixn,kl , IYn,k l E;; B = 22, where wn ' k = 
X + iv . Thus (;)n - k = wn ' k That is 'W = w = i (;)2 = 
nk 'Jnk " -
w'i. = -1, ~3 = w 3 = - i and 'W0 = W O = 1. Hence, a 4-point 
transform DFT of an due to the scaled truncated sequence 
wn ' k is 
4-1 
A = '" a wn ' k mod 85 k 4..J n 
n=O 
(23 c) 
1'2 = «0,0)5' (0, 0)17) 
A; = «3, -1)5' (5, -3)17) (;)0 + «3, -1)5' (5, -3)17) (~? 
= «2,2)5,(2,2)17) 
Taking the mapping '6 defined in Eq.(II) yields Taking the first inverse mapping cp-l defined in Eq. (5) yields 
a =a =(1+1) _ 
o 1 . Ao = «(1, -2)5' (10, -6)17) 
9! «(1 + 2' 1,1 - 2' 1)5' (1 + 22 • 1,1 - 22 • 1)17) = «(_22- 1)(1 _ 2) 
9! «3, - 1)5' (5, - 3)17) + i(_221-1-1)(1 + 2», «_222- 1)(10 _ 6) 
where 2 and 4 are the solutions of x2 + 1 == ° mod 5 and 17, + i( _222-1-1) (10 + 6) 
respectively. Similarly, one has a2 = a3 = ° 9! «0, 0)5' 
(0, 0)17)' (;)0 = 1 ~ «(1, 1)5' (1, 1)17)' wi = i ~ «2, -2)5' = «-2) (~1) + i(-I) (3), (-8) (4) + i(-2) (-1» 
(4, -4L I7), w2 = -1 ~ «-1, -1)5' (-1, -1)17)' and w3 = -i ~ 
«-2,2)5' (-4, 4)17)' Thus, Eq. (23c) inSS5 becomes = «2 - i3)5' (2 + i2)17) 
- )-0 
Ak = «3, -1)5' (5, -3)17 w ~ = «4,1)5' (8, 5)17) 
+ «3, -1)5' (5, -3)17) w
k ~ «-2) (4 + 1) + i(-I) (4 _ 1), (-8) (8 + 5) 
+ «0, 0)5' (0, 0)17) w2k + i(-2) (8 _ 5» 
+ «0, 0)5' (0, 0)17) w 3 ' k ~ «0 + i2)5' (-2 - 6017) 
= «3,-1)5' (5,-3)17)wO 1'2 = «0 +iO)5' (0+ iO)17) 
(24a) 
For k = 0, 1, 2, 3, Eq. (24a) becomes 
Ao = «3, -1)5' (5, ~3)17) wO + «3, -1)5' (5, -3)17) (;)0 
= «3, -1)5' (5,.-3)17) • «1, 1)5' (1,1)17) 
For k = 0, the corresponding element ~ = Yo + (60 of 1'0 = 
«(1, -2)5' (10, -6)17) under the second inverse mapping 6-1 
given in Eq. (10) is 
+ «3, -1)5' (5, -3)17) • «(1, 1)5' (1,1)17) 
(24b) 
Al = «3, -1)5' (5, -3)17) wO + (3, -1)5' (5, -3)17) wI 
= «3, -1)5' (5,-3)17) • «1,1)5' (1,1)17) 
+ «3, -1)5' (5, -3)17) • «2, -2)5' (4, -4)17) 
and 
Thus, 
- == 2 X 17' 2(-(2-1»mod4 + 2 • 3 
'Yo 
== 2 X 17 X 8 + 2 • 5 X 8 • 3 = 2 mod 85 
60 == (-3)(17) X 8+(2)' 5' 8' 3==2mod85 
~ = «(1, -2)5' (10, -6)17) ~ 2 + i2 
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Using t~e same proce~re ~r Ak for k = 1, 2, 3, one has 
finally AI = 2 + i2 and A2 = A3 = O. 
IV. Error Analysis of DFT Over SM 
In Eq. (17), let la I .;;;; ..j2 0 A = ..J2 0 2AI , where a = 
O:n + i~n such that 100J, I~n I .;;;; A = 2A I. In most digital si;nal 
processing applications, the input data an is an integer complex 
number, each component of a is represented, say, to at most 
8 bit accuracy, i.e., 100nl, I~ni ~ 2AI , where 0 .;;;; AI .;;;; 8. Also 
let 
If one truncates both x k and Y k by 2-A2 digits, then the 
It, n. 
truncated sequences for wn 0 k become 
The error of Ak in Eq. (16) due to the truncated sequence 
w
nok is 
IAk -Akl = IE a w - W ( nok -nok) I n 
d-I 
2 L: la 10 Iwnok - wnokl (25) n 
n=O 
26 
= € (26) 
where € is the desired error. Since 100nl, I~nl ';;;;2AI , then, 
from Eq. (19), the product of the dynamic range A = 2A I and 
B = 2A2 is 
(27a) 
Thus, 
2A2 ~ (M - 1) 
A +1 
2 I o2d 
(27b) 
The substitution of Eq. (27b) into Eq. (26) yields 
(28) 
5 4 Example 5: Let M = Fs 0 F4 = (22 +1) 0 (22 + 1) and 
d = 26 and AI = 8. Then (d 0 2AI +I)2 = (26 029 )2 = 230. By 
Eq. (19), the dynamic range of the components of wn 0 k is 
where AI = 31. By Eq. (28), the desired error of Ak due to the 
scaled truncated sequence wn' k by i'2 = 232 is 
V. A VLSI Design for Computing the 
DFT Over SM 
In this section, a VLSI architecture is developed for com-
puting the d-point DFT over the direct sum of ZF .[i] using 
k+/ 
two copies of the finite ring ZF . for all j. This VLSI pro-
k+J 
cessor for computing Eq. (17) is composed of d basic cells. 
Each basic cell performs a sum and product operation over 
SM' where M = Fk • Fk+1 ••• Fr' That is, 
where "+-" denotes the operation "is replaced by." The 
VLSI architecture of the DFT, using the Fermat residue num-
ber system with computations in ZM [i) is illustrated in the 
following two simple examples. 
The calculations of the first example were illustrated in 
example 3 in Section IV. A VLSI architecture structure for 
computing a 4-point DFT over Z17 [i) for this example is 
shown in Fig. 1. This figure contains 4 basic cells. The func-
tion of each basic cell is 
(a, a) +- (a, Ii) + (b, b) (c, C) 
(29) 
Equation (29) is computed by using the direct sum of two 
copies of Z17' The wn• k is first scaled by B = 2°. In this 
example, wn • k = wn • k. First the integer complex number 
sequence an under the mapping I/J are' converted from 
Z17 [i) into (ar 0;) e S17 for 1 ~ i ~ 4 and are sent to all of 
the cells simultaneously. Each register in Fig. 1 is composed 
of two 5-bit sub registers a and Q of (a, a) e S17' (a, a) is 
stored in these two 5-bit subregisters. 
Assume initially that all registers are set to zero. After the 
input data are entered completely, the components of Ak in 
S17 given by Eq. (23b) are contained in registers Bk for 0 ~ 
k ~ 3. The values computed in this manner are shifted sequen-
tially out of register Ro' Next ,!hese valuet are converted by 
the inverse mapping I/J-l into Ak' = ~ + ibk for 0 ~ k ~ 3. 
Finally, these ~ are scaled back to the scale of the original 
complex numbers Ak by B-1 = 1 for 1 ~ k ~ 4. 
The second example in this section illustrates in example 4 
for the application of theorem 3 to the VLSI design of a DFT. 
A structure for computing the 4-point DFT over Zss [i) is 
shown in Fig. 2. In this figure, the function of each cell is 
Equation (30) is computed by using the direct sum of two 
copies of Zs and Z17' The wn• k is first scaled by B = 2°. In 
this example wn • K = wn • k. The complex integer number 
sequence an under the mapping 0 = I/J • 8 is converted from 
Zss [i) to «al ,n' a.,n)s' (a2,n' a;,n)17) e Sss = Ss + S17 and is 
transferred to all of the cells Simultaneously. Each register 
in Fig. 2 is composed of four subregisters, where the first 
two are 3-bit subregisters and the last two are 5-bit sub regis-
ters. (a1 n' a;.,n)s and (a2,n a;,n)17 are stored in two 3-bit and 
5-bit subregisters, respectively. Assume initially that all regis-
ters are set to zero: After the input data is entered completely, 
the results given in Eq. (24b) are stored in register Rk for 
o ~ k ~ 3. The above results computed in this manner are 
~hifted sequentially out of register Ro' Usi~ inv~se mapping 
8-1 these values are conve!:!ed then to Ak = 'Y k + irk for 
o ~ k ~ 3. Finally, these Ak are scaled back to the scale of 
the original complex numbers Ak by B-1 = 1 for 0 ~ k ~ 3. 
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MAPPING .,. 
wo = , ;;; (I, I) 
w' = i ;;; (4,-4) 
w2 =-, ;;; (-,,-1) 
w3 = -i ;;; (4,-4) 
r 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I I L ___ .J 
CELL, CELL 2 CELL 3 CELL 4 
PERFORMING THE 
INVERSE MAPPING 
.,.-, 
Fig. 1. The systolic array to compute a 4-point OFT over the direct sum of two copies of Z17 
a3a2a,aO PERFORMING THE 
MAPPING '8' 
w' w2 w3 wO 
w2 OJO ..,2 wO 
w3 OJ' iii' iii ° 
wO wO iiiO wO 
r 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I I L ___ .J 
CELL, CELL 2 CELL 3 CELL 4 
wO = «,,1)5' (1,1)'7) 
iii' = «2,-2)5' (4,-4)'7) AoA,~~ SCALED BACK BY AOA,~~ PERFORMING THE 
-2 . B-' =, INVERSE MAPPING 
w = «-"-')5' (-1,-1)17) '8'-' 
wS = «-2,2)5' (-4,4),~ 
Fig. 2. The systolic array to compute a 4-point OFT over .the direct sum of Zs[/] and Z17[/]. 
where Zs[/l and Z17[/l are represented by two copies of Zs and Z17' respectively 
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Appendix A 
To show that ftrl. in Eq. (7c) satisfies the congruence M • ftrl == 1 mod F for k ~ n ~ r, consider first the case for n = k. 
n n n n 
Substituting M.;l in Eq. (7c) into Mk • M.;l yields 
== (2· 2 ... 2) • T(r-k) 
, ' T 
Next consider the case for n = k + i + 1, where k + 1 ~ n ~ r. Substituting~l in (7c) into Mn • ~1 yields the following: 
k k+l k+i k+i+2 r 
Mn • ~1 == (22 + 1)(22 + k) ... (22 + 1) • (22 + 1) ... (22 + 1) • (_2)-1 
X T(r-k+j+l» • (22k - 1) 
k k k+i k+i+2 2 
- [(22 - 1) • (22 + 1) ... (22 + 1)] (22 + 1) ... (22 + 1) • (-2r1 
X T(r-(k+i+l» 
_ (2 k + i+1 _ 1) • (22k+1+2 + 1) ... (22r + 1) (_2)-1 • T(r-(kfl+l» 
- (-2) (2·2 ... 2) (_2)-1 • T(r-(k+l+l» 
T 
2(r-(k+l+l» 
== (-2) 2(r-k+i+l» (-2r 1 • T(r-(k+i+l» 
2 k+l+l '" k 1/""-== 1 mod 2 lor + .... n ~ r 
where n = k + i + 1. 
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Bit Error Rate of Coherent M-ary PSK 
P. J. Lee 
Communications Systems Research Section 
The bit error rate (BER) for the coherent detection of M-ary PSK signals with Gray 
code bit mapping is considered. A closed-form expression for the exact BER of 8-ary PSK 
is presented. Tight upper and lower bounds on BER are also obtained for M-ary PSK with 
largerM. 
I. Introduction 
The symbol error rate (SER) for the coherent detection of 
M-ary PSK signals has been studied very extensively. However, 
except for the binary and quarternary PSK cases, there has not 
been much effort in finding the bit error rate (BER), which is 
a more useful performance measure in many cases. After a 
brief review of the background, we will derive expressions for 
the BER of M-ary PSK systems with Gray code bit mapping 
over an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel. 
II. Preliminaries 
Let X be the channel input symbol that takes its value from 
an M-ary alphabet {O, 1, ... ,M - I}. In this study, the chan-
nel input alphabet size M is restricted to 2k so that an M-ary 
symbol can be represented by k bits. When X is m for a given 
symbol time, the transmitter sends a sinusoidal signal with 
phase 2mak , where ak = TriM. Let E b be the received signal' 
energy per information bit and No be the one-sided noise 
power spectral density of the AWGN. When the transmitted 
symbol is m, then, with ideal coherent detection, the probabil-
ity density function of the received signal vector y = (y c' y s) is 
a two-dimensional Gaussian function, given by . 
where dk = .J2kEb/NO and f(t) = exp (-t 2 /2)/..[ii. For the 
8-ary case, such a symbol-to-signal space mapping is shown in 
Fig. 1. The optimum decision boundaries, which minimize the 
decision error probability (i.e., SER) with equiprobable input 
symbols, are also shown with dashed lines. The decision region 
for X = m will be denoted by Rm. 
When BER is the performance measure, the bit assignment 
for each M-ary symbol is important. The best bits-to-symbol 
mapping for M-ary PSK signals is the so-called Gray code 
mapping, with which the k bits corresponding to adjacent 
symbols differ in only one position. Such a mapping is shown 
in Table 1 for k = 2, 3, 4, and 5 (or M = 4,8, 16, and 32). With 
Gray code bit mapping, the BER is independent of the trans-
mitted symbols. Hence, without loss of generality, we will 
assume that 0 is the transmitted symbol. Notice that the 
decision regions that are optimum for SER also minimize the 
BER. 
Let Am be the probability that the received signal vector 
y falls into R when X = 0, i.e., A = Pr jy ER I X= ot. 
m m 1 m r 
Notice that, for any k, the following relation holds: 
Ao >A 1 =AM- 1 > A2 =AM- 2 > ... >AM/2- 1 
=AM/2+1 >AM /2 (1) 
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and these values can be found using one of the following 
equations: 
Am =J:oo fez) .jQ[dk+z.tan ((M/2-2m-l)ak )] 
-Q[dk +z.tan((M/2-2m+l)ak)] !'dZ, 
m=I,2,···,M/2-1 (2) 
or 
where 
faOO f(z-dk) ·jQfr·tan (2m-I)ak )] 
- Q[z • tan (2m + 1) ak)J!' dz, 
m=O, 1,··· ,M/4-1 
- Q[z • tan ((M - 2m + 1) ak)]!· dz, 
m =M/4 + 1,··· ,M/2 
Q(z) ==[00 f(t) dt 
(3) 
is the well known Q function, which is tabulated in many ref-
erences or can easily be computed using simple algorithms. 
The SER, P
s
' is given by: 
(4) 
Note that for any k, SER can be represented as the sum of 
probabilities for two half-planes minus that for the overlapped 
areaRM /2 : 
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For k = 1, since AM/2 = AI' Ps = Q@I sin (al)~. For k = 2, 
since RM/2 is a quadrant, we have AM/2 = Q2 (12 sin (a2)]. 
For k ~ 3, the exact AM/2 must be evaluated y Eq. (3) or 
similar expressions available in the literature. Also many 
bounds have been developed for AM /2. See Ref. 1 for an 
example. 
III. Bit Error Rate 
Let W m be the Hamming weight of the bits assigned to 
symbol m (see Table 1). Since the probability of bit error is 
W /k when X = 0 and y ER ,we have the following expres-
m m 
sion for average BER, P b: 
M-I 
~ w A m m (5) 
m=1 
Since W m ~ 1 for all m -=1= 0, from Eqs. (5) and (4), 
(6) 
This "conventional" lower bound appears frequently in the 
literature (e.g., Ref. 2, p. 231) and is known to be very tight 
for large Eb/No' since, in such a case, most errors occur in 
adjacent regions. Fork= 1 (M=2),Pb =Ps =Q[dl sin (a1TI. 
For k = 2 (M= 4), since A3 =AI: 
Since d2 sin (a2 ) = d 1 sin (a I)' BER for BPSK and QPSK are 
identical. This fact also has been noticed in the literature (e.g., 
Ref. 2, p. 234). 
However, for larger k, there has been no effort toward find-
ing the exact BER expression or its tight bounds. From 
Eq. (I),we have the following: 
for k= 3 (M= 8), 
P b = {A 1 + 2A 2 + A 3 + 2A 4 + 3A s + 2A 6 + A 7} /3 
= (2/3) '{Al +A2 +A3 +A4 +As +A6} 
= (2/3) • {Q [d3 sin (a3l] 
+ Q[d3 sin(3a3)}(1 - Q[d3 sin (a3)])} (8) 
Hence, we have a closed-form expression for the exact BER of 
8-ary PSK only in terms of the Q functions! 
For k = 4 (M= 16), 
P, = (2/4)· {t,Am + t, Am +A, + 2A, +A7} 
(9) 
The probabilities for the half-plane and for the quadrant can 
be easily found in terms of the Q function. The exact values of 
the remaining terms can be found by Eq. (2) or Eq. (3). Or, 
instead, one may use the following upper and lower bounds: 
8 7 L Am <As +2A 6 +A7 < L Am (10) 
m=S m=4 
For k = 5 (M = 32), 
(II) 
These summations can be found in terms of Q functions, while 
for the remaining terms one may use the following bounds: 
17 
~ Am<2Al0+ 2A ll +AI2+2AI3+2A14-A16 
m=10 
(12) 
For M-ary PSK with larger M, we can also fmd very tight 
upper and lower bounds on BER. These will not be described 
here, except for the following simple lower bound on BER, 
which is much tighter than the conventional lower bound of 
Eq. (6): for k;;;' 4, 
Pb < (2Ik) • {Q[dk sin (akj] + Q [dk sin (3ak)]} (13) 
The exact BER of M-ary PSK is shown in Table 2 for M = 2 
to 64. Also the accuracy of the bounds on BER is tested in 
terms of the relative error (difference between the exact BER 
value and its bound, normalized to the exact value). Those 
relative errors are tabulated in Table 2, where we see that our 
bounds are extremely tight for all values of E biN 0 of interest. 
IV. Conclusions and Discussion 
For coherent M-ary PSK over an AWGN channel with Gray 
code bit mapping we can draw the following conclusions: (I) a 
general expression for BER is found; (2) a closed-form expres-
sion for the exact BER of 8-ary PSK is derived; (3) a lower 
bound on BER is found which is tighter than the conventional 
lower bound; (4) in particular, for 16- and 32-ary PSK, much 
tighter upper and lower bounds on BER are obtained. 
The technique developed in this paper can also be used for 
finding the BER of M-ary PSK signals with either coherent or 
differentially coherent detection, as long as the noise is cir-
cularly symmetric. This was pointed out by Dr. Marvin K. 
Simon (Ref. 3) after reading the original manuscript of this 
paper. Using Eqs. (9) and (10) of Ref. 4, he derived the 
following simple integral expression for the exact BER of 
8-ary DPSK over an A WGN channel. 
Pb = (2/3) {F(13a3 ) - F(a3) } 
where 
. L1<'2 e-d~/2 . (1 - cos <1>' cosO) 
F(r/» = - sm cp -"--------- dO 
41T 1 - cos r/> • cos 0 
-1</2 
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Table 1. Gray bit mapping and Hamming weight W 
m bits W m m bits Wm 
k = 2 (M= 4) k = 5 (M= 32) 
0 o 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 0 0 
1 o 1 1 1 o 000 1 1 
2 1 1 2 2 o 0 0 1 1 2 
3 1 0 1 3 00010 1 
4 00110 2 
k = 3 (M= 8) 5 00111 3 
0 000 I) 6 o 0 1 0 1 2 
1 001 1 7 o 0 1 0 0 1 
2 011 2 8 o 1 100 2 
3 010 1 9 o 1 101 3 
4 110 2 10 o 1 111 4 
5 11 1 3 11 o 1 110 3 
6 101 2 12 01010 2 
7 100 1 13 o 1 0 1 1 3 
14 o 1 001 2 
k=4 (M= 16) 15 o 1 000 1 
0 000 0 0 16 1 100 0 2 
1 000 1 1 17 1 100 1 3 
2 o 0 1 1 2 18 1 101 1 4 
3 o 0 1 0 1 19 1 101 0 3 
4 o 1 1 0 2 20 1 1 110 4 
5 o 1 1 1 3 21 1 1 1 1 1 5 
6 o 1 0 1 2 22 1 1 101 4 
7 o 1 0 0 1 23 1 1 100 3 
8 1 100 2 24 1 0 1 0 0 2 
9 1 101 3 25 1 0 1 0 1 3 
10 1 111 4 26 10111 4 
11 1 110 3 27 10110 3 
12 101 0 2 28 10010 2 
13 101 1 3 29 10011 3 
14 100 1 2 30 10001 2 
15 1 000 1 31 10000 1 
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Table 2. Exact BER values of M-ary PSK with Gray mapping 
Eb/No' dB Pb (M= 2,4) Pb (M= 8) Pb (M= 16) Pb (M= 32) P b (M= 64) 
-5.0 2.132£-01 2.468E-01 2.867E-01 3.185E-01 3.376E-01 
-4.0 1.861E-01 2.217E-01 2.646E-01 3.003E-01 3.242E-01 
-3.0 1.584£-01 1.961E-01 2.420E-01 2.817E-01 3.099E-01 
-2.0 1.306£-01 1.708E-01 2.191E-01 2.629E-01 2.951E-01 
-1.0 1.038E-01 1.461E-01 1.965E-01 2.442E-01 2.800E-01 
0.0 7.865E-02 1.227E-01 1.745E-01 2.256E-01 2.649E-01 
1.0 5.628E-02 1.008E-01 1.535E-01 2.073E-01 2.497E-01 
2.0 3.751E-02 8.061E-02 1.338E-01 1.892E-01 2.345E-01 
3.0 2.288E-02 6.225E-02 1.155E-01 1.714£-01 2.194E-01 
4.0 1.250£-02 4.589E-02 9.865E-02 1.538E-01 2.043E-01 
5.0 5.954E-03 3.186E-02 8.292E-02 1.368E-01 1.895E-01 
6.0 2.388£-03 2.048E-02 6.816E-02 1.207E-01 1. 74 7E-01 
7.0 7.727£004 1.195E-02 5.429E-02 1.055E-01 1.599E-01 
8.0 1.909E-04 6.181E-03 4.145E-02 9.147E-02 1.452E-01 
9.0 3.363E-05 2.748E-03 2.998E-02 7.840E-02 1.307E-01 
10.0 3. 872E-06 1.0 11 E-03 2.025E-02 6.614E-02 1.165E-01 
11.0 2.613E-07 2.937E-04 1.256E-02 5.451E-02 1.030E-01 
12.0 9.006E-09 6.338E-05 7.010E-03 4.349E-02 9.027E-02 
13.0 9.417E-06 3.427E-03 3.325E-02 7.848E-02 
14.0 8.756E-07 1.421E-03 2.406E-02 6.752E-02 
15.0 4.516E-08 4.789E-04 1.627E-02 5.724E-02 
16.0 1.246E-04 1.010E-02 4.747E-02 
17.0 2.342E-05 5.642E-03 3.819E-02 
18.0 2.925E-06 2.763E-03 2.950E-02 
19.0 2.187E-07 1.147E-03 2.163E-02 
20.0 8.573E-09 3.876E-04 1.486E-02 
21.0 1.0 11E-04 9.417E-03 
22.0 1.907E-05 5.394E-03 
23.0 2.393E-06 2.725E-03 
24.0 1.799E-07 1.177E-03 
25.0 7.099E-09 4.176E-04 
26.0 1.159E-04 
27.0 2.361E-05 
28.0 3.264E-06 
Table 3. Accuracy of the upper and lower bounds on BER 
Relative error of the bound on BER found from: 
Eb/No' dB (6), Lower (13), Lower (10), Lower (10), Upper : (M= 16) 
-3.0 2.82E-01 6. 16E-03 1.53E-03 1.40E-02 
0.0 1.67E-01 9.66E-04 2.15E-04 3. 11E-03 
3.0 5.72E-02 2.05E-05 4.06E-06 1. 05 E-04 
6.0 6.30E-03 8.44E-09 1.48E-09 8.17E-08 
9.0 7.90£-05 1.58E-15 2.48E-16 3.90E-14 
EJNo,dB (6), Lower (13), Lower (12), Lower (12), Upper : (M= 32) 
-3.0 4. 13E-01 4.70E-02 1.65E-03 3.25E-03 
0.0 3.29£-01 1.15E-02 1.32E-04 3.83E-04 
3.0 2.28E-01 6.30E-04 8.37E-07 3.84E-06 
6.0 1. 11E-O 1 1.78E-06 3.68E-11 2.89E-10 
9.0 2.47E-02 1.43E-11 8.28E-20 1.25E-18 
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Y, 
Fig. 1. 8-ary PSK signal space with optimum decision regions 
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Synchronizing Heavily Encoded Data in Bad Weather 
L. Swanson 
Communications Systems Research Section 
Deep space missions choose a data rate to ensure reliable communication under most 
conditions. Certain critical data can be more heavily encoded, to be decoded under par-
ticularly bad atmospheric conditions. This article shows that, in such a system, finding 
and synchronizing critical data will not be a problem. 
I. Introduction 
Deep space missions choose a data rate so that data will be 
received reliably under most conditions. Under certain atmo-
spheric conditions, however, performance is degraded. Fur-
ther decreases in the data rate make this less likely, at the cost 
of less information under most conditions. 
In order to increase the probability that certain "critical" 
data are received reliably, such data can be more heavily 
encoded. Earlier work (Ref. 1) argued for a very simple sys-
tem: put critical data into separate frames and, after the usual 
channel encoding, repeat symbols in those frames. (The num-
ber of repetitions would depend on the amount of attenu-
ation.) On the ground, during bad weather, the other data 
might be useless but the critical data could be decoded. 
The analysis in Ref. 1 ignores problems of synchronization: 
can we find the critical data to decode it? The purpose of this 
article is to show that, if the symbol synchronizer assembly 
(SSA) is not losing lock, critical data can be found and syn-
chronized. 
II. Analysis 
We are assuming a system in which critical data bits are 
repeated (in whole frames) enough times to make up for possi-
ble weather attenuation, and we want to know whether the 
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critical frames can be found and synchronized. We are further 
assuming that the SSA is not losing lock, and that we will be 
free to design a frame synchronizer to whatever standards are 
necessary. 
Since the repetitions apply to the frame synchronization 
marker, we can think of this as a problem of whether the 
(repeated) marker can be found in a very long frame: the 
critical frame followed by a lot of noncritical frames. Since 
the repetition code serves exactly to bring the signal-to-noise 
ratio (SNR) back after the attenuation, the SNR is not a 
factor in the answer. The amount of critical data is, however, 
a factor since it determines the number of non-critical frames 
between critical frames, and their frame synchronization 
markers. 
Of course, with long enough buffers, one can always find 
and synchronize data which are different from other data. The 
question is whether it can be done in a reasonable length of 
time. The calculations described below show that, under rea-
sonable circumstances, a very simple system declaring syn-
chronization after six critical frames will fail to declare syn-
chronization less often than once in 106 and will declare 
synchronization incorrectly less than one time in 108 . 
We are assuming that all data are (7, 1/2) convolution ally 
encoded. Consider the following parameters, chosen because 
they are plausible: Suppose that critical data symbols go into 
the SSA at -4.3 dB (symbol SNR). This means that critical 
data are attenuated 3 dB from the requirement for the bit-
error rate 10- 5 for concatenated coding. (Eb/NO is 2.3 dB; 
subtracting 3.6 dB for concatenated coding overhead and 
3 dB for attenuation gives -4.3 dB.) Also suppose that frames 
are 10,000 bits long and one in every 50 frames is made up of 
critical data. Assume that each frame begins with a 32-bit 
synchronization marker, and every symbol corresponding to a 
critical frame has been repeated once. This would mean that 
frames of critical data begin with a 104-symbol (104 = 2 • 2 • 
(32-6)) pattern. (Six bits are needed to flush the encoder. This 
leaves 26 bits in the marker. Rate 1/2 convolution coding and 
the repetition make this into a 104-symbol marker.) Finally, 
assume that 3-bit quantized symbols leave the SSA and go 
into a long buffer, from which strings of 104 symbols are 
compared to the pattern which announces the beginning of 
critical data. What is the likelihood that a simple algorithm 
could pick out the critical data within 6 critical data frames? 
Several simplifying assumptions have been made: that con-
volutionally encoded random data look like random data, that 
the sum of 104 independent random variables is Gaussian, and 
that overlaps between the marker and itself, whether repeated 
or not, look random. We also assume a very simple algorithm 
for finding the critical data: at each place, 3-bit quantized 
symbols leaving the SSA are compared to the marker. They 
are assigned "disagreement levels" of 0, 1, 2, 3, or 4, depend-
ing on whether and how much they disagree with each marker 
symbol. A threshold and a required number of threshold 
crossings are set. The 104 disagreements are summed and com-
pared as a possible beginning, until six frames of critical data 
(6 • 50 frames of total data) have been checked. At this time, 
the place at which the threshold has been reached most often 
is declared the critical data marker, assuming that threshold 
has been crossed at that place at least the fixed number of 
times. 
This calculation gave a probability smaller than 10-6 of 
failure to declare synchronization after six critical frames, and 
smaller than 10- 8 of incorrect declaration of synchronization. 
In a system with more critical data, there are fewer non-
critical frames between critical frames, and synchronization is 
faster; less critical data would make synchronization slightly 
more difficult. 
Of course, if this system were really being used, a compari-
son could be made to a more efficient set of counter incre-
ments (Ref. 2), or to a system more complicated than a simple 
crossing of threshold, and comparisons could be made for 
different sizes of buffers. The point of this calculation is that 
finding and synchronizing critical data will not be a problem. 
Further questions seem more appropriate to a time when such 
a scheme is being considered. 
III. Conclusions 
We have shown that, under reasonable circumstances, syn-
chronization will not be a problem in a system which repeats 
frames of critical data to make up for possible attenuation 
from atmospheric conditions. 
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A Software Simulation Study of a Sequential Decoder 
Using the Fano Algorithm 
F. Pollara 
Communications Systems Research Section 
A set of subroutines has been developed to simulate the performance of a sequential 
decoder based on the Fano algorithm. This simulation can be used to verify the coding 
performance of the ICE communication link. The probability of frame deletion can be 
measured as a [unction of the number of computations allowed per frame and of Eb/No. 
Both hard and soft quantized inputs are considered. 
I. Introduction 
While many deep space missions use short constraint 
length conyolutional codes, which can be decoded by the 
Viterbi algoritlun, some missions use long constraint length 
codes. These codes are efficiently decoded by sequential 
methods. 
ICE (International Cometary Explorer) is an example of a 
mission using a long constraint length (K = 24) code. The 
work described in this article was motivated by the need to 
verify the coding performance of the ICE communication 
link. The specific convolutional encoder (K = 24, rate = 1/2) 
used in this mission is shown in Fig. 1. The frame length can 
be varied, but is typically set at 1,024 bits, including a fixed 
tail pattern of 24 bits. The sequential decoder is based on the 
Fano Algorithm (Ref. 1), which is reviewed in Appendix A. 
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II. The Simulation 
In order to carry out this simulation, a set of C-Ianguage 
subroutines was written, representing the operation of a 
coded communication link as shown in the block diagram of 
Fig. 2, where each block corresponds to a subroutine. A 
program called "universe" controls the execution of each 
subroutine and defines the topology of their interconnec-
tions. The subroutine "generator" produces sequences of 
binary random data in blocks of 1,000 bits, plus a fixed tail 
sequence of 24 bits, which is .appended at the end of each 
block. The subroutine "coder" implements a convolutional 
encoder as shown in Fig. 1. Then Gaussian noise generated 
by "gauss" is added to the link by the subroutine "add" in 
order to simulate a given Eb/No. The sequential decoding 
takes place in the subroutine "seq," which also provides 
quick-look decoded data; this data is useful in replacing 
frames that would otherwise be deleted. The heart of the 
decoder is a shift register which also contains a replica of 
the encoder. High speed is achieved by using a pointer to 
the contents of this register to avoid time consuming read/ 
write operations. Finally, the error statistics are displayed 
by the subroutine "error." 
III. Performance Results and Discussion 
Two versions of the sequential decoder subroutine "seq" 
have been developed, for hard and soft quantized (3-bit) 
inputs. Each performance measure depends on the following 
parameters: Eb/No , frame and tail length, the increment ~ 
used to update the running threshold in the Fano algorithm, 
the maximum number of computations C allowed for each 
frame, and, for soft decoding, the particular metric used. 
The number of computations is defined as the total number of 
forward moves per frame. A frame is deleted when it cannot 
be decoded in C or fewer computations. 
Figure 3 shows the performance of the hard-quantized 
decoder in terms of probability of frame deletion PFD versus 
Eb/No , for some values of C and metric ratio MR, which is 
the ratio of metric increments assigned to symbol agreements 
and disagreements (Ref. 2). Figure 4 shows the performance 
for the soft-quantized decoder. 
The performance results obtained by this software simula-
tion can be compared to those of a hardware decoder only 
if the speed advantage is the same in both cases. Specifically, 
the number of forward moves is not equivalent to the number 
of computations per second in the hardware decoder. Fur-
thermore, the presence of a buffer for frames in the hardware 
version tends to improve the performance at higher Eb/No , as 
shown in Fig. 4, where Cis the maximum number of computa-
tions allowed to decode the 3 frames in the buffer. 
Figure 5 shows PFD vs the maximum number of computa-
tions per frame C, for hard and soft-quantized inputs, 
respectively. 
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Appendix A 
A brief summary of the Fano algorithm in the form used in 
this simulation is given for completeness. 
Consider the decoding of a frame consisting of FRAME 
information bits plus TAIL bits in the tail. The task of the. 
decoder is to find the path on a binary tree of length 
FRAME+TAIL which is the closest approximation to the 
transmitted frame, according to a given measure criterion 
(metric). At each node on the tree, the decoder looks for-
ward and attempts a move along the branch corresponding to a 
"0" information bit. If a "1" was transmitted at that level, the 
decoder will realize that it is on a wrong path and make a 
lateral move, which is eqUivalent to changing the previous 
attempt into a forward move along the "1" branch. This is the 
typical behavior of the decoder in the absence of noise. 
If there are errors in the received sequence, the decoder will 
perceive that it is following a wrong path, according to the 
rules for search described below. Then it will back up a few 
branches and explore alternative paths, until it finds a satisfac-
tory path of length FRAME+TAIL. At this point the first 
FRAME bits in the path are taken as the decoded frame 
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sequence. They may still contain errors, even though this kind 
of error (decoded bit errors) is extremely rare. 
If, for some frame, the decoder is forced to move erratically 
back and forth on the tree up to a certain imposed limit on the 
number of forward moves, that frame will not be decoded 
(deleted). 
Consider the flow diagram in Fig. 6. The "tilted distance" 
TD [ .] is a function of the distance between the received 
symbol and the current path through the tree. At high Eb/No' 
TD [.] is an increasing function, and the decoder moves 
forward (or laterally) on the tree. The decoder decides that 
TD [ .] is increasing or decreasing by comparing it with a 
"running threshold" TR which is kept as large as possible, but 
smaller than TD [ • ], and changes in steps of size Ll. If TD [ • ] 
starts to decrease, the decoder will back up and then explore 
other paths, or even come back to the same node, but with 
more confidence to get past it (i.e., with a lower TR). There-
fore, the decoder will never reach the same node twice with 
the same threshold, thus preventing infinite loops. 
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Symbol Stream Combining in a Convolutionally 
Coded System 
R. J. McEliece l , F. Pollara, and L. Swanson 
Communications Systems Research Section 
Symbol stream combining has been proposed as a method for arraying signals received 
at different antennas. If convolutional coding and Viterbi decoding are used, it is shown 
that a Viterbi decoder based on the proposed weighted sum of symbol streams yields 
maximum likelihood decisions. 
I. Introduction 
The use of symbol stream combining has been proposed for 
decoding data from deep space missions when the received sig-
nal is very weak. Under this scheme, a signal is received at two 
or more antennas, and each antenna's output is processed sep-
arately through carrier and sub carrier demodulation and sym-
bol synchronization. Then the two digital copies (of the same 
signal plus different noise) are combined before decoding. 
1 Also Electrical Engineering Department, California Institute of 
Technology. 
In Ref. I, this system was studied and found to be superior 
to baseband combining. The analysis of Ref. I determines the 
optimal weights for adding the outputs of the two symbol 
synchronizer assemblies (SSAs) before sending the signals to 
the Viterbi decoder. 
The fact that symbol stream combining is superior to base-
band combining follows from timing uncertainties (Ref. I). 
But why symbol stream combining? Could a maximum-
likelihood decision be made on the pair of symbol streams 
to yield better performance than using the Viterbi (maximum-
likelihood) decoder on a weighted sum of the symbol streams? 
This article shows that symbol stream combining followed by 
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Viterbi decoding is in fact maximum-likelihood decoding for a 
pair of symbol streams_ 
II. Symbol Stream Combining 
The digital coding system for a deep space mission can be 
modeled as shown in Fig. I where the output of the convolu-
tional encoder is a stream of bipolar symbols x k€ {- V, V}, 
and the output of the SSA is a stream of real numbers x k' 
where n I' n2 , • • • are the values of independent, Gaussian, 
mean zero, variance N 0/2 random variables, and A is a positive 
constant. The Viterbi decoder then makes a maximum-
likelihood decision about the symbols xl' x2' ... , and there-
fore about the data bits, producing the decoded data bits. 
Under symbol stream combining, two different symbol 
synchronizers produce two different output streams; 
(1) 
and 
(2) 
where n I' n2 , •.• and n I' n2 , •.• are samples of two indepen-
dent stochastic processes, each independent, mean zero, 
identically distributed, and Gaussian, with variances No/2 and No/2 respectively, and where A and A are positive constants. 
As described in Ref. 1, the symbol stream combiner will fit 
into the system between the two SSAs and one Viterbi 
decoder, combining the streams X I' x2 ' •.• and Y I' Y 2' ... to 
yield one stream 
(3) 
which is sent to the Viterbi decoder, where 0: and 13 are 
"weighting constants" chosen by the symbol stream combiner 
to !,l1aximize the signal-to-noise ratio (aA + 13.4)2 XV(o:2 No + 
132No) of the combined stream. The ratio of 0: to 13 which 
maximizes signal-to-noise ratio of the combined stream 
depends on the Signal power and noise power of the two 
streams, 
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Ways to measure the signal-to-noise ratios of the streams, and 
to determine the weighting constants, are discussed in Refs. I, 
2, and 3. 
In this article, we consider whether better use can be made 
of the two symbol streams than combining them linearly as 
in Eq. (3). We find that in fact a Viterbi decoder acting on the 
stream (Eq. [3]) will perform identically to a maximum-
likelihood decoder acting on the two streams (Eqs. [1] and 
[2]) (assuming perfect knowledge of signal and noise power in 
both cases). We are ignoring quantization, which of course 
causes some degradation; we assume that the SSAs produce 
enough quantization levels that this is not a problem. 
III. Maximum Likelihood Decoding 
After the two symbol synchronizer assemblies, the informa-
tion available for maximum-likelihood decoding is 
and 
In fact, assuming that x k was sent, this pair (x k' 5\) appears 
with probability density 
Given that the stream {x I' X 2 ' ••• } was sent, the pair of 
streams {Xl' X2 ' .•• } and U1'Y2 ' •.. } will be received with 
probability density 
K exp {- L [(X k - A X k)2 / 2No + cY k - Ax k)2 /2No] } 
k 
(4) 
where K is a constant. 
Thus, a maximum-likelihood decoder acting on the pair of 
streams {Xl' x2,··.} and {Jl1'Y2"" } will find the stream 
{x I' x 2 ' •.• } which maximizes the probability density in 
Eq. (4) or, equivalently, which maximizes 
Now, if instead, we have a maximum likelihood decoder acting 
on the stream 
it will maximize 
Kexp 
Thus the two schemes, maximum-likelihood decoding on the 
pair of streams and Viterbi decoding on the combined stream, 
will produce identical results. 
IV. Determining Signal and Noise Power 
which is equivalent to maximizing 
In the Deep Space Network, signal and noise power are 
estimated by the symbol synchronizer assembly, so this infor-
mation would be available to a symbol stream combiner. If 
another estimate were desirable, a feed-back system could 
involve estimates based either on the Viterbi decoder metrics 
or on channel symbol errors. 
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An Integrated UNIX-Based CAD System for the 
Design and Testing of Custom VLSI Chips 
L. J. Deutsch 
Communications Systems Research Section 
This article describes a computer-aided design (CAD) system that is being used at the 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory for the design of custom and semicustom very large scale 
integrated (VLSI) chips. The system consists of a Digital Equipment Corporation VAX 
computer with the UNIX operating system and a collection of software tools for the lay-
out, simulation, and verification of microcircuits. Most of these tools were written by 
the academic community and are, therefore, available to JPL at little or no cost. Some 
small pieces of software have been written in-house in order to make all the tools interact 
with each other with a minimal amount of effort on the part of the designer. 
I. Introduction 
The design of VLSI chips would be impractical without the 
use of CAD tools. This is because the typical VLSI chip that is 
designed at JPL currently comprises at least 5,000 transistors 
and in some cases this number is as large as 50,000. In addition 
to this, each of the six to ten mask layers that correspond to 
steps in the fabrication process must be defmed for these 
chips. In order to facilitate the design of VLSI chips on a com-
puter, a standard me format for the description of these mask 
layers was developed at the California Institute of Technology. 
This description is called the "Caltech intermediate form" 
(CIF) (Ref. 1). Many chip fabricators will now accept a com-
puter me in CIF format and implement the design on a silicon 
wafer. In fact, CIF has recently become an industrial standard 
as well as a university standard for chip description. 
The primary purpose of a VLSI CAD system is to allow a 
designer to specify a chip in some convenient fashion and to 
produce a me in CIF format that may be sent to a fabrication 
service. The process of defming the CIF me is called "layout." 
In addition to layout, there are secondary functions that a 
good CAD system should perform. One of these is design veri-
f1cation.This consists of an automated check, performed on 
the chip description, against a set of rules that are fabrication-
dependent. These rules might include both "design rules" and 
"electrical rules." Design rules refer to geometrical constraints 
on the masks themselves and arise from tolerances and mate-
rial limitations in the fabrication process. Electrical rules refer 
to the interconnection of transistors. One example of an elec-
trical rule would be a limitation on device fan-out. 
A good CAD system should also contain simulators that 
allow the designer to "run" a chip in software and hence 
verify that it performs the desired function. Simulators can 
take many different forms from low-level programs that model 
only the digital switching of a transistor, to high-level pro-
grams that use very complex models of the transistors. Since 
the execution time of a simulator depends on its level, several 
different levels of simulation should be present on the CAD 
system. 
Tools should also be present that allow the same tests that 
are performed on the chip design with the simulators to be 
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used on the finished chip itself. This involves a hardware 
interface from the CAD system computer to a chip testing 
device. 
In addition to the above tools, a complete system will 
include programs for creating commonly-used sub circuits 
with a minimum amount of effort. Such sub circuits might 
include input and output pad drivers, programmable logic 
arrays, read-only memory (ROM), and simple logic gates. 
Much CAD tool development has already been done by 
universities in support of their own VLSI designer training 
efforts. This software development is sponsored in part by 
the Defense Advanced Research Program Agency (DARPA). 
DARPA also supports the MOSIS (Ref. 2) chip fabrication 
service that is run by the Information Sciences Institute of 
the University of Southern California. Because of IPL's 
standing as a research facility and its involvement with cer-
tain DARPA contracts, the university tools and MOSIS fab-
rication are available to users here at no cost. The CAD tools 
are written to run on Digital Equipment Corporation VAX 
computers with the UNIX (Ref. 3) operating system. 
A CAD system has been assembled using these university 
tools as part of the DSN Advanced Systems Program. A 
VAX 11/750 computer was purchased along with an inex-
pensive binary license for UNIX (A binary UNIX contains 
no source code and hence no ability to modify system' soft-
ware). Software was obtained from many sources including 
Caltech, MIT, the University of California at Berkeley (UC 
Berkeley), Carnegie-Melon University, and the University of 
Washington. Some additional pieces of software were written 
in-house so that the various tools can communicate with each 
other. This CAD system is used to support both the design 
of custom and semicustom chips and for the evaluation of new 
CAD tools as they become available. Some of the chips that 
have been designed on this system include a multicode con-
volutional encoder (Ref. 4), a Reed-Solomon encoder (Ref. 5), 
a syndrome generator for a Reed-Solomon decoder (Ref. 6), a 
Fermat number multiplier (Ref. 7), and a Massey-Omura 
multiplier (Ref. 8). 
In the following sections, the various software tools in the 
system will be examined in more detail. They will be grouped 
according to their function. An overall block diagram of the 
software CAD system is shown in Fig. 1. Several file formats 
are used to represent data on the system. One is the CIF 
format mentioned above. In UNIX, the format of the file is 
indicated in its name as a string of characters at the end of 
the name preceded by a period. Hence the computer file 
"file.cW' would be in CIF format. Other formats used on the 
system include" .ca" or "caesar format" for a layout graphics 
file and" .sim" for a file containing wirelist data. These con-
ventions will be used in the remainder of this article. 
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II. Layout 
The primary layout tool on the CAD system is a program 
called "caesar" (Ref. 9). It was written at the University of 
California at Berkeley. Caesar requires the use of two com-
pu ter terminals. One terminal may be one of a variety of high 
resolution (at least 512 X 512 pixels) color terminals. An 
Advanced Electronics Design AED-512 terminal is used on 
this CAD system. The second terminal is a regular CRT-type 
such as the DEC VT100. In addition to the terminals, caesar 
may optionally employ a digitizing tablet to help speed up 
data entry. All commands are entered either from the tablet 
or the text terminal. The graphics terminal is used only to 
display the portion of the chip design that is being edited. 
Caesar is basically a powerful graphics editor. It allows the 
user to place, move, modify, copy, and delete colored rec-
tangles on the graphics screen. These colored rectangles form 
a pictorial representation of the various mask layers in the 
designer's chip. Caesar allows the editing of arbitrarily large 
designs by including the ability to zoom in and out of the 
design and to pan across it. The user can save any part of the 
design being edited in a file on the computer disk. This file 
is in .ca format. These .ca files can be called back to the 
graphics screen to create large hierarchical designs. In addi-
tion, the designer may place textual labels on the masks so 
that they may be referred to in verification' and simulation 
software. Figure 2 is a photograph of the caesar graphics 
display. It exhibits the hierarchical nature of the caesar 
program. 
The digitizing tablet greatly increases the speed at which 
designs may be accomplished with caesar. There are four 
buttons on the tablets "cursor" (a device similar to the 
"mouse" on many personal computer systems). Two of these 
are used to pOSition the lower left and upper right corners of 
a white box on the graphics screen. A third is used to fill in 
that box with a color. The fourth is used to locate sub cells 
in the chip design and to descend into the hierarchy for 
editing purposes. 
Caesar has been used by various universities to design 
successful chips with as many as 100,000 transistors. There is 
no theoretical limit to the size of a chip that may be designed. 
Caesar is also "technology independent." This means that 
it may be used to design chips for fabrication in any VLSI 
process (e.g., NMOS, CMOS, and GaAs). Caesar accomplishes 
this by reading data files for each of these technologies. New 
data files may be easily created by the designer as new fabri-
cation processes become available. This means that caesar will 
never be obsolete. In fact, two additional technologies have 
been added to caesar here at IPL. These are the Sandia Na-
tional Laboratory's CMOS process and a GaAs process that 
is compatible with the Rockwell fabrication line. 
Caesar produces a .cif fIle as output. This fIle may be sent 
directly to fabrication, or subsequent software testing may be 
performed on it. In addition, an in-house program called 
"ca2cif' has been written to convert .ca mes to .cif format 
without having to run caesar. This means that the user need 
not have access to a high-resolution graphics terminal to per-
form this function. 
Caesar has one important limitation as a layout tool. 
Because caesar creates all designs out of rectangular elements 
that are aligned with the axes of the graphics display, chips 
may not contain any curved or slanted geometry. Such chips 
are said to be of "Manhattan geometry." Chips that are 
designed with curves and bends in them are considered to 
have "Boston geometry." 
Any .cif fIle that represents a Manhattan design may be 
edited with caesar. This is accomplished by running the pro-
gram "cif2ca." Cif2ca produces a .ca fIle that corresponds 
to the original .cif me. 
There are many programs available for creating hardcopy 
plots of chip designs from a .cif me. Such plots are invaluable 
in checking long line interconnections on large chips. Two 
programs have been evaluated on this CAD system. One of 
these, "mcp" form UC Berkeley, is used to create color 
plots on a Trilog color printer/plotter. This device is a slow dot 
matrix printer that uses a four-color ribbon. It takes about 
20 minutes to produce one page of a low-resolution plot 
with mcp. Also, since the "m" in mcp stands for Manhattan, 
mcp can plot only Manhattan designs. The second program is 
called "cifp" and comes from Caltech. This program drives a 
Hewlett Packard eight-color pen plotter on the JPL CAD 
system (it can also drive other devices). Cifp is capable of 
plotting Boston geometry chips. 
III. Design Rule Checking 
Two programs that perform design rule checking have been 
evaluated on the CAD system. The first is a program from 
Carnegie Mellon University called "drc." This program works 
only on NMOS chips and so it has been replaced by the 
second program, "lyra" (Ref. 10), from UC Berkeley. 
Lyra checks a me in .ca format against a set of rules that 
describe the limitations of a particular fabrication process. 
These rules describe, for example, the minimum sizes of 
transistors and interconnections, the minimum distances 
allowed between various structures, and the allowed dimen-
sions of via cuts between interconnection layers. Notice that 
these are all rules that pertain only to the geometric properties 
of the design. They have nothing to do with the functional 
behavior of the circuit that is represented by this geometry. 
Lyra rules for new technologies may be written by the 
user. Hence lyra is technology independent. A set of rules for 
the Sandia CMOS process have been written here at JPL. The 
program itself is an expert system that checks the .ca me 
against the set of rules. Any errors are recorded in a new .ca 
fIle that includes the old one as a subcell. When this new fIle 
is examined using caesar, the design errors appear as black 
rectangles that are labeled with the appropriate error message. 
Alternatively, lyra may be run directly from caesar. In this 
mode, the tablet cursor is used to position caesar's white box 
around the area to be checked. A command is then typed 
from the text terminal and, after a short delay, the errors are 
displayed on the graphics screen. Figure 3 shows a photograph 
of a caesar graphics screen that has been checked with lyra. 
Lyra, like caesar, runs on chips with Manhattan geometry 
only. This allows lyra to execute very quickly - as much as an 
order of magnitude faster than more general design rule 
checkers. Because of this constraint, lyra needs only to check 
the rules at the corners of the colored rectangles. 
IV. Extraction 
In order to perform either electrical rule checking or 
simulation on a chip design, a functional description of the 
chip must be derived from the .cif me. This is done by a 
program called an "extractor." On this CAD system, the 
extractor program is called "mextra" and it comes from UC 
Berkeley. The "m" in mextra stands for Manhattan so mextra 
operates under the same constraint as caesar and lyra. Mextra 
is not technology independent, though. It can only extract 
NMOS and CMOS chips. The ability to switch easily between 
NMOS and CMOS extraction was added here at JPL. The 
output of mextra is a fIle in .sim format. Each line of this fIle 
describes a device (e.g., transistor or capacitor) and how it is 
interconnected with other devices in the design. Mextra labels 
all the electrically different nodes of the design. This is done 
arbitrarily except for those that have been previously labeled 
with caesar. These retain their previous labels. 
Since many of the tools that use .sim mes as input report 
errors by node number, there is a program called "mexnodes" 
from the University of Washington that allows the designer to 
see all the node numbers using caesar. 
V. Electrical Rule Checking 
The software for electrical rule checking on the CAD 
system is called "erc" and it comes from the Boeing Corpora-
tion. It works only on NMOS chip designs. The rules that it 
checks are not easily modified. This is not as serious a prob-
lem as one might expect since electrical rules do not vary 
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much between different NMOS fabrication processes. Also, 
CMOS circuits are far more robust with respect to electrical 
rules than NMOS circuits. It would be preferable, however, 
to have an electrical rule checker with the same kind of 
flexibility as the lyra design rule checker. 
The erc program needs both a .cif file and a .sim file for the 
design that is to be checked. In addition, the user can supply a 
third file that locates the inputs and outputs to the design. The 
presence of this last file can prevent many erroneous errors. 
There are many options that may be used when running erc. 
It is possible to have erc search for only selected rule viola-
tions in this way. Erc produces two outputs. The first is a text 
me that explains each error. that it has found. The second is a 
.cif file that contains the original .cif input file with added 
labels that indicate the errors. This latter me may be examined 
by running cif2ca and looking at the result with caesar. 
The erc program has been helpful in detecting errors on 
ratioed NMOS logic. These errors, if not detected by erc, 
could have been found only by running a very-high-Ievel 
simulation program or by testing the finished chip. 
VI. Simulation 
There are many simulation programs on the CAD system. 
This reflects the fact that careful simulation of chip designs 
in software can lead to chips that work on the first fabrica-
tion iteration. The time that is invested in a thorough soft-
ware simulation is more than made up for in reductions in 
chip testing and redesign time. . 
There are five simulation programs that are currently used 
by chip designers on the CAD system. In addition, several 
others have been evaluated. These programs vary in the detail 
with which they perform their function. 
The lowest level simulator on the system is called "esim." 
Esim is an "event-driven" simulator that was written at MIT 
(Ref. 11). The version that is installed here can simulate only 
NMOS circuits although a new version exists (modified at UC 
Berkeley) that can perform CMOS simulations as well. Esim 
takes a .sim me for the design as input. In addition, esim 
implements a comprehensive editing language for the defi-
nition of test vectors and the display of output sequences. 
Esim models transistors as switches that are either open or 
closed. Signals in esim may have one of three values at any 
time: 0, 1, or X. An X corresponds to an unknown logical 
state. Esim ignores resistors and models capacitors as if they 
have an infinite charge decay time. For this reason, esim runs 
at a very high speed. A chip with 3,000 transistors can be 
tested with thousands of bits of test vectors in less than one 
minute using esim on a moderately loaded V AX computer. 
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Because of its limitations, however, esim is only good for 
checking the logic design of the chip. 
A newer simulator by the same author as esim is "rsim" 
(Ref. 12). Rsim is really a set of software tools that implement 
a complete simulation system. The first of these is a program 
called "netlist." Netlist allows the user to define a circuit by 
specifying interconnections between predefmed logic primi-
tives. Netlist could be used, for example, by a logic designer 
for software simulation of circuits that consist of off-the-shelf, 
small-scale integrated (SSI) circuits. Netlist is fully inter-
active and technology independent. Its output is a file in a 
format called .1 that is used by the rest of the rsim system. 
A .1 me for a chip design can be extracted from a .sim me 
by running an rsim program called "presim." Once a .1 me 
exists, one of two types of simulation may be run. The first is 
a program called "net." Net performs a simulation similar 
to esim. The advantage to net is that the user may run a 
simulation using a description generated by the netlist program 
without actually having performed a layout of the circuit. 
In this way, algorithms may be verified even before layout 
begins. The second simulator in the rsim package is called 
"rnI." Rnl has a more sophisticated model of devices than 
does esim. In particular, rnl has models for resistors and 
capacitors and it differentiates between sizes and types of 
transistors. It produces a much more precise simulation than 
rsim but it takes about five to ten times as long to run. In 
addition, rnl uses the "lisp" programming language (an artifi-
cial intelligence language) as a user interface. This makes it 
rather difficult to use for a first-time designer. Rnl can simu-
late both NMOS and CMOS devices. 
Because of the need to use lisp to communicate with rnl, 
a user-friendly front-end program called "rsim" was written 
here at JPL. Rsim takes a file in .rsim format that describes 
the test vectors that are to be run through the rnl simulator. 
Rsim translates this file into the lisp instructions that are 
needed to run rnI. Rsim then runs rnl and produces an output 
similar to that produced by esim. In addition, a second pro-
gram called "makesim" was written that allows the designer 
to use a subset of the esim editor to create .rsim files. These 
new programs have allowed even first-time users to take 
advantage of the power of rnI. 
The program "spice" (Ref. 13) has been around for a long 
time. It was written at UC Berkeley and it has had numerous 
updates and revisions. Version 2G6 of spice is on the CAD 
system. Spice is the highest level simulator that is on the 
system. Spice takes an input file that is written in a fortran-
like language as input. This me contains both the circuit 
description and a description of input waveshapes. Spice 
performs an analog-level simulation that models the entire 
circuit as a set of linear equations. It is very accurate and 
very time consuming. A spice simulation run for a circuit 
with 200 transistors for 32 clock periods (and a I-MHz clock 
frequency) takes about an hour to complete on the VAX 
11/750 computer with a floating point arithmetic accelerator 
board. In addition, spice will very often fail to complete at all 
if there are more than 500 transistors in the circuit. Spice is, 
therefore, most applicable to the simulation of small subcir-
cuits within a chip. A spice-compatible input file (.spc format) 
may be created from a .sim file by running the program 
"sim2spice" from UC Berkeley. Spice is technology inde-
pendent since new device models may be added fairly easily 
(as long as the new device is similar to one in a catalog of 
standard device types). New device definitions usually consist 
of calls to existing device models with a set of specialized 
parameters. 
The timing analyzer program "crystal" is a good com-
promise between the high detail of simulation that spice pro-
vides and the high speed of esim. Crystal has models for most 
VLSI devices, but it does not keep track of signal values within 
the circuit. Instead, crystal determines the speed at which a 
signal wavefront propagates within the circuit. Crystal is a 
very powerful program. It can be used to fmd critical paths 
(those paths that have the longest delays) in a circuit. These 
paths may be displayed with caesar (see Fig. 4.). In addition, 
spice input files that describe these critical paths can be gen-
erated automatically by crystal. In this way, spice can be used 
to simulate only the most time-critical parts of a design. This 
drastically reduces simulation time. 
In addition to these simulation programs, a program called 
"slang" from UC Berkeley was also evaluated. The people at 
Berkeley have simulated chips with more than 100,000 tran-
sistors using slang. However, slang is very hard to learn to use. 
The user interface is cumbersome and the documentation is 
inadequate. In addition, rsim seems to perform all of the same 
functions as slang and is easier to use. For these reasons, slang 
is not used by most of the designers. 
VII. High-Level Design Aids 
The software described up to this point is all that is needed 
to design and verify custom VLSI chips. However, the design 
process can be made much easier with the addition of certain 
tools called "high-level design aids." These tools generate 
and assemble common circuit elements from high-level com-
mands that are issued by the designer. They free the designer 
from the tedium of actually performing a detailed layout of 
these basic cells and hence speed up the layout process. 
One common circuit element is the "programmable logic 
array" (PLA) (Ref. 1). A PLA consists of a set of AND gates 
followed by a set of OR gates and it may be used to imple-
ment any combinatorial logic operation. If some of the out-
puts of the PLA are fed back to its inputs through a set of 
delay elements, then the result is a "fmite state machine" 
(FSM). Any digital system may be implemented as an FSM. 
For the remainder of this report, the term PLA will be used 
to represent both PLAs and FSMs. Despite the apparent 
power of the PLAs, they are not used for all possible func-
tions because they are inherently large and slow compared to 
fully custom logic. However, they are extremely useful in 
parts of a large chip design that are not time critical. There 
are many programs that have been evaluated on the CAD 
system for the design of PLA structures. In fact, there is a 
comprehensive set of tools that address all aspects of their 
defmition and design. All of the PLA tools are from UC 
Berkeley. 
There are several ways that the designer can specify the 
functionality of a PLA. There is a .pla file format on the sys-
tem for defming PLAs with text lines that describe the inputs, 
outputs, and AND-OR connections, 'as well as labels and 
clocking considerations. The designer may elect to design a 
PLA by simply writing such a file with a text editor. In addi-
tion, the deSigner can define the PLA in terms of an eqUivalent 
set of Boolean equations. This is done by running the program 
"eqntott." Eqntott translates the equations into a .pla file. 
The designer may also describe the PLA with a state diagram. 
This is done by running "peg" (Ref. 14). Peg also creates a 
.pla file. The .pla file can be optimized to some extent by 
running the program "presto." Presto eliminates redundant 
logical elements and rearranges intermediate products in an 
attempt to minimize the number of gates in the PLA. 
Once a .pla file exists, then a PLA layout may be generated. 
The program "mkfsm" converts a .pla file into a .cif file that 
contains a layout of the PLA. Mkfsm, however, will produce 
only an NMOS layout and, in fact, this layout is incompatible 
with current MOSIS processes. Mkfsm was modified here at 
JPL to resolve the process incompatibilities and it has been 
used in several successful chip projects. It has been replaced 
recently with a new program called "tpla." Tpla is a PLA 
layout generator that is written with the "tpack" cell assembly 
package that will be described below. It is technology inde-
pendent and new technologies may be easily added by the 
user. Tpla produces a .ca file as output. Tpla has some addi-
tional features that make it a very good PLA generator. Tpla 
minimizes the capacitance within the PLA (and hence maxi-
mizes the speed of the PLA) by reducing the number of 
interconnections that are made with high-capacitance mate-
rials. It also calculates the power consumption of the PLA 
and generates power distribution lines that are the appro-
priate size to deliver this power. The outputs of the PLA 
may be optionally placed on the same or opposite side as the 
inputs. Figure 5 shows a layout of a PLA that was designed 
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in less than 5 minutes using eqntott and tpla. It implements a 
4-bit binary counter with reset. 
The subroutine package tpack that was mentioned above is 
a set of programs that may be called from a user-written C 
program. They are used to place, stretch, and interconnect 
predefined cells that are placed in a template file. This is a 
very powerful tool for a designer who is also a good C pro-
grammer. Once basic cells have been designed, they may be 
assembled into larger functional blocks (or even into complete 
chips) under software control. Programs that are written using 
tpack are actually silicon compilers (Ref. 15). One example 
is the tpla program. 
Another high-level tool is the UC Berkeley program called 
"quilt." Quilt is used to assemble arrays of rectangular circuit 
elements. Quilt has been used in almost every chip design that 
has been performed on the CAD system. Many high-level 
design aides have been written that are basically sophisticated 
calls to the quilt program. One of these is the UC Berkeley 
program "vlsifont" which allows the designer to place macro-
scopic identifying text on a chip using any of the more than 
one hundred fonts in the UNIX font catalog. Another pro-
gram that uses quilt is called "pads." Pads was written here 
at JPL and it allows the designer to define a ring of input and 
output pads to place around a chip. Pads is technology inde-
pendent and templates have been written for three magnifi-
cations of NMOS and two of CMOS. 
The program "rom," which was written here at JPL, allows 
the designer to define a read-only memory block by creating a 
text me (in .rom format) that describes the desired contents 
of the memory. Rom processes the .rom file and runs tpla 
to generate the layout. Rom is, therefore, technology inde-
pendent. 
One last high-level design aid that was written here at JPL 
is called "title." Title, which was written a year before 
vlsifont, is also used to generate text on a chip. It is still used 
because it is at least ten times faster than vlsifont. It has only 
one font and it can be used only for NMOS and CMOS chips. 
VIII. Standard Cell Libraries 
Once a subcircuit, or cell, has been designed, fabricated, 
and tested successfully, there is no need to redesign it each 
time it is needed in subsequent chip projects. For this reason, 
libraries have been set up on the CAD system, so that all 
designers can access .ca files for these cells. There are separate 
libraries for NMOS, MOSIS CMOS, and SANDIA CMOS on 
the system at this time. Each library is write protected so that 
only the system manager can add to or edit the cells. Each 
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designer, however, has read access to the libraries. In fact, 
when caesar is run, a pointer to the appropriate technology 
library for the current design is generated. This is done 
through the use of a caesar configuration file in each designer's 
directory. 
The use of predesigned cells can reduce the time needed 
to complete a complex chip design by orders of magnitude. 
Figure 6 shows two standard cells from the SANDIA CMOS 
library. The cells in this library (as well as the MOSIS CMOS 
library) each have the same height, the same power distribu-
tion bus locations, and inputs and outputs that are accessible 
from both the top and bottom of the cell. These cells are 
designed to be assembled into rows with intercell routing 
performed in the channels between the rows. This type of 
design is often referred to as "standard cell" design and it 
is an example of semicustom chip layout. 
IX. Testing 
Hardware and software are currently under development 
here at JPL to allow the designer to stimulate a chip with the 
same test vectors that were used for the software simulation 
described in Section V. These will be described in a subse-
quent issue of the TDA Progress Report. Currently, testing 
must be performed with standard test equipment such as 
signal generators, oscilloscopes, and logic analyzers. The new 
test station consists of a microprobe station for generating 
and acquiring signals directly on the fabricated wafer and a 
digital interface for connecting the chip to the CAD system 
computer. A photograph of the test station appears in Fig. 7. 
The microprobe equipment is complete and the hardware 
interface is currently being installed. The software that will 
drive the tester is being written at this time. When completed, 
the test station should greatly enhance a designer's ability to 
qualify chips quickly and easily. 
X. Conclusion 
The UNIX-based VLSI CAD station described in this 
report is a complete, integrated system for the design and 
verification of custom and semicustom VLSI chips. It has 
been used in the design of several successful chip projects 
in both NMOS and CMOS. In fact, most of the chips that 
are designed on the system work with the first fabrication. 
The University CAD tools have proven to be robust and 
adaptable to the needs of many JPL projects. A minimal 
amount of in-house software was needed to integrate these 
tools. Also, the establishment of standard cell libraries has 
reduced the design time needed for new chips substan tially. 
Since most of the tools are technology independent, the 
CAD system will be useful far into the future. Some improve-
ments will be required, however. A technology independent 
extractor will be needed. Also, software for automatic routing 
of interconnect signals would further reduce design time. Both 
these problems are currently being addressed at UC Berkeley. 
In fact, a new version of caesar called "magic" includes place 
and route functions; it will be released this year. 
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Fig. 2. The caesar graphics display 
Fig. 3. Design errors located by lyra are displayed interactively with caesar. 
The black rectangles indicate the magnitude of the violations. 
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Fig. 4. A caesar display of the output of the crystal timing analyzer 
Fig. 5. A 4-bit binary counter with reset implemented as a PLA. The 
design, accomplished by defining the PLA with Boolean equations, 
was completed in 5 minutes using eqntott and tpla. 
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Fig. 6. Two examples of CMOS standard cells 
Fig. 7. The testing station for the integrated UNIX-based CAD system 
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High-Speed Digital Baseband Mixer 
F. P. Chan, M. P. Quirk, and R. F. Jurgens 
Communications Systems Research Section 
This paper explores the feasibility of designing a digital, complex, baseband mixer 
with a 50 MHz sampling rate. The baseband filter must provide passbands with linear 
phase response to minimize intersymbol interference. The article includes studies of the 
effects of signal quantization, filter coefficient quantization, dynamic range, filter re-
sponse characteristics, and the performance of the mixer when used for cross-correlation 
and autocorrelation pulse detection techniques. This filter has been designed for use in 
the High-Speed Data-Acquisition System (HSDAS), an advanced experimental system in 
the Deep Space Network. 
I. Introduction 
A High-Speed Data-Acquisition System (HSDAS) is being 
constructed at Deep Space Station 14 (Ref. 1). Its primary 
purpose is to sample the 15 MHz bandwidth intermediate-
frequency (IF) signal from the Deep Space Network (DSN) 
radar receivers and perform all necessary data reduction 
(filtering, phase correcting, and correlating; see Fig. 1) using 
digital processors. A particular front-end module .in the 
HSDAS is the digital baseband mixer. Its purpose, similar to 
that of its analog counterpart, is to down-convert the IF 
signal to a complex baseband signal. The real and imaginary 
components of the baseband signal are obtained by first mix-
ing the IF signal with cosine and sine carrier signals and then 
filtering out the high-order frequency components. 
The digital mixer. design must satisfy the requirements of 
the HSDAS specification. Firstly, it must have appropriate 
phase and magnitude response so that it induces minimum 
intersymbol interference in radar signal correlation at later 
stages. Secondly, it must eliminate out-of-band signal com-
ponents. Finally, the mixer must have sufficient dynamic 
range that weak signals buried among strong radar echoes 
can be detected. 
This article presents the design and simulation results for 
a digital mixer which complies with the constraints listed 
above. Section II, Digital versus Analog, discusses the advan-
tages and the disadvantages of the two implementations. 
Section III, Digital Design, outlines the basic structure of the 
mixer system. Section IV, FIR filter design, discusses the 
implementation of the post-multiplier, finite impulse response 
(FIR) filter. Section V, Simulation, presents the simulation 
results for the digital mixer design. Finally, Section VI sug-
gests future research. 
II. Digital Versus Analog 
Traditionally, frequency down-conversion has been per-
formed by analog mixers. Recent advances in digital signal 
processing (DSP) techniques and digital hardware technology 
have made a high-speed digital mixer feasible. A digital 
approach has a number of inherent advantages. Firstly, the 
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characteristics of a digital device, such as the frequency 
response of a digital filter, are known exactly. Secondly, the 
functional characteristics are not affected by component 
drift, component aging, and ambient temperature change. 
Thirdly, a digital device can be replicated precisely. Fourthly, 
a digital circuit can be debugged exactly by slowing down 
the system clock so that equipment, such as a state analyzer, 
can be used to monitor or alter logic values in any data path. 
Furthermore, a digital system is potentially programmable. 
This feature is an important advantage over an analog device 
since the latter must be redesigned for any change in system 
configuration. Finally, a digital hardware implementation can 
be simulated accurately. An adequate simulation can predict 
virtually any system performance or design flaw. 
In addition to the inherent advantages listed above, a digital 
mixer design offers implementation alternatives that are lack-
ing in an analog design. Figure 2(a) shows a typical analog 
design of one channel of a baseband mixer. The first module 
is a multiplier, usually implemented with diode-switching 
techniques. A carrier signal in the form of a square wave 
drives the switching. The output signal contains not only the 
fundamental baseband signal but <\lso the odd harmonics 
across the high-frequency spectrum. A low-pass filter with 
substantial stopband attenuation must be used to filter out 
the high-frequency harmonics. Figure 2(b) shows a digital 
design of the same mixer. The incoming signal is arith-
metically multiplied with a carrier signal generated from a 
sine table. The mixed signal contains a baseband component 
and a component at twice the carrier frequency. Since the 
component at twice the carrier frequency is the only compo-
nent to be filtered, the required stopband attenuation is less 
than that of the analog version. Moreover, system noise 
caused by the high-frequency odd harmonics found in the 
diode-switching implementation are nearly eliminated in the 
digital design. 
An important design consideration is the restriction on 
the filter characteristics imposed by binary coded signals such 
as those used for telemetry and ranging systems (for example, 
delay-Doppler radar). In the delay-Doppler technique (Ref. 2), 
useful information is extracted by cross-correlating the incom-
ing signal with the previously transmitted binary code. Inter-
symbol interference in correlation, commonly caused by 
phase distortion in previous filter stages, must be minimized. 
Therefore, the lowpass filter in the baseband mixer must have 
a linear phase response, or equivalently, constant group 
delay, at least over the baseband spectrum. In addition, the 
magnitude response must preserve as much baseband signal 
as possible but must cut off sharply near the carrier frequency 
to remove the high-order frequency component of the mixed 
signal. This requirement translates to a narrow transition 
band if the full baseband channel is to be utilized. 
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In an analog filter design, the requirement for a small 
transition band conflicts with the requirement for linear phase. 
For example, Fig. 3 shows the magnitude and phase responses 
and the group delay of an inverse Chebyshev filter (Ref. 3), 
designed with the best compromise of the two requirements. 
Notice that the group delay degrades significantly near the 
transition band. In a digital design, however, a non-recursive, 
finite impulse response (FIR) filter (Ref. 4) can be designed 
such that its phase response is strictly linear without jeopardiz-
ing the width of the transition band. Figure 4 shows the 
magnitude and phase responses and the group delay of an FIR 
filter with its magnitude response similar to the analog one in 
Fig. 3. The linear phase property of the FIR filter is one of 
the most desirable properties of a digital implementation. 
The digital approach does have a number of drawbacks. 
Although the width of the transition band of an FIR filter is 
not restricted by the phase response, it is limited by the 
maximum filter length which can be built. It can be shown 
that the filter length (or number of taps) required is inversely 
proportional to the normalized transition-band width (Ref. 5). 
As a result, the digital mixer implemented with an FIR filter 
that has narrow transition band can be larger and more costly 
than the analog version. However, the digital design contains 
modular structures which could be implemented with Very 
Large Scale Integration (VLSI) technology. Currently the 
clock rates for VLSI DSP components are about a factor of 
5 too slow for our application. Using these components in a 
parallel and pipe-lined implementation would require about 
400 packages. As clock speeds and complexity increase in the 
next few years, the number of components could drop to 
about 50 packages at a size and cost comparable to an analog 
mixer. 
A second drawback with the digital design is its limited 
dynamic range. In the planetary radar system, it is desirable 
to have the largest dynamic range possible so that weak radar 
signals can be detected among strong primary radar echoes. 
In the analog design, the dynamic range, typically 1010 , is 
limited by thermal noise. On the other hand, in the digital 
design, the dynamic range is limited by quantization. For an 
N-bit digital system, the dynamic range is approximately 
2N. In general, a larger dynamic range requires more data 
bits at the expense of more complex and slower hardware. 
As a result, the optimal data word size in a digital mixer is a 
compromise between the desired dynamic range and the hard-
ware complexity. 
III. Digital DeSign 
A number of parameters must be defined for the digital 
mixer. These parameters include the sampling resolution (or 
amplitude quantization), the sampling rate, and the post-
multiplier filter characteristics. 
As discussed before, the sampling resolution is determined 
by the required input dynamic range. A 40 dB sensitivity for 
the HSDAS represents a good compromise among quantiza-
tion variance, expected weak signal strength, and hardware 
complexity. This dynamic range is anticipated to be large 
enough for the actual radar experiments and for equipment 
testing. A 40 dB sensitivity translates to a digital system with 
8-bit resolution. As a result, the digital mixer should be 
designed with an 8-bit basic data word size. 
The sampling rate is limited by the Nyquist sampling 
theorem, which states, "If a continuous, bandwidth-limited 
signal contains no frequency components higher than lx, 
then the original signal can be recovered without distortion 
if it is sampled at a rate of at least 2fx samples per second" 
(Ref. 6). If the signal contains energy at rate f higher than 
f , f will be folded back and superposed at frequency 2fx - f. 
This phenomenon is known as aliasing and must be avoided. 
The Nyquist sampling theorem imposes two design restric-
tions on the digital mixer. Firstly, the mixer must operate at 
a sampling rate at least twice the highest frequency compo-
nent of the incoming IF signal. Since the IF signal contains 
components up to 15 MHz, the sampling rate in the mixer 
must be at least 30 MHz. Secondly, the Nyquist theorem 
requires that signal energy at frequencies higher than lx, 
15 MHz, should be fIltered before the AID converter in order 
to avoid aliasing. This fIltering is guaranteed by the HSDAS 
analog receiver. 
In theory, a sampling rate of 30 MHz is the absolute mini-
mum rate for the mixer. Additional consideration, however, 
is given to the post-mixer baud integrator (Fig. 1). The baud 
integrator (Ref. 7) is required to resample the data so that 
the HSDAS can track the Doppler shift of the signal. In order 
to keep the resampling error sufficiently small, a 50 MHz 
sampling rate for the AID converter, the digital mixer, and the 
baud integrator has been established as a desirable design goal. 
The characteristics of the post-multiplier, lowpass FIR 
filter can now be defined. As shown in Fig. 2(b), in order to 
extract the baseband signal from the output of the multiplier, 
the FIR lowpass filter must have a stopband beginning at 
7.5 MHz. Because the stopband frequency is flXed, the sum 
of the passband and transition-band widths must be constant. 
The widening of one band results in the narrowing of the 
other. As explained in Section II, it is desirable to have the 
widest passband possible to preserve the baseband signal, yet 
it must also have the widest transition band possible to mini-
mize the FIR fIlter size. These two are conflicting require-
ments. A proper compromise can be found by considering 
the spectral characteristics of the incoming radar signal. 
Usually, the incoming signal from the HSDAS receiver is 
an IF signal phase modulated by a pseudorandom (PR) code of 
0.5 IlS baud period. The signal power spectrum of the binary 
PR code, shown in Fig. 5, can be expressed as, 
pew) (1) 
where w is the angular frequency, tb is the period of one baud, 
and C is a constant. It can be shown that the main lobe, 
between -lltb and +lltb, contains 90.2% of the overall signal 
energy. A fIlter with its passband frequency set at -lltb to 
+1ltb (2 MHz for a 0.5 IlS baud period) should pass sufficient 
signal energy to be correlated at later stages. A 2 MHz pass-
band width leaves a 5.5 MHz transition bandwidth. It will be 
shown in Section IV that this FIR filter can be realized with 
19 taps, a reasonable size. Here, the choice of the fIlter charac-
teristics is somewhat arbitrary, and its final acceptance will be 
based on the mixer simulation to verify if the cross-correlation 
function between the mixer output and the original binary 
pseudorandom code is acceptable. 
In summary, the overall mixer is chosen to operate at 
50 MHz with 8-bit basic data resolution. The FIR, lowpass 
filter is preliminarily chosen to have a passband from 0 to 
2 MHz, a transition band from 2 MHz to 7.5 MHz, and a stop-
band from 7.5 MHz up. The stopband must also have an 
attenuation of at least 40 dB. 
IV. FIR Filter Design 
Having defined the characteristics of the FIR fIlter, one 
needs to generate the necessary FIR filter coefficients. A 
number of methods, such as windowing and iteration tech-
niques, have been published (Ref. 8). In this digital mixer 
design, a computer-aided method based on the equiripple 
iteration algorithm is employed to determine the optimal 
FIR filter coefficients. 
The time domain filter response for an FIR filter can be 
viewed as a discrete time approximation of the convolution 
integral, summed over finite duration (starting from n = 0 
for a causal system), 
N-l 
y(z) = L: h(n)x(i-n) (2) 
n=O 
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where hen) is the FIR fliter coefficient, x(n) is the input 
signal, and yen) is the output signal. The frequency response 
of an FIR fliter having coefficients hen) and length N can be 
described as, 
N-l 
H(j) = L hen) exp [-j 21T (nf/fs)] (3) 
n=O 
where fs is the sampling frequency. If the following restriction, 
hen) = h (N - n - 1) (4) 
is imposed on the FIR fliter coefficients, the fliter has linear 
phase response (Ref. 9). Furthermore, if the fliter has odd 
length, then the group delay, tg , is an integer multiple of the 
sampling period depending only on N, 
(5) 
where ts is the sampling period. 
Equation (4) suggests that the FIR fliter coefficients are 
symmetrical about the central coefficient (assuming odd fliter 
length). This is an important fact because it implies that the 
number of hardware multipliers can be halved by first factor-
ing out identical coefficients. 
To find the optimal FIR coefficients, one must first defme 
what the "optimal" fliter characteristics are. As mentioned 
before, it is· desirable to minimize the fliter length, N, and 
maximize the width of the passband wp (Fig. 6). For a fIXed 
stopband edge, maximizing the passband width is equivalent 
to minimizing the width of the transition band. In addition, 
6p ' the maximum ripple deviation from the ideal passband 
response of unity, and 6s' the maximum ripple deviation 
from the ideal stopband response of zero should be minimized. 
Minimizing the stopband ripple is equivalent to maximizing 
the stopband attenuation. Not all of these parameters. N, 
6p ' 6s' wp ' and ws' are independent. In particular, a narrower 
transition·band width or a larger stopband attenuation typi-
cally requires a longer fliter length. Parks and McClellan 
(Ref. 10) have written an iterative algorithm to uesign sym-
metric (and antisymmetric) equiripple FIR fliters. 
This iterative algorithm for fmding hen) involves solving 
a Chebyshev approximation problem which minimizes the 
maximum approximation error, E. Specifically, one minimizes, 
over all sets of N coefficients hen), the maximum of the 
absolute value of the weighted difference between the de-
sired frequency response, D(j), and the actual fliter response, 
H(j), for the regions of approximation, 
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E = min {max [W(j) ID(j)-H(j)I]} (6) 
The weighting function W(t) allows for different relative 
errors in different bands, and can be used to shape the pass-
band and the stopband. 
In the case of the baseband mixer FIR fliter, the stopband 
attenuation has been specified at 40 dB. The following proce-
dure is used to obtain the minimum value of N and the associ-
ated fliter coefficients, hen). 
(1) Choose an approximate fliter length N. The number 
of coefficients, N, is inversely proportional to the 
normalized transition-band width, 
C N.~ fifs (7) 
where f, is the transition-band width, fs is the sampling 
rate, and C is a constant between 1 and 4 and depends 
on the desired stopband and passband ripples (Ref. 5). 
A good approximation is to simply choose C equal to 4. 
(2) Use the Parks-McClellan algorithm to find the stop-
band attenuation and the associated fliter coefficients. 
(3) If the computed stopband attenuation is significantly 
larger than the desired stopband attenuation, decrease 
N and return to step 2. If the result is smaller than the 
desired attenuation, increase N and return to step 2. 
When the result is just larger than the desired attenua-
tion, the fliter has been optimized for minimum N, 
and the proper fliter coefficients, hen), have been 
found. 
Using the procedure outlined above, a 19-tap FIR fliter 
has been. designed to the specifications listed in Section III. 
Quantized to 8-bit integers, the nineteen FIR fliter coeffi-
cients are -6, -10, -13, -9,5,30,62,95, 119, 128, 119,95, 
62, 30, 5, -9, -13, -10, -6. Figure 7 shows the plots of the 
fliter coefficients hen), the magnitude response (in log scale 
and in linear scale), and the phase response. Since the fliter 
coefficients hen) are chosen to be symmetrical, the phase 
response, as predicted, is linear. From the magnitude response, 
one observes that the signal rolls off at 2 MHz, reaches -3 dB 
at about 3.8 MHz, and drops below -40 dB at 7.5 MHz and 
beyond. 
It should be pointed out that the FIR fliter hardware 
constrains only the length of the fliter. Within a given fliter 
length, the fliter characteristics can be changed simply by re-
entering a new set of coefficients. Consequently, an FIR fliter 
is programmable. Furthermore, an FIR fliter can be, at least in 
principle, extended by concatenating additional stages. Thus, a 
digital FIR filter is a highly flexible filter implementation. 
V. Simulation 
There. are many reasons for a complete simulation of the 
digital mixer. The principal concern is that, with real radar 
signal inputs, the mixer must produce a baseband signal that 
correlates properly with the binary pseuorandom code. One 
wishes to determine how much the digital mixer will distort 
the ideal cross-correlation function. In theory, there are two 
types of errors: intersymbol interference and quantization 
error. In an analog design, the intersymbol interference will 
be the main source of distortion because an analog mixer 
always has a non-linear phase response. In a digital design, 
on the other hand, the quantization error is likely to be the 
dominant source of distortion. Through a complete simula-
tion of the digital mixer, one can quantitatively measure the 
overall quantization error. 
A second concern is whether the minimum length filter 
will provide sufficient stopband attenuation if the FIR filter 
is operating with fully quantized arithmetic. Furthermore, it 
must be verified that the 2 MHz passband width is large 
enough to generate the proper correlation signal. Again, these 
characteristics can be checked only with a simulation of the 
hardware. Finally, one would like to determine the minimum 
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the radar signal in which the 
pseudorandom code can be detected both by autocorrelation 
and by cross-correlation methods. 
The scope of the baseband mixer simulation is shown in 
Fig. 8. There are two types of hardware simulated: the active 
components, such as FIR mters, and the observational compo-
nents, such as power spectrum display. Figure 8 shows all the 
active components in rectangular blocks or large circles and 
all the observational components in small circles. 
The active components can be divided into three groups: 
the source-signal generator, the baseband mixer, and the cross-
correlator. The source-signal generator includes a binary 
pseudorandom code generator, a square-wave generator, an 
IF radar signal generator, and an analog-to-digital converter. 
The source-signal generator is responsible for simulating a 
radar IF signal, phase modulated with either a binary pseudo-
random code or a square wave. Complex white noise is added 
to the IF signal to simulate various SNRs. The source signal 
can be characterized as, 
(8) 
f = r+ jO 
where N(t) is the complex white noise, 'Y is theSNR, we is 
the angular carrier frequency, and fI>(t) is the phase function 
(either a square w~e or a binary pseudorandom- code). The 
real component of Set) is first quantized through an analog-to-
digital converter and then sent to the input of the mixer. 
The baseband mixer has two channels, one for the real 
signal and one for the imaginary signal. The mixer consists of 
three parts: the arithmetic multipliers, the FIR filters, and the 
optional down-samplers. The incoming IF signal is first 
arithmetically multiplied with a cosine carrier signal in the 
real channel and with a sine carrier signal in the imaginary 
channel. The resulting signals are then filtered through two 
identical lowpass FIR filters. The output signals from the 
mters are the baseband complex signaL If one desires, the 
sampling rate can be reduced by down-sampling the baseband 
signal. (This option is not used in the present mixer design.) 
If the pseudorandom code is used to phase modulate the 
IF signal, the output channels from the baseband mixer can 
be fed into two cross-correIa tors, in which the mixer outputs 
are correlated with the original binary pseudorandom code. 
There are five types of observational components: the 
time-domain display, the frequency -domain display, the 
power spectrum display, the autocorrelation display, and the 
cross-correlation display. The time-domain display shows the 
two signals in the real and imaginary channels in the time 
domain. The frequency-domain display shows the magnitude 
(in dB) of the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of the real 
channel and the FFT of the imaginary channe!. The power 
spectrum display is the magnitude square of the FFT of the 
complex output signal. The autocorrelation function is then 
derived by computing the inverse FFT of the power spectrum. 
Finally, the cross-correlation function is computed by directly 
correlating two time domain signals. These observational 
components provide the means with which one can closely 
examine the characteristics of the signals throughout the 
system. 
The exact simulation of a particular mixer design is deter-
mined by a number of user-defmed options and parameters. 
Some of these options and parameters control the character-
istics of the source signal, while others control the quantiza-
tion on the signal paths. The user provides the FIR filter 
coefficients and the pseudorandom code externally. In addi-
tion, the simulation provides an optional signal averaging facil-
ity with which the radar signal can be integrated while the 
random noise is averaged out. Table 1 is a list of parameters 
chosen for the current mixer design. 
Figure 9 shows the results from a typical simulation with an 
SNR of 10 dB and with no signal averaging. Figure 9(a) shows 
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the frequency-domain plot of the quantized source signal. 
The spectrum of the pseudorandom signal is centered about 
the carrier frequencies at +7.5 MHz and -7.5 MHz. Figures 
9(b) and 9(c) show the frequency-domain signals of the real 
and imaginary channels following multiplication by the 
cosine and sine carriers. By coincidence, the IF signal phase 
is lined up with the carrier signal phase such that the output 
signal energy concentrates solely in the imaginary channel. 
Generally this would not be true. The IF signals are shifted 
down to the baseband while the twice-carrier frequency com-
ponents are also created. Figure 10 shows the FIR fllter out-
put signals. The twice-carrier frequency components have been 
suppressed, leaving only the baseband signals. 
Figure 11(a) shows the power spectrum of the complex 
fllter output. The magnitude ratio of the signal peak within 
the baseband to the noise beyond the baseband is at least 
40 dB, as required in the mixer specification. The small lump 
of signal energy at 15 MHz is the remnant of the original 
carrier signal. 
Figure ll(b) shows the autocorrelation of the radar signal 
from the mixer. As stated before, the autocorrelation is found 
by computing an inverse FFT of 2048 frequency samples 
from the power spectrum (Fig. 10). In this particular plot, 
the signal has been averaged 16 times. The principal triangular 
match signal is well defined at time zero. Two smaller triangular 
match signals exist at time +9.46 JJ.s and -9.46 JJ.S. They are 
caused by the fact that the 63 baud-long pseudorandom code 
has a period significantly shorter than the FFT time frame. 
Since the pseudorandom code period (1575 time samples) is 
473 samples short of one' FFT time frame (211 or 2048 time 
samples), the pseudorandom code matches itself again at 
sample +473 (+9.46 JJ.s) and -473 (-9.46 JJ.s). As a result, the 
two small signal peaks are artifacts of the way the autocorre-
lation is computed. They would not occur in an actual imple-
mentation. 
Figure 12 shows the cross-correlation between the mixer 
output and the binary pseudorandom code. This plot is gen-
erated with no signal averaging. Since the correlation is done in 
the time domain with exactly one pseudorandom code length, 
it has no mUltiple match signals as found in Fig. 11. The match 
signal is found only in the imaginary channel, a fact consistent 
with the result from Fig. 9. The match signal is negative be-
cause the mixer demodulates the IF signal into an inverse of 
the original binary pseudorandom code. Furthermore, the 
peak of the correlation function is found at the 9th time sam-
ple because the FIR fllter introduced a group delay of 9 sam-
ple periods (Eq. [5]) relative to the original binary pseudo-
random code. 
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The cross-correlation function shows a triangular match 
signal that has no significant distortion from an ideal triangu-
lar shape. This result verifies that a 2 MHz fllter passband 
width is sufficient to generate a clean correlation function. 
Furthermore, the match signal has a peak magnitude defined 
well above that of the out-of-match correlation noise. No 
significant intersymbol interference is found. This observa-
tion is further supported by the correlation function shown 
in Fig. 13 where the correlation signal has been avareged 16 
times. The out-of-match correlation signal level is held almost 
perfectly constant. In conclusion, the intersymbol interfer-
ence, commonly found in an analog system, is almost non-
existent in this digital system. 
The relative quantization noise of the overall mixer is 
evaluated by comparing the cross-correlation function gen-
erated by an 8-bit system with that generated by a 30-bit 
system. The root-mean-square quantization noise level, rela-
tive to match signal peak, is found to be -41 dB. Since the 
quantization noise is below -40 dB, the dynamic range require-
ment is satisfied. 
The effects of a small SNR have also been investigated. In 
the autocorrelation mode, the pseudorandom code is detect-
able down to an SNR of 4.7 dB. Below that level, the lowpass 
characteristics of the FIR fllter dominate the autocorrelation 
signal. In the cross-correlation mode, the pseudorandom code 
is detectable down to an arbitrarily small SNR provided that 
enough signal averaging is done to integrate the radar signal 
and to remove the random noise. It has been verified that the 
cross-correlation can clearly detect a radar signal down to an 
SNR ratio of -20 dB by averaging the cross-correlation signal 
1600 times. 
In summary, the simulation of the digital baseband mixer 
has verified that the present design meets all specifications. 
In particular, the current FIR fllter generates acceptable 
cross-correlation functions. There is no significant inter-
symbol interference detected. The quantization noise is 
-41 dB relative to the maximum correlation signal. Finally, 
it is verified that cross-correlation can detect a radar signal 
with small SNR. 
VI. Conclusion 
The simulation has shown that an all-digital baseband mixer 
can satisfy all requirements specified by the High-Speed Data-
Acquisition System. The digital mixer has a number of desir-
able properties, such as stability, programmability, and linear 
phase response. Furthermore, it has been demonstrated that 
a digital mixer generates negligible intersymbol interference in 
cross-correlation. These very desirable features can not be 
realized by an analog design. The remaining question is 
whether the digital mixer can be built with available hardware 
technology . 
With regard to the implementation of the digital mixer, two 
difficulties exist: It must operate at high speed, and it must be 
within practical limits in complexity. The digital mixer for the 
HSDAS must operate at 50 MHz. All digital operations within 
the mixer, such as multiplying and adding, will be pipelined for 
synchronous operations. Some parallel processing at lower 
pipeline clock rates may be necessary. At the present time, the 
only digital technology that can operate reliably at this speed 
is the emitter-coupled logic (ECL). One problem associated 
with ECL is its low logic complexity per chip. To fully imple-
ment the logic functions of a digital mixer, a large number of 
ECL components will be required. To appreciate the com-
plexity problem, one may consider the FIR nIter alone. One 
19-tap FIR nIter as designed in Section IV requires nine 
8-X-8-bit multipliers, nineteen 8- to 20-bit adders, and over 
thirty-eight 8- to 20-bit buffers. In addition, the complex 
mixer has two nIters; thus, the part count doubles. Of course, 
this has not yet included the carrier signal multipliers and the 
control logic. 
At the present time, this baseband mixer implementation 
using ECL is considered marginally practical to build. Cer-
tainly, the FIR nIter length cannot be extended much beyond 
the present design of 19 taps. However, because of the regular 
structure of an FIR nIter, part of the nIter can be imple-
mented with VLSI. The present constraint in this approach 
is the slow speed (about 20 MHz) of the silicon VLSI tech-
nology. In the future, when gallium-arsenide VLSI technology 
becomes available, 50 MHz FIR nIter modules can be built. 
These VLSI modules can reduce the component count of the 
baseband mixer considerably. 
The Ground Based Radar Astronomy Group anticipates 
that four identical digital mixers will be built for the HSDAS 
by 1986. The first step is to construct a prototype so the 
mixer can be evaluted and adjusted (via programming) in the 
actual operating environment at DSS 14, Goldstone, Cali-
fornia. The simulation results give reasonable assurance that 
the prototype will operate close to the HSDAS specifications. 
Programmability of the mixer provides further flexibility 
since the digital mixer can be rme-tuned to the system require-
ments. In conclusion, an all-digital high-speed baseband mixer 
for the HSDAS should be built to take advantage of the digital 
system performance. 
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Table 1. Parameters of current mIxer "desIgn 
Parameters 
Source Signal Parameters: 
(1) Carrier Frequency: 
(2) Baud Period: 
(3) Binary Phase 0: 
(4) Binary Phase 1: 
(5) Sampling Frequency: 
(6) Number of Samples per FFT: 
(7) Pseudorandom Code Length: 
Data Length on Signal Path: 
(l) Source Signal to Multiplier: 
(2) Carrier Signal to Multiplier: 
(3) Multiplier to FIR Filter: 
(4) FIR Filter to Correlator: 
FIR Filter ConiIguration: 
(1) Filter Length: 
(2) CoefiIcient Bit Length: 
(3) Product Bit Length: 
(4) CoefiIcients: 
(S) Filter gain: 
Down Sampling: 
Value 
7.50 MHz 
O.SO/lS 
-11/2 
+11/2 
50.00 MHz 
2048 
63 bits 
8 bits 
8 bits 
8 bits 
8 bits 
19 taps 
8 bits 
16 bits 
-6, -10, -13, -9, 
5, 30,62,95, 119, 
128, 119,95,62, 
30,S, -9, -13, 
-10,-6 
0.40 dB 
none 
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Digital Filters for Digital Phase-Locked Loops 
M. Simon and A. Mileant 
Telecommunications Systems Section 
An s/z hybrid model for a general phase-locked loop is proposed in this artie/e. The 
impact of the loop filter on the stability, gain margin, noise-equivalent bandwidth, steady-
state error and time response is investigated. A specific digital filter is selected which 
maximizes the overall gain margin of the loop. This filter can have any desired number of 
integrators. Three integrators are sufficient in order to track a phase jerk with zero 
steady-state error at loop update instants. This filter has one zero near z = 1.0 for each 
integrator. The total number of poles of the filter is equal to the number of integrators 
plus two. 
I. Introduction 
In this article, the impact of a general digital filter on the 
gain margin, noise-bandwidth, steady-state error and tran-
sient response of a digital phase-locked loop is investigated. 
For the proposed s/z-domain model of a digital phase-locked 
loop, a wide variety of digital filters was investigated by anal-
ysis and by simulation. 
A specific type of filter is suggested which has the prop-
erty of having one zero for each filter integrator. The total 
number of poles of this filter equals the number of integrators 
(poles at z = 1) plus two. All loop poles are forced to remain 
on or near the real axis for the maximum possible range of 
loop gain. The loop remains stable with any number of inte-
grators. The noise bandwidth increases slightly with the num-
ber of integrators. Gain margin and transient response are 
almost insensitive to the number of integrators. 
The proposed type of filter allows tracking very high Dop-
pler rates with zero steady-state error (at loop update 
instants). 
II. Loop Components 
The basic components of our digital loop (see Fig. 1) are: 
(a) an integrate-and-dump circuit, which also serves as an 
analog-to-digital converter, (b) a digitally controlled oscillator 
(DCO), which also serves as a digital-to-analog converter, and 
(c) a loop filter. These components are modeled in the hybrid 
s/z domain as follows: 
(a) Integrate-and-dump (According to Ref. 1): 
J(s z) = €(z) = G ..!. z - 1 (1) 
• !pes) Q s z 
81 
(2) 
(c) Loop Filter: 
(3) 
where 
G Q represents the combined gain of the phase detectors, 
and other loop components and is proportional to the 
power of the input signal. 
T is the loop update time 
{Zj} are the zeros of the loop filter 
{p.} are the poles of the loop filter 
I 
In the actual implementation of the loop filter, there is a 
time delay between the in*ants the error signal ej is read and 
the estimated phase rate OJ is computed. This time delay is 
modeled as 
~(Z) 
T (s) = -::;:-- = exp(- sgT) 
d O(z) 
where 0 < g < 1.0 is the normalized time delay 
Tc 
g=T 
(4) 
(5) 
The term Tc is the computation time, and 8d {z) is &(z) 
delayed by Tc seconds. 
Referring to Fig. 1, we see that 
Xes) = 1>(s) 
s 
O(s) _ 8{z)[1 _ exp (_ sT)] exp (- sgT) 
S s3 
(6) 
IThe DCO can be modeled as a Digital-to-Analog converter for which 
the transfer function is 
~ 
8(s) 1 - exp (- sT) 
0d(Z) s 
Multiplying this by l/s converts t (s) to '8 (s). 
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Taking the z transform of Eq. (6), we obtain2 
X{z) = (1)~S)r = (O~S)r 
T2 [{1_g)2 z2 +(1 +2g-~)z+g2)1 O{z) 
2 z{z _ 1)2 
(7) 
where the asterisk denotes the z transform of the expression 
inside the parentheses. Equation (7) has the block diagram 
representation of Fig. 2. Using the above equation, together 
with Eqs_ (l) and (3), the open-loop transfer function is 
where 
G T2 
G = _Q- (l_g)2 
2 
is the effective loop gain 
Using Eq. (8), the closed-loop transfer function will be 
A 81 (z) H{z) = 
(O{s)/s)* 
= G{z) 
1 + G(z) 
III. Selection of the Loop Filter 
(8) 
(9) 
(lO) 
(11) 
(l2) 
In general, a digital filter can be expressed by the following 
difference equation: 
(l3) 
2 In general, given a function L (s), we always have-
[exp(-sgT)L(s)I*~ L(z,m), m=l-g 
where L (z, m) is the modified z transform of L (s). This technique is 
used to obtain Eq. (7) from Eq. (6). 
The direct form I realization of this nIter is shown in Fig. 3. 
Figure 4 depicts the same nIter in the direct form II realiza· 
tion. The transfer function corresponding to Eq. (l3) is 
which can be factored into the pole·zero representation of 
Eq. (3). 
With Po = 1 and m < n, Eq. (l4) can be rewritten as 
follows: 
(IS) 
This nIter will always have n poles and n zeros, such that n - m 
of the zeros will be at z = o. 
The nIter controls the following four main parameters of 
the phase-locked loop: 
(I) Gain margin 
(2) NOise-equivalent bandwidth 
(3) Steady-state error 
(4) Transient response 
The selection of proper values for zi and Pi is dictated by the 
necessity of optimizing the above loop parameters. In what 
follows, we will address each optimization criterion indi-
vidually. 
A. Stability and Gain Margin 
Inserting Eq. (16) in Eq. (8) and using Eq. (12), the closed 
loop transfer function with an nth order nIter is 
(17) 
Here za and zb are the roots of (z2 + C1z+ C2) in Eq. (8). 
These two zeros result from nonzero computation time. For 
example, assuming that g = 0.5 (a computation time of half 
an update time), then Z a = -0.1716 and Z b = -5.8283. 
For the effective loop gain G changing from G= 0 to G = 00, 
the poles of H(z) will move starting at the location of the 
open-loop poles, Pi' of G(z) and ending at the location of the 
open-loop zeros, zi' of G(z). The loop will be stable when all 
the poles of H(z) are inside the unit circle in the complex 
z-plane. Thus, in order to increase the gain margin, given that 
other constraints are met, we want to place all z/s and p/s 
such that the range of G that maintains a stable loop is 
maximum. 
In order to track high Doppler rates with zero or minimum 
steady-state error, the loop should have 2 or more integrators, 
i.e., open-loop poles at z = 1.0. For stability, we want these 
poles to move inside the unit circle with increasing G. The 
closer the zeros are to the point z =,1.0, the faster the poles at 
z = 1.0 will move inside the unit circle. Since here all gains and 
loop parameters are controlled digitally, there is no danger of 
instabilities due to drifts of gain values as is the case with ana-
log loops. However, it should be checked that any quantiza-
tion and truncation errors will not produce undesirable fluc-
tuations in the locations of zi and Pi' 
Performing a root-locus analysis and simulation revealed 
that the range of allowable G values increases when the poles 
are forced to stay longer on the real axis. A rule of control 
theory states that the root locus on the real axis always lies 
in a section of this axis to the left of an odd number of poles 
and zeros. Figure 5 illustrates some root locus diagrams with 
the number of integrators, N, in F(z) being a parameter. 
Using this simple rule, the minimum number of zeros near 
z = 1.0 was determined. For each pole of F(z) at z = 1.0, one 
zero is required. These m = N zeros will force the poles at 
z = 1.0 to move inside the unit circle as shown in Fig. S. Note 
from Eq. (8) that the system transfer function contributes one 
pole at z = 1.0. Thus, the total number of poles at z = 1.0 
(integrators) is N + 1. 
By trial and error, it was found that, with any number of 
integrators, the gain margin increases when the open loop 
transfer function, G(z) has a minimum number of poles. 
Since the transfer function contributes two poles at z = 0 
(see Eq. [8]), which try to move quite fast out of the unit 
circle when the loop gain is increased, it is desirable to cancel 
these two poles with two zeros at the origin. From Eq. (16), 
this implies that n - m = 2. Since, from the above, the number 
m of zeros not at the origin was selected equal to the number 
N of integrators, then the total number of poles of F(z) is 
given by 
n=m+2=N+2 (l8a) 
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and F(z) will be of the form 
F(z) = 
(z-ZI)(z-z2)···(z-zN)z2 
(l8b) 
(z - PI)(z - P2)(z - 1~ 
Finally, using Eq. (18b) in Eq. (8) results in an open loop 
transfer function of the desired form, namely 
(z - za)(z - Zb)(Z - ZI)(Z - z2)· .. (z - zN) 
G(z) = G 
(z - PI) (z - P2) (z - I)N+I 
(18c) 
The order of G(z) will be N + 3, and the degree of its 
numerator will be one less than that of the denominator. 
The lower bound on the allowable gain G is. determined by 
the proximity of zi to the point Z = 1.0. The upper bound on 
G is controlled by the location of the poles P I and P2 since as 
G increases these poles move outside the unit circle. By trial 
and error, it was found that the poles originating at PI and P2 
will stay longer inside the unit circle when PI and P2 are 
placed on the real axis between Z = -1.0 and Z = za. The maxi-
mum upper bound on G is achieved when PI is very close to 
Z = -1.0 and P2 is very close to Z = za. The root locus of these 
two poles is shown in Fig. 5. 
Figure 6 illustrates the impact of the location of Z I on the 
loop gain margin for the case when N = 1. 
B. Noise-Equivalent Bandwidth 
The closed loop transfer function H(z) of Eq. (17) can be 
rewritten as 
B(z) bozn +1 + blzn + ... + bn +1 H(z) = - = --.:....--~--~~ 
A(z) a z"+1 +a zn + +a o I· . . n+1 
(19) 
(Our loop has bo = 0, ao = 1.) 
The one-sided noise-equivalent bandwidth is defined as 
(20) 
(21) 
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Let 
ao a l a2 an+ 1 
a l ao +a2 al +a3 an 
a2 
il= (22) 
an+ 1 0 0 ao 
and ill be the matrix formed from il by replacing the first 
column of Eq. (22) with 
n+1 
L b 2 1 
1=0 
n+1 
2L b1bi+1 
;=0 
n+1 (23) 
2 L b;b;+2 
;=0 
According to Ref. 2, the integral In is equivalent to the 
ratio of two determinants as follows: 
(24) 
Using Eqs. (22), (23) and (24) in Eq. (21), the bandwidth 
vs G was calculated for the filters and gain values given in 
Table 1, and plotted in Figs. 7-11. For loops which are similar 
in their pole-zero location, increasing the number of inte-
grators iri F(z) increases BL. Adding more poles and/or zeros 
near z = 0 has an insignificant impact on the bandwidth. The 
impact of the location of z I on the bandwidth when N = 1 is 
shown in Fig. 6. B L was computed for G = G min + 4 dB. 
C. Steady-State Error 
The input to our z-domain loop (see Fig. 2) can be ex-
pressed as 
81Tz 82 T
2 z(z+l) 83 T3 Z(Z2 +4z+ 1) 
--- + + ----~---(z - 1)2 2(z - 1)3 3(z _ 1)4 
84T4 Z(Z3 + llz2 + lIz + 1) 
+ + ... 
4(z _1)5 (25) 
where 81 , 82 , 83 , 84 represent phase step,ramp, acceleration 
and jerk, respectively. Higher orders terms are assumed to be 
negligible. 
The transfer function H (z) is defined as 
€ 
e(z) GQ (z-l) H (z) = -- = ~---=~ 
€ (8;S))* z(1 + G(z)) (26) 
where G(z) is given by Eq. (8) which results in the steady state 
error 
. . 
Steady-state phase error, if>ss' can be readily obtained from 
e ss' using the relation 
which is equivalent to 
by using Eq. (9). 
e 
ss 
if>ss = G T 
Q 
D. Transient Respon.se 
(29) 
(30) 
In general, for a digital loop with a large number of poles 
and zeros, it is not easy to calculate the transient response. If, 
for some specific gain value, the loop has only two dominant 
poles, then the natural frequency, damping ratio and settling 
time can be assessed from the second-order loop equations. 
Otherwise, an inverse z-transform operation has to be per-
formed on the product of the loop transfer function and the 
step input. There are three methods available for this inverse 
z-transformation: integration, partial fraction expansion and 
long division. In our analysis, we have chosen the last of the 
three. 
By performing synthetic (long) division on the ratio of 
c = lim (~) H (z) (8(S)) 
ss z € S 
(27) two polynomials in 
%-+1 
Let F(z) be of the form in Eq. (I8b). Then, inserting 
Eqs. (25) and (26) in Eq. (27) and simplifying, we obtain 
€ = hm -- +-"----
. [()ITZ ()2 T2Z(z+l) 
$I .-1 (z _ 1)2 2(z _ 1)3 
()3T3 Z(Z2 +4z+ I) ()4rz(z3 + 11z2 + 11Z+ I)] 
+ + ----------3(z - 1)4 4(z _ 1)5 
GQ (z - PI)(Z - P2)(Z - 1y¥+3 
X ~--~~--~------
Z2 [(z - 1y¥+1 (z - PI)(Z - P2) 
(28) 
With N = 1, 83 (phase acceleration) will be tracked with 
finite steady-state error, but 84 (phase jerk) will generate infi-
nite steady-state error .. With N = 2, 84 will be tracked with 
finite steady-state error. With N ~ 3 the steady-state error due 
to phase jerk will be zero. Table 2 lists values of steady-state 
error for different values of N. Note that the proximity of zi 
to the point z = 1.0 increases the value of the steady-state 
error. 
the time response of the loop with a step input is obtained at 
time fl' f2• f3' etc. The settling time Ts is determined when 
the magnitudes of ei become less than, say, 5% of the initial 
value for all f i• f HI , etc. Plots of Ts vs G for a loop with filters 
specified in Table 1 are shown in Figs. 7-11. As can be seen 
from these figures, the settling time increases very sharply 
when the two poles on the left portion of the real axis migrate 
close to the unit circle (see Fig. 5). The impact of the location 
of Z I on Ts for N = 1 is shown in Fig. 6. 
IV. Conclusion 
In this article, a model for a general digital-phase locked 
loop is proposed. The impact of a digital filter on the stability, 
gain margin, noise-equivalent bandwidth and time response is 
investigated. A specific type of digital filter is proposed which, 
for any desired number of integrators, has a minimum number 
of zeros. The strategy adopted in this analysis in optimizing 
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the loop performance with the digital filter consists of two 
steps. First, the lower and upper bounds of the allowable loop 
gain are obtained by placing the filter's zeros close to the 
point Z = 1.0 and the two filter's poles close to z = -1.0 and 
Z = za' Then, the desired bandwidth and settling time are ob-
tained by selecting the corresponding value for the loop gain. 
Table 2 lists steady-state error values vs the number of inte-
grators of the loop filter. Making the number of integrators 
equal to 3, the loop can track phase jerk with zero steady-state 
error (at loop update instants). Figures 7 through II show the 
variation of the noise bandwidth and settling time with chang-
ing gain for different loop types. 
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Loop 
Type 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Table 1. Proposed placement of poles and zeros for loop filters 
Location of Number of Integrators of F(z) 
Poles and Zeros l 
ofF(z) 0 2 3 4 
zI 0.960 0.960 0.960 0.970 
z2 0.960 0.930 0.960 
z3 0.930 0.940 
z4 0.940 
PI -0.173 -0.173 -0.173 -0.173 -0.173 
P2 -0.999 -0.999 -0.999 -0.999 -0.999 
P3 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
P4 1.000 1.000 1.000 
Ps 1.000 1.000 
P6 1.000 
Approximate 0.001 0.001 0.01 0.04 0.04 
range ofG 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 
I F(z) contains also n - m zeroes at z = O. In our analysis n - m = 2. 
Table 2. Steady-state error Signal vs loop type 
Phase Ramp 
°2(1- P I)(l- p~) 
0 
0 
0 
Steady State Error, e
ss 
Phase Acceleration 
2 03T(1- P I)(l- P2) 
(1 - Z I) 
0 
0 
Phase Jerk 
604r(1-P1)(1-P2) 
(1-Z1) (l-z2 ) 
o 
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TDA Progress Report 42-81 
Errata 
M_K. Simon and A. Mileant (Telecommunications Systems Section) have submitted 
the following errata to their article "Performance of the DSA's Sub carrier Demodulation 
Digital Loop" that appeared in the Telecommunications and Data Acquisition Progress 
Report 42-80, October-December 1984, February 15, 1985: 
Page No. Eq.No. 
185 63 
186 67 
Is 
8pT~Z(Z2 -4z+ 1) 
6(z _ 1)4 
8p TLO-C-D) 
(A +B) 
Should Be 
9'prZZ(Z2 - 4z + 1) 
3(z _ 1)4 
28pTL(I-C-D) 
(A +B) 
These corrections do not affect any other equations or figures in the article. 
January-March 1985 
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Maintenance of Time and Frequency in the DSN 
Using the Global Positioning System 
P. A. Clements and A. Kirk 
Communications Systems Research Section 
S. E. Borutzki 
DSN Control Center Operations Section 
The Deep Space Network must maintain time and frequency within specified limits in 
order to accurately track the spacecraft engaged in deep space exploration. The DSN has 
three tracking complexes, located approximately equidistantly around the earth. Various 
methods are used to coordinate the clocks among the three complexes. These methods 
include Loran-C, TV Line 10, Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI), and the Global 
Positioning System (GPS). The GPS is becoming increasingly important because of the 
accuracy, precision, and rapid availability of the data; GPS receivers have been installed at 
each of the DSN complexes and are used to obtain daily time offsets between the master 
clock at each site and UTC (USNO/NBS). Calculations are made to obtain frequency off-
sets and Allan variances. These data are analyzed and used to monitor the performance 
of the hydrogen masers that provide the reference frequencies for the DSN Frequency 
and Timing System (DFT). This article contains: (1) a brief history of the GPS timing 
receivers in the DSN, (2) a description of the data and information flow, (3) data on the 
performance of the DSN master clocks and GPS measurement system, and (4) a descrip-
tion of hydrogen maser frequency steering using these data. 
I. Introduction a part of a network-wide DSN Frequency and Timing System 
(DFT). The Deep Space Network is a network of three complexes 
of antennas used to track spacecraft. These complexes are 
located approximately equidistantly around the earth at 
Goldstone, California; Canberra, Australia; and Madrid, Spain. 
Each of the complexes contains a frequency and timing 
system which provides the required frequencies and timing 
pulses throughout the complex. These three subsystems are 
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The process of tracking spacecraft engaged in deep space 
exploration requires a highly accurate and stable timing system. 
Navigation parameters such as spacecraft range and relative 
velocity are obtained by measuring a radio signal's round-trip 
light time and the doppler frequency shift of the received 
signal. Since the long spacecraft distances involved result in 
long round-trip light times, one complex may need to hand 
over tracking to the next complex before these measurements 
are completed. In addition, Very Long Baseline Interferometry 
(VLBI) and the· ongoing study of radio signal perturbations 
due to various' ·causes (planetary occultations, solar wind. 
electron density fluctuations, gravitational waves, etc.) necessi-
tate further requirements for a highly synchronized and 
syntonized DFT. 
Presently, DFT requirements are to maintain time to 
within ±20 microseconds with a knowledge of ±1O microsec-
onds, and to maintain frequency to within ±1 X 10-12 Ilf/f 
with a knowledge of ±3 X 10-13 M/f. In addition, time 
synchronization must be maintained between the DSN and 
Universal Coordinated Time (UTC) to ±20 microseconds, with 
a knowledge of ±5 microseconds (see Fig. 1). The anticipated 
need of the DSN for 1986-I 990 is for time synchronization 
of 10 nanoseconds between the stations (Ref. 1). While this 
may not be realizable, it seems possible to have knowledge of 
the time offset to within 10 nanoseconds. In general, the DFT 
should be able to provide a value of time and frequency 
offset for any given past date. (Date is defined here as a 
specific point on a time scale; e.g., 1 January 1972, 0 h, 0 m, 
10 s UTC is a date on the UTC time scale.) Therefore, the 
DFT must continually estimate the time and frequency off-
sets as well as keep past estimates and data archived. 
II. Frequency and Timing Control 
System Description 
Historically, the DFT has consisted of three fairly inde-
pendent systems, each located at one of the three complexes. 
Various traditional methods (clock trips, VLBI, and Loran-C) 
were used in an attempt to keep these three systems synchro-
nized and syntonized with respect to each other. In 1983, 
using the Global Positioning System (GPS) timing receivers, a 
tighter control system was designed (see Fig. 2). The system 
consists of GPS measurements, an analysis of the output of 
daily offsets, and; if needed, a frequency adjustment and/or 
clock reset. Using the GPS receivers, the DFT is capable of 
identifying changes in frequency on the order of 1 X 10-13 
Ilf/f in a matter of a few days. 
The GPS receivers are queried weekly and a TWX message 
is issued with the calculations of time and frequency offset. 
The time offset of the Goldstone complex with respect to 
UTC realized at the National Bureau of Standards (UTe 
(NBS» is obtained from NBS so that a calculation of the other 
complexes with respect to UTC (NBS) can be made. The 
information is distributed about a week later. These data, as 
well as VLBI, Loran-C, and other measurements, are used to 
determine what action should be taken to keep the master 
clocks within their specified operating parameters. 
III. GPS Installation and Coordination 
In 1982, JPL installed two GPS timing receivers in the 
DSN. The receivers were located in Goldstone, California, 
and Madrid, Spain. The results of this installation were re-
ported in Ref. 2. Mutual view observations were made and the 
time offsets were compared to those offsets derived from 
VLBI measurements. (In the mutual view technique, two or 
more receivers take time offset data from a spacecraft at the 
same time; ideally, the elevation of the spacecraft above the 
horizon is the same when viewed from all of the receivers 
involved.) 
In 1983, a receiver was installed at the Deep Space Station 
near Canberra, Australia. The plan was to use the Madrid 
receiver in Australia and provide only a single leg again, but 
the Madrid receiver proved so useful it was decided to lease 
a receiver from NBS so the two JPL-owned receivers could be 
deployed overseas. By early 1983, JPL had an operating 
worldwide network of GPS receivers. The primary 1983 
effort was to evaluate the California-Australia line. The 
results of this effort were reported in Ref. 3. Because of the 
great distances involved, both mutual view and flyover tech-
niques were used, and comparisons were made using both 
VLBI and clock trips. 
The GPS timing receivers at the complexes receive a timing 
pulse from the station's master clock, which is referenced to 
station time by the receiver. Each of these receivers has a 
modem attached which may be queried remotely; at JPL a 
Hewlett-Packard desk calculator (HP 9845) interfaces to a 
modem. (In the continental United States the regular phone 
system is used to query the receivers; the intercontinental 
queries are made using the voice communication system 
operated by NASA.) This calculator is used to store the 
receiver data on tape and to generate the weekly report of 
time offsets between the station clocks and between Goldstone 
and UTC (NBS). 
JPL uses the NBS time coordination service (Ref. 4) to 
relate the station time at Goldstone, California, to UTC (NBS). 
These data are obtained in two forms: NBS provides a monthly 
report, and daily offsets are available by telephone from a 
computer at NBS. The NBS service provides the raw measure-
ment data, a daily filtered estimate, a monthly filtered esti-
mate, Allan variance plots, and other useful data about the 
performance of the JPL clock. This service eliminates the 
technical need for regular clock trips between JPL and NBS. 
The regular clock trips are still maintained, but they may be 
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eliminated as operational confidence is gained in the perfor-
mance of the GPS timing receivers. 
In order to ensure that a time and frequency offset can be 
estimated for any past date, all of the data taken from the 
receivers are archived. Presently, the data accumulation rate 
amounts to about 2 megabytes per year. It is estimated that a 
maximum rate would be 6 to 8 megabytes per year. This small 
amount of data is easily handled by a personal computer, 
while several years of data can be stored on a hard disk and 
backed up using either flexible diskettes or magnetic tape. 
All of the data presented in this paper were taken using 
the common view technique. For the data taken between 
Goldstone, California, and NBS (located at Boulder, Colorado), 
the elevation angles of the spacecraft were above 60 degrees. 
The Goldstone, California, to Madrid, Spain, angle was usually 
40 to 45 degrees elevation - still quite high above the horizon. 
On the other hand, the mutual view between Goldstone, 
California, and Canberra, Australia, was approximately 18 
degrees above the horizon, which presents a substantial prob-
lem with respect to variations in group delay due to the 
earth's atmosphere. While these problems could be largely 
overcome by using a flyover or long-arc technique (Ref. 3), 
because of computational difficulties, this method was not 
used as a normal procedure in 1984. 
As Fig. 3 demonstrates, the application of a Kalman 
smoother filter SUbstantially improves the standard deviation 
for shorter sampling times on the short baseline (less than 
1000 km) between Boulder, Colorado, and Goldstone, Cali-
fornia. The longer baselines between California and Spain and 
between California and Australia promise to show the same 
sort of improvement with the application of appropriate 
Kalman smoothers. 
Figure 4 shows a comparison of the Allan variance of the 
data between California and Australia and between California 
and Spain. At 8 days both of the standard deviations are near 
in value to that of the shorter Boulder-Goldstone baseline. 
Presumably, the greater amount of noise associated with the 
California to Australia measurement is caused by the low 
observation angles. An analysis shows a substantial amount of 
white phase noise, which implies that a Kalman smoother 
should help considerably. 
IV. Analysis 
The synchronization and syntonization of the DSN master 
clocks are accomplished by analyzing the time offset data 
obtained from all available sources. These sources include the 
GPS, VLBI (interstation), Loran-C (Goldstone and Madrid), 
TV line 10 (Canberra), and the local backup clocks at each 
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station. (Time offset rates are also obtained from the GPS 
and VLBI measurements, but are not discussed in this article.) 
These unfiltered time offset data and the data provided by the 
NBS Time and Frequency Bulletin, the USNO Series 4 Bulletin, 
and Australia's Department of Resources and Energy Division 
of National Mapping (NATMAP) Bulletin E are entered into 
a computer database at JPL. Any events, whether occurring at 
the station, NBS or USNO, are noted in the data files. 
Estimates of frequency offsets for the clocks with respect 
to each other and to UTC (NBS/USNO) are made on a regular 
basis. These offsets are calculated by a least-squares linear 
fit on segments of the raw time offset data. The average 
time offset rate over the length of the fit segment is taken to 
be the relative frequency offset between the clock oscillators. 
The standard deviation of linear fit residuals is also calculated 
to determine the confidence of the calculation. Second-order 
effects (frequency drift) are estimated by the changes in the 
average time offset rate over a period of time; this is more 
difficult to determine because it requires relatively long 
periods of unperturbed clock operation. Because there have 
been both explainable and unexplainable perturbations in the 
hydrogen maser operating frequency at all of the stations, 
accurate determination of frequency drift has not yet been 
possible. 
The results of the measurements and calculations are 
studied to determine how the master clocks are performing 
with respect to the specification requirements. All known 
events are taken into account for this appraisal. For any 
unexplained time steps or frequency shifts, the station per-
sonnel are asked to provide any additional information which 
may help to uncover the reason for the behavior. Based on all 
of this information, time and/or frequency adjustments are 
proposed. 
The decision to change the output frequency of a hydrogen 
maser is made by JPL personnel in charge of the standards. 
The method and the procedures to offset the frequency by 
the desired amount are determined using the history of that 
particular maser. The station activity schedule is consulted to 
find a time when there will be minimal impact on operations, 
then a TWX containing information on the proposed adjust-
ment is issued to the station and to interested JPL personnel. 
This TWX includes a brief summary of the performance which 
prompted the action, the instructions for accomplishing the 
frequency adjustment, and the station clock reset instructions 
(if any). After the work has been completed, the station con-
firms the operation by TWX. The clock performance is watched 
closely after the procedure to determine hydrogen maser 
adjustment parameters and verify accuracy. 
The results of the maintenance of time and frequency in 
the DSN using the GPS may be seen in the time offset data 
shown in Figs. 5 through 8. The particular timespan chosen 
(December 11, 1983, through June 28, 1984) is representa-
tive of what has been accomplished with this system. All 
events and the results of the linear fits on the time offset data 
are presented in Tables 1 through 3. (UTC (NBS) was chosen 
as a reference so that the events at each station may be seen 
more clearly.) As is evident from the data, the hydrogen 
maser frequency standard clock at each complex has been 
maintained to within the synchronization and syntonization 
requirements with respect to both an external time scale and 
to the other clocks in the DFT. 
One goal in the implementation of the GPS was to allow 
more stringent frequency controls on each hydrogen maser. 
The results of four planned frequency adjustments may be 
seen in Table 4. As is discussed under clock correction 
methods, only a synthesizer adjustment will vary the operat-
ing frequency by a precisely known amount. Therefore, the 
results seen in the table were considered successful. 
Of particular interest to JPL hydrogen maser standards 
personnel is the sensitivity of the standards to environmental 
changes in the field. The parameters most likely to vary and 
cause a disturbance are room temperature and the local mag-
netic field. Although the Deep Space Stations provide a 
controlled environment, there are occasional disturbances 
which are either unforeseeable or unavoidable. The events 
occurring at Goldstone on the 75th day of 1984 (84075) 
and at Madrid (84080) are examples of this. There was an 
unplanned temperature increase in the maser room at Gold-
stone, accompanied by extensive equipment movement in 
the adjoining room, which may have affected the magnetic 
environment. At Madrid, a modification kit -was installed in 
the maser and a cesium clock was removed from a neighboring 
rack. There was also some activity in the room in Canberra 
which may have affected maser behavior, although the effects 
are not as definite. As more data are collected and correlated 
to the changes in the operating environment, effects can be 
predicted and appropriate steps can be taken to prevent 
disturbances. Planned upgrades to the frequency standards 
rooms and more strictly limited access to these areas will 
improve these situations. 
The maser failure in Madrid (84054) is fortunately a 
relatively rare occurrence. In this case, the problem was found 
to be a marginally low hydrogen pressure setting. After the 
pressure was increased, the maser returned to normal opera-
tion with no frequency change. Currently, the DSN has only 
one hydrogen maser at each site; backup is provided by a 
cesium standard. An additional hydrogen maser is planned for 
each location, and this will minimize the impact to data 
quality in the event of a prolonged maser failure. 
The behavior of the hydrogen maser in Canberra is least 
understood. During this timespan there were no known events 
which would have produced frequency changes except for the 
frequency adjustments at NBS. This particular maser had 
undergone work at the Smithsonian Institution Astrophysical 
Observatory (SAO) and was returned to the station on 83320. 
From the GPS data, it appears to have decreased in frequency 
until approximately 84120. (In the past, the usual aging rate 
seen in an SAO maser was +3 to +5 X 1O-15/day.) Even with 
a frequency aging rate of only +1 X 1O-15/day, the frequency 
offset should have reached zero in about 60 days. But the 
time offset data and the associated linear fits show that it 
took approximately 150 days for this to happen, which would 
correspond to an aging rate of only +0.4 X 1O-15/day. When 
the NBS adjustments are taken into account (they were made 
in the negative dire-ction for the most part), they show an even 
lower aging rate for the Canberra maser. Table 5 shows the 
relative frequency offsets when the NBS changes are removed. 
The results of this calculation show that the maser is not 
exhibiting the usual aging seen in this type of maser, at least 
not during this time period. It is possible that aging effects 
are appearing after 84122, but it is difficult to determine 
without comparison to another external standard. 
The relative frequency offsets obtained by the calculations 
described above are complicated by several factors. First, it 
is essential that all time steps must be properly noted so that 
a fit is not made over any discontinuities. Second, the fit 
timespans must be chosen carefully so that misleading infor-
mation is not obtained because of frequency shifts. Both the 
low and high frequency noise on the data will cause different 
frequency offset results, depending on the period chosen for 
the fit (see footnote b, Table 2). This is especially important 
when determining the effects of any environmental changes 
on the operating frequency. There are situations where no 
cause can be found to explain a change in the maser frequency 
(such as the case in Madrid after the frequency adjustment on 
84146) but the data cannot be included as part of the previous 
fit segment. Future GPS time synchronization data should 
make it possible to see the more subtle changes in the behavior 
of a hydrogen maser. This information will allow more detailed 
analysis, leading to the development of a more accurate time 
and frequency system to meet more demanding future 
requirements. 
V. Frequency Adjustment Methods 
An important parameter when using the hydrogen maser 
to drive the complex clock is its long-term stability (over 
several months). Due to cavity aging, most hydrogen masers 
have a small amount of long-term drift; drift due to a change 
in wall shift may add to or cancel part of the cavity drift. In 
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addition, there are perturbations to the output frequency that 
are caused by changes in the ambient temperature, magnetic 
field, barometric pressure, humidity, etc. Constant monitoring 
and precise control of the maser's environment are essential 
to meet the DFT specifications. 
Once a maser is installed in its environment, the magnetic 
field bias and receiver offset synthesizer are set to previously 
determined calibration values. The maser cavity is then care-
fully tuned by the spin exchange method and the frequency 
offset from UTC (NBS) is measured. The cavity frequency is 
then offset by a specified amount in the opposite direction of 
the drift (Fig. 9). This not only maximizes the frequency 
correction interval but also maintains the best average cavity 
frequency. Constant monitoring will then determine if non-
scheduled frequency corrections are required. 
The output frequency of a hydrogen maser may be changed 
by (1) cavity frequency adjustment, (2) receiver synthesizer 
offset adjustment, and (3) magnetic fiel~ bias adjustment. 
The range and resolution of the magnetic field adjustment are 
adequate to steer the output frequency. This adjustment 
is generally not used for this purpose because of its difficulty. 
Rather, an optimum magnetic field bias is initially determined 
and maintained for calibration. This adjustment offsets the 
hydrogen line frequency. 
The receiver offset synthesizer adjustment is easily per-
formed and does not disturb continuous operation of the 
maser if done in small increments (no phase steps are intro-
duced). Resolution and range vary among maser types. The 
synthesizer is used to initially calibrate the maser's output 
frequency. Depending on the various systematic frequency 
offsets such as wall shift, each maser will have a unique syn-
thesizer calibration setting. This adjustment offsets the re-
ceiver output from the hydrogen line frequency. 
The cavity frequency adjustment is easily performed in the 
field and continuous operation of the hydrogen maser is not 
affected. Resolution is 2 X 10-16 to 2 X 10-14 , depending 
on the maser type. Range is 1 X 10-10 to 5 X 10-10 • Fre-
quency change is instantaneous with varactor types or has a 
5- to 24-hour time constant with thermal types. The cavity 
adjustment has a pulling effect on the line frequency (pulling 
factor Q-cavity/Q-line). 
As previously mentioned, the cavity is initially tuned by 
the spin exchange method and the hydrogen maser is calibra-
ted. Subsequent changes in hydrogen maser output frequency 
have been found to be due primarily to cavity aging and 
environmentally induced cavity shifts. Thus, it makes sense 
to correct a maser's frequency by readjusting the cavity only. 
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During 1984, the method described above was used to steer 
the hydrogen maser with reference to UTC (NBS) using the 
GPS. Spin exchange tuning was performed about once a year 
in order to determine total cavity shift and long-term behavior 
of the hydrogen line with respect to UTC. 
VI. Problems Associated with the 
Present Control System and 
Proposed Solutions 
A major problem is caused by noise factors and associated 
inaccuracies in the data. The GPS timing measurements have 
noise associated with them for several reasons. First, there is 
well-known noise that is intrinsic to the GPS (such as ephemeris 
errors, ionospheric errors, etc.). In addition, there is noise 
caused by the operation of the receivers; i.e., poor estimates of 
time offset are caused by an inexact mutual view, differences 
in elevation angles for the spacecraft at different receivers, 
and missing readings or readings averaged incorrectly. If a 
system of receivers is to be used to exploit the intrinsic ac-
curacy and precision of the GPS, more accurate coordination 
among the receivers is required and more sophisticated analysis 
of the data is needed. 
Over the course of the past year, about 20% of the days 
have had no GPS estimate of clock offset between the com-
plexes provided by the GPS. The most common cause of 
missing data was power outages at the complexes. The re-
ceivers normally store less than a week's data in the failsafe 
memory, so if they are queried only once a week and there is 
a power failure, some of the data will probably be lost. The 
Goldstone receiver was relocated to a temporary location 
while major reconfigurations were being made at the Complex. 
This situation has now been changed and the receiver is 
presently in its permanent location, powered by an uninter-
ruptible power system, as are the master clock and the fre-
quency standards. It has become obvious that control must 
be improved over temperature and magnetic variations in the 
frequency standards environment. Security must be improved 
to limit personnel access to the area, and movement of equip-
ment near the frequency standards. 
VII. Conclusions 
Using the GPS timing receivers has proven to be a cost-
effective and reliable method to coordinate time and frequency 
to meet the requirements of the DSN. The performance of the 
master clocks was monitored on an almost daily basis. Fre-
quency shifts and time jumps that were unexpected and in 
some cases unexplained were observed in the clocks. The 
hydrogen masers responded to frequency adjustments within 
the expected limits of knowledge of their performance be-
havior. Control of the time and frequency offset of the clocks 
was established to within the limits of the performance re-
quirements of the DSN. It appears that with improved tech-
niques the hydrogen maser master clocks can be controlled 
to much closer tolerances. 
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Table 1. Goldstone versus UTe (NBS) relative frequency offsets 
Event Timespan Af/f (X 10-13) Sigma Comments (yYDDD) 
83345-84008 2.36 0.04 Start 
1 84009-84011 6.41 0.30 Backup cesium standard 
online during maser fre-
quency adjustment (spin 
exchange tune); time step 
due to switch over 
2 84012-84030 0.13 0.05 Maser prime and clock reset 
3 84030-84060 0.20 0.02 NBS frequency adjustment 
of+0.88 X 10-14 
4 84061-84072 0.02 0.02 NBS frequency adjustment 
of -1.41 X 10-14 
5 84075-84091 2.58 0.12 Temperature change in 
maser room and equipment 
movement in adjoining room 
6 84092-84113 2.81 0.07 NBS frequency adjustment 
of -2.31 X 10-14 
7 84115-84121 3.39 0.08 Maser maintenance in 
response to frequency 
change on DOY 75 
(magnetic field bias adjust-
ment); time step due to 
switchover 
8 84122-84123 NBS frequency adjustment 
of -2.31 X 10-14 
9 84124-84152 5.65 0.04 GPS clock resynched to 
station clock (at this site 
only, the GPS uses a differ-
ent frequency' counter than 
the station) 
10 84153-84163 6.68 0.10 NBS frequency adjustment 
of-2.31 X 10- 14 
11 84167-84173 -1.33 0.06 Maser frequency adjustment 
(cavity) and clock reset 
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Table 2. Canberra versus UTC (NBS) relative frequency offsets 
Timespan Ilf/f (X 10-13) Sigma Comments (YYDDD) Event 
83346-84015 -0.61 0.03 Start 
1 84033-84060 -1.34 0.05 NBS frequency adjustment 
of+0.88 X 10-14 
2 84061-84091a -1.51 0.09 NBS frequency adjustment 
of-l.41 X 10-14 
3 84092-84121 -1.69 0.06 NBS frequency adjustment 
of-2.31 X 10-14 
4 84122-84152b -1.22 0.05 NBS frequency adjustment 
of-2.31 X 10-14 
5 84153-84172a 0.19 0.07 NBS frequency adjustment 
of-2.31 X 10-14 
aMaintenance work was done on the backup cesium clock located in the same vicinity on days 83-86 
and 157. The effect on the maser is unknown. 
bThe following is an example of how the results depend on the timespan chosen for the fit: 
84122-84129 
84136-84141 
84146-84152 
-0.86 
-2.25 
-0.49 
0.17 
0.32 
0.44 
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Table 3. Madrid versus UTe (NBS) relative frequency offsets 
Event Timespan I1f/f (X 10-13) Sigma Comments (YYDDD) 
83345-83360 7.19 0.04 Start 
1 83364-84030 -0.15 0.04 Maser frequency adjustment 
(cavity) and clock reset 
2 84033-84053 -0.08 0.10 NBS frequency adjustment 
of +0.88 X 10-14 
3 84055-84060 Maser source f allure; maser 
restarted and clock reset 
4 84061-84072 -0.15 0.04 NBS frequency adjustment 
of -1.41 X 10-14 
5 84080-84091 1.34 0.10 Maser modification kit 
installed; cesium standard 
removed from nearby rack 
6 84092-84121 2.76 0.14 NBS frequency adjustment 
of-2.31 X 10-14 
7 84122-84142 2.83 0.19 NBS frequency adjustment 
of -2.31 X 10-14 
8 84146-84152 -1.74 0.28 Maser frequency adjustment 
(cavity) 
9 84153-84173 -0.23 0.05 . NBS frequency adjustment 
of-2.31 X 10- 14 
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Date 
(YYDDD) 
83362 
84009 
84144 
84166 
Table 4. Results of the hydrogen maser frequency adjustments 
(change In relative frequency with respect to NBS) 
Complex Goal Result (x 10-13) Method of adjustment (X 10-13) 
Madrid -8.5 -7.3 Cavity frequency 
Goldstone -3.0 -2.2 Magnetic field, receiver 
synthesizer, and cavity 
frequency (spin exchange 
tune) 
Madrid -5.0 -4.6 Cavity frequency 
Goldstone -8.4 -8.0 Cavity frequency 
Table 5. Effect of the NBS frequency adjustments on the 
Canberra hydrogen maser relative frequency offsets 
. Timespan NBS adjustments_ NBS adjustments included removed (YYDDD) Af/f (X 10-13) Af/f (X 10-13) 
83346-84015 -0.61 -0.61 
84033-84060 -1.34 -1.25 
84061-84091 -1.51 -1.56 
84092-84121 -1.69 -1.97 
84122-84152 -1.22 -1.73 
84153-84172 +0.19 -0.06 
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Network Information Management Subsystem 
C. C. Chatburn 
DSN Operations and Engineering Support Section 
The Deep Space Network is implementing a distributed database management system 
in which the data are shared among several applications and the host machines are not 
totally dedicated to a particular application. Since the data and resources are to be 
shared, the equipment must be operated carefully so that the resources are shared equi-
tably. This article discusses the cu"ent status of the project and recommends policies, 
roles, and guidelines for the organizations involved in the project. 
I. Introduction 
Development of the Network Information Management 
Subsystem (NIMS) has now progressed into a phase where the 
uses of the NIMS and the roles and responsibilities of the 
organizations which are involved with it need to be considered 
in detail. A previous article (Ref. 1) described the initial phases 
of the project. This article discusses the NIMS network and 
node configurations, current status of the project, and the 
planned approach to full network operation. 
II. NIMS Configurations 
A. NIMS Hardwantf 
.. 
The NIMS' consists. qf a four-node network of intercommu-
nicating minicomputers. Each node is similar and consists of 
a TANDEM Non-Stop II (NS-II) computer, disk drives, 
printers, terminals, and other peripheral devices (Fig. 1). 
The NS-II design features a unique multiprocessor architec-
ture where each processor module is a totally autonomous 
computer system with its own memory, power supplies, and 
I/O capabilities. Processors are interconnected by a high-speed 
bus independent of the I/O bus. Each major hardware module 
is dual ported. If a processor or an I/O port fails, operating 
system backup processes take ownership of the failed compo· 
nent's peripheral devices and access them through the other 
I/O port, thus assuring nonstop operation. 
B. NIMS Software 
Each NIMS node is equipped with extensive commercial 
software to support the administrative data processing needs 
of various NIMS users. The software is grouped into seven 
major areas: 
(1) General system interface programs including a com-
mand interpreter (COMINT), editor (ED), me utility 
program (FUP), peripheral utility program (pUP), sort/ 
merge, backup/restore, and general-purpose procedures . 
(2) The GUARDIAN operating system, consisting of a 
data base record manager (ENSCRlBE), a spooler, a 
performance monitor (X-RAY), and data communi-
cations software (ENVOY). 
(3) Subsystem maintenance programs SYSGEN and 
INSTALL. 
(4) Program development tools, consisting of the TAN-
DEM Application Language (TAL), UPDATE, and 
DEBUG. 
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(5) A database management system (ENCOMPASS), 
consisting of a data definition language (DOL), a trans-
action processing system (pATHWAY), a transaction 
monitoring facility (TMF), a relational query/report 
writer (ENFORM), and a interactive application 
generator (ENABLE). 
(6) The languages COBOL, FORTRAN, and BASIC. 
(7) Other utilities, including electronic mail (T/MAIL), 
and word processing (T/TEXT). 
III. Current Status 
Hardware and software to support three NIMS nodes have 
been delivered. One node is installed at the JPL Hill Street 
facility. A second node is currently used to develop applica-
tion software (Engineering Change Management Phase II) 
and is temporarily installed at a vendor facility in Glendora, 
California. At the conclusion of the software development, 
this equipment will be relocated overseas. A third node is 
installed at the Barstow facility of the Goldstone Deep Space 
Communications Com pie'.' (Fig. 2). A .fourth node is cur-
rently funded for delivery in FY 86. 
The nodes are connected together with leased telephone 
company circuits so that users at each node have access to 
the total resources of all nodes. Users from overseas complexes 
have access to the NIMS via high-speed NASCOM communica-
tions circuits using standard NIMS terminal equipment. These 
same lines will also be used for communications between 
nodes after overseas installations are completed (Fig. 2). 
IV. Planned-NIMS Implementation Approach 
The NIMS concept represents a new approach to DSN 
information management in several ways. It is not totally 
dedicated to a single application, and the data handled are 
intended to be shared and thus are not necessarily the "prop· 
erty" of one application. Provisions are made for various 
levels of application, depending on the needs of the NIMS 
users. The "sharing" concept requires that information man-
agement support be provided impartially to a wide range of 
applications. This is a new NIMS function, and its role needs 
to be carefully considered to minimize conflicts between 
applications. 
The implementation approach being used for the NIMS is 
divided into the following major areas: 
(1) Organizational roles and tasks. 
(2) NIMS Standards and policies. 
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(3) Application development. 
(4) Organization roles and tasks. 
Four geographically separate, functionally similar, but 
interdependent organizations are involved in NIMS operations. 
They are the management organizations at JPL and at each 
Deep Space Communications Complex (DSCC). Their respon-
sibilities change as a function of the level of application 
(Le., network, node, subnode) that they support. The roles 
and responsibilities of these organizations are more fully dis-
cussed in the sections which follow .. 
A. Organizational Roles 
1. Operations planning. "Operations planning" addresses 
how the organization operates in the long term, existing stan-
dards or conventions that must be adopted, and any new 
standard procedures which must be developed and followed. 
Implicit in this activity is the need for a stable environment 
and a well defined base from which to evolve. This is estab-
lished by making the process of change one which requires 
management approval. At the network application level, this 
is done via the ECM process. At the node level, it is delegated 
to local management. 
2. Systems operations. "Systems operations" deals with 
short-term daily operations of the NIMS. This includes hard-
ware/software maintenance activities and requested user/ 
applications support. 
3. Systems monitoring. "Systems monitoring" deals with 
ascertaining the ability of the total system (hardware, soft-
ware, and people) to support assigned tasks. The NIMS does 
not exist as an independent entity; it is a support service 
that depends on users and user satisfaction for its existence. 
Performance standards are established and system perfor-
mance is tested in order to verify that user needs are satisfied. 
4. Configuration management. The NIMS configuration 
(both hardware and software) must be consistent across all 
nodes and controlled in order to support users and applica-
tions properly. Standard interfaces, naming conventions, 
definitions, protocols, and mnemonics, will be adopted for 
netwide use. 
5. NIMS library. Each organization must have access to 
NIMS documentation necessary to support users and their 
applications. The library acts as the repository for this mate-
rial and controls its distribution at each node. 
B. Organizational Tasks 
JPL and Deep Space Communications Complex manage-
ment organizations must perform a similar set of general tasks 
regardless of the level of NIMS application being supported. 
These can be divided into external (oriented to users) and 
internal (oriented to the organization). 
1. External. External tasks are concerned with accepting 
data from a source, manipulating them, and providing useful 
information to users. Implicit in this process a-re the tasks of 
data entry, database creation, reporting, maintenance, and 
security. These are discussed below. 
a. Data entry. This task includes activities required to 
accept data into the NIMS by any of the techniques that are 
available such as conversational, forms-mode, or batch input. 
If a forms-mode method is used, this activity may be done by 
some agent of the user, but it remains the responsibility of 
the NIMS organization to establish and/or develop the tech-
niques. The objective is to minimize the special skills required 
of users. 
b. Database creation. This task includes all activities 
required to develop the application database using utility 
software packages (tools) supplied with the NIMS. It includes 
analyzing existing databases to determine which data are 
shared, establishing linkages, considering security aspects, 
and creating or modifying data dictionaries and directories. 
Also included is full documentation of the database. 
c. Reporting. This task includes activities associated with 
the manner, form, and content of the information presented 
to users. Depending on circumstances, these may range from 
formal reports to informal responses. 
d. Maintenance. This task includes maintenance of soft-
ware as well as hardware. It includes all activities that are 
associated with database upkeep, such as "tuning" for more 
efficient operation, and audits for completeness and 
correctness. 
e. Security. This task includes activities require~ to guaran-
tee that the data are not compromised, either by being made 
available to the wrong user or by being changed inadvertently. 
Included are the assignment of pass words and access levels 
and routine examination of those who have access to the 
various databases resident on the node. 
2. Internal. Internal tasks verify that the man-machine 
system is providing the necessary external support that is 
needed by the various users and is cost-effective overall. 
C. Special Organizational Responsibilities 
1. JPL node. The JPL node organization is responsible 
for all support required for network applications. This support 
includes but is not limited to the following areas: 
(1) NIMS and networking applications training. 
(2) Hardware procurement. 
(3) Utility software procurement. 
(4) Standards and protocol development. 
(5) Applications registration. 
(6) NIMS configuration management. 
2. DSCC node. Each DSCC node organization is respon-
sible for all support required to develop local and subnode 
applications and for conforming to established NIMS stan-
dards and protocols. It also will support the portions of net-
work databases that reside on the local node. It will main-
tain local hardware and provide local follow-on user training. 
V. NIMS Standards and Policies 
The following standards and policies have been established 
for developing applications on the NIMS to insure optimum 
use of resources and to encourage logical, well-ordered pro-
gram development: 
(1) All NIMS software developed for network-level appli-
cations will follow the policies for generating DSN 
software as established in Software Implementation 
Guidelines and Practices, Document 810-13, August 1, 
1977 (JPL internal document). Node and subnode 
software will follow the intent of the standard insofar 
as practical. 
(2) New NIMS networking applications will be planned 
and reported according to the technique of "Network 
of Demonstrable Functions", Ref. 2. 
(3) All networking applications will be reviewed in accord 
with DSN Engineering Change Review Program, 
Document 810-10, June 1, 1979 (JPL internal docu-
ment). 
(4) Specific standards, such as file-naming conventions, 
peripheral names, user identifications, etc., are dis-
cussed in detail in the NIMS Software Operators 
Manual, SOM-DTN-5536SP, January 3, 1985 (JPL 
internal document). 
(5) JPL and DSN computer security standards currently 
being developed will be adapted for NIMS. Local node 
management will be responsible for local node security 
and for complying with Network standards. 
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VI. Application Development 
A. Levels of Applications 
The NIMS is intended to support three levels of informa-
tion management applications: network, node, and subnode. 
These are defined and discussed below. 
1. Network level. Network-level applications involve data 
that may reside at several nodes and information that may be 
used by personnel at other nodes. An example of a network 
level application is the Engineering Change Management 
System (ECMS). 
2. Node level. Node-level applications involve data that 
may come from several sources, but are of interest only to the 
personnel at a single node. Generally, these data will be input 
by personnel at the local complex and the information derived 
from this data will be used by the various levels of local 
management. Examples of this application are telephone and 
address lists. 
3. Subnode level. Subnode-Ievel applications involve 
private databases that are created, monitored, and controlled 
by the user/creator and are not shared with other 
applications. 
B. Development Methodology 
The development of new applications requires resources 
and must therefore have management approval before they 
are implemented. The level of approval will depend upon the 
application. New network applications require approval 
through the Engineering Change Management (ECM) process. 
Node applications require local node management approval. 
Subnode applications require approval of the appropriate 
database administrator. 
The data to be managed should be available in a form that 
can be collected and entered into the appropriate database. 
The data should be clearly identified and defined, and the 
effect of data errors should be understood. Access to both the 
data and the resulting information must be established. The 
requirements for the application must be accurately and 
clearly specified. 
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1. Requirements dermition. A formal requirements docu-
ment is required for proposed applications that are network-
wide in scope. Node and subnode application requirements 
will be documented in accord with local management policies. 
2. Software development. Applications software will be 
developed by a sustaining contractor under the supervision of 
the DSN Database Administrator (DBA). 
Local applications programs can be generated and imple-
mented on local nodes. Control of these activities is the 
responsibility of local management. 
3. Documentation requirements. The three application 
levels have different requirements for supporting documenta-
tion. Since network applications are long-lived and affect 
many aspects of DSN operations, they must be carefully docu-
mented. Node and subnode applications have less impact and 
consequently have less stringent documentation requirements. 
The detail of proposed documentation for each level of 
application is shown in Table 1. 
4. Changes or modifications to applications. Changes or 
modifications to NIMS-hosted applications require manage-
ment approval prior to being implemented. Generally, the 
level of approval follows precedents established by ECMS. 
Applications that are under ECM control require ECR/ECO 
activity. 
Changes to node and subnode applications require the 
approval of the appropriate database administrator and man-
agement levels. DBA approval is required because NIMS 
resources, e.g., disc space, can be impacted by the changes. 
S. Testing. All new applications require testing during the 
design and installation process. The application level will 
determine the formality and detail of the tests. The tests 
will be further defined in the Software Test and Transfer 
document STT-DTN-5536SP, January 3, 1985 (JPL internal 
document) for network applications. Testing of node and 
subnode applications is under the control of local node 
management. 
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Table 1. Application level documentation standards 
Applications documentation 
SRD 
SDD 
SOM 
STT 
SSD 
Purpose 
Program requirements 
schedule and resource 
for design phase 
Architectural design, 
interfaces test and 
design goals 
Operating instructions 
Acceptance tests and 
transfer criteria 
Program design and 
code listings 
Applications level 
Network Node 
Oassb Formatb Oass Format 
B 3 C 3 
B 3 C 3 
B 2 C 2 
B 3 
C 3 D 3 
Oass B: sufficient for skilled programmers with minimum CDE consultation. 
Oass C: sufficient for skilled programmers with dialog with the CDE. 
Oass D: suitable for maintenance only by original programmer. 
Format 2: external report quality. 
Format 3: internal report quality. 
Format 4: freehand documents, internal quality. 
aSRD: software requirements document 
SOD: software definition document 
SOM: software operators manual 
STT: software test and transfer document 
SDD: software specification document 
bDefmitions of Class and Format per Ref. 3. 
Subnode 
Class Format 
D 4 
D 4 
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MODEMS 
TERMINALS 
LINES TO OTHER NODES 
- = PRIMARY 
PATH TO 
DEVICE 
Fig. 1. Typical NIMS node block diagram 
(b) 
Fig. 2. NIMS network configuration: (a) current; (b) final 
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A Description of the 64-Meter Antenna Elevation Drive 
Gears and Their Strange Wear 
H. McGinness 
Ground Antennas and Facilities Engineering Section 
The elevation drive gears are described and their wear is compared to the wear of other 
antenna drive gears. The comparison is perplexing and satisfying explanations have not 
yet been made. 
I. Introduction 
The 64-m antenna elevation axis drive is executed by torqu-
ing two bull gears, concentric to the elevation axis, with the 
output pinions of four gear boxes. These gear boxes have func-
tioned well during the 18 and 11 years, respectively, that the 
DSS 14, and the DSS 43 and DSS 63 antennas have been in 
service. A strange wear pattern gradually developed on the bull 
gears and driving pinions of all three antennas. These patterns 
were well developed after 8 years and apparently are intensi-
fying in all instances. 
II. Description of the Drives and the 
Gear Wear 
The gear boxes are mounted so as to allow the output 
pinions to self-align to the bull gears. Figures 1 and 2 show 
how the gear boxes are pivoted with a ball joint at one end 
such that the tangential load on the output pinion passes 
through the ball joint. The other end of each gear box is sup-
ported by one horizontal and two vertical spring-loaded struts. 
The gear box contains a reaction roller, mounted opposite the 
pinion, which rolls on the inside of the bull-gear ring and 
equilibrates the separation force between the bull gear and 
pinion. The ball-joint pivot, together with the three spring-
loaded struts, allows the pinion to execute small angles of 
roll, pitch, and yaw which may be required to maintain near-
perfect mesh between the pinion and the bull gear, as the 
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bull gear deviates from perfection. A detailed description of 
this gear-box suspension is given in Ref. 1. 
Each gear box has two input shafts which are geared to a 
common shaft. One input shaft has a constant torque applied 
in a direction opposite to that of its corresponding shaft on 
the other gear box, which meshes with the same bull gear. The 
two opposing, countertorquing shafts eliminate backlash from 
the gear system. The second input shaft is the driving input 
and its torque has the proper direction and magnitude to 
equilibrate the antenna axis torque caused by wind or imbal-
ance. A schematic of this torquing system is shown in Fig. 3. 
Whenever the wind torque is below a certain value, the coun-
tertorques are greater than the driving torques and the two 
output pinions bear against opposite faces of the bull-gear 
teeth. This is designated as Case I loading. It is estimated that 
this Case I loading condition prevails more than 97% of the 
time. 
When the wind torque is above a certain value, the driving 
torques are greater than the countertorques. This is designated 
as Case II loading. One driving torque direction is always the 
same as its countertorque direction, whereas the other driving 
torque is always opposite to its countertorque direction; 
hence, for Case II loading, one of the output pinions bears 
against the bull-gear tooth face opposite to that for the Case I 
loading. For either Case I or Case II loading one of the output 
pinions has its load increased from its countertorque loading 
whenever the wind blows, and the amount of the increase is 
proportional to the square of the wind speed and the wind 
torque coefficient. Therefore, the load range on one of the 
output pinions is from the countertorque value to approxi-
mately four times that value at a wind speed of 22.35 m/sec 
(50 MPH). Wind records at DSS 14 [Ref.9] show that the 
wind exceeds 4.47 m/sec (10 MPH) only 44% of the time; 
therefore, for 56% of the time the countertorque loading of a 
68877 N (I5485 lb) tangential force is barely exceeded. The 
wind loading may be obtained from Ref. 2. 
The strange wear pattern, which is described below, exists 
on all bull-gear teeth which are exposed to the driving pinions. 
It is believed that if the wear pattern were caused by the high 
loads from infrequent high winds, the patterns would exist 
only on relatively few teeth, namely, those in mesh during the 
few predominant antenna orientations of high loading. There-
fore, the conclusion is that the wear pattern is caused primar-
ily by the constant but much smaller forces from the counter-
torquing pinions. The sides of the teeth subjected to this 
constant countertorquing are shown in Fig. 4. 
The bull-gear wear pattern is shown in Figs. 5, 6, and 7. It 
consists of a series of diagonal waves (with peak-to-valley 
amplitudes judged to be as much as 0.50 mm) terminating at 
the pitch line of each gear tooth. The direction of the diago-
nals is sometimes reversed across the pitch line. The phenom-
enon has been described by several gear consultants as a plastic 
flow condition. Several references allude to plastic flow, for 
example, page 506 of Ref. 3 states, 
With the softer and more plastic materials tested, a 
definite plastic flow of the surface material occurs 
even though particles are not sheared out of th~ 
surface. Sometimes this plastic flow develops into a 
series of waves on the surface. With the introduction 
of sliding between the two surfaces in generally 
rolling contact, this corrugation effect is increased 
greatly .... Some borderline cases may show up with 
inadequate lubrication that would not exist under 
more favorable conditions of lubrication, notably the 
plastic flow of the surface with the development of 
hollows and ridges. 
Page 520 of Ref. 3 states, "On the softer steels under 200 
Brinell hardness number, for example, corrugations or waves 
are developed on the surface, particularly if sliding action is 
present, under relatively light loads." Page 16 of Ref. 4 states, 
Plastic flow is the cold working of the tooth sur-
faces, caused by high contact stresses and the rolling 
and sliding action of the mesh. It is a surface defor-
mation resulting from the yielding of the surface and 
subsurface material. It is usually associated with the 
softer gear materials, although it often occurs in heav-
ily loaded case hardened and through hardened gears. 
This same reference discusses the plastic flow phenomena 
termed "rippling" and "ridging" and associates them with high 
contact stresses. Photographs of rippling and ridging examples 
are shown in Ref. 4. 
None of the above references quantitatively relate plastic 
flow to the ratio of contact stress to material yield stress. If a 
gear designer assiduously evaluates all load and stress condi-
tions and selects a material having yield strengths above any 
possible stress value, he might expect that plastic flow would 
be prevented. Since plastic flow sometimes occurs in spite of 
such considerations, the explanation probably lies in a possible 
reduction of the material yield strength under the cyclical 
loading which is, of course, the nature of gear-tooth loading. 
Since plastic flow does not occur most of the time when gears 
are designed in accordance with rules which ensure that maxi-
mum contact stresses are sufficiently below the "nominal yield 
strength" of the material, it might be that certain alloys at cer-
tain hardnesses require that, in order to prevent plastic flow, 
the maximum contact stresses must be below the "nominal 
yield strength" by a much greater amount than is usually 
required. The "nominal yield strength" as used above means 
the yield strength as determined by a monotonically increasing 
load. The phenomenon of material strain softening as de-
scribed in Refs. 5 and 6 is a weakening effect that is much 
greater for some materials than for others. The curve of 
Fig. 11 indicates that for 4142 steel at a Brinell hardness of 
380, the yield strength after cyclical loading is approximately 
50% of the monotonic yield strength. This 4142 alloy is 
approximately the same as the elevation bull-gear material 
4140 although the bull-gear hardness range was originally 
about 245 to 285 Brinell. 
The elevation bull-gear and pinion specifications can be 
obtained, respectively, from the JPL drawings 9436786 and 
9435055. Some of the specifications are listed in Table 1. 
The bull gears and pinions are exposed to debris which is 
transported by wind. The use of a sticky lubricant was con-
sidered inappropriate because of the debris it would collect. 
The dry lubricant which has been employed comes from a 
spray can and is called Molycote G Rapid Spray and is sup-
plied by Dow Corning. 
III. Discussions of the Analyses 
Appendix 1 contains the derivation of the maximum shear 
stress in the contact area of a misaligned gear tooth in terms 
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of the misalignment angle, the tangential load, the ptfl10n 
pitch diameter, the elastic modulus, and a tooth-shape factor. 
The maximum shear stresses versus the tooth misalignment are 
plotted in Fig. 8 for several values of the friction coefficient 
and for the countertorquing load corresponding to 700 psi. 
The ordinates of the curves at the left side of the figure pertain 
to the case of perfect tooth alignment. In order to determine 
how the calculated maximum shear stresses compare with the 
shear yield of the gear tooth material, the shear yield value, 
Ty = 1/0 a y from Ref. 7, page 138, will be used. By taking 
the lower value of 104000 psi tensile yield from Table I, the 
lowest value of T y becomes 60000 psi or 41370 (104 ) N/m 2. 
For the case of perfect tooth alignment, the ordinates of the 
curves at the left edge of Fig. 8 are all well below 60000 psi. 
The left-edge ordinate values are 14500, 17000, 20000, 
22500, and 25500 psi, respectively for the friction coefficients 
0.111, 0.20, 0.30, 0040, and 0.50. It is believed that misalign-
ment angles of more than 0.001 radian seldom occurred. For 
such a misalignment a friction coefficient of 0040 would be 
required to exceed the 60000 psi shear yield. Under wind 
conditions the shear stresses would of course increase. Equa-
tion (A-21) shows that for the case of a misaligned tooth, the 
maximum shear stress, T max' varies with the 1/4 power of the 
tooth load. Hence, for the maximum tooth load at a wind of 
22.35 m/sec (50 MPH) the shear stresses would be approxi-
mately only (4)°·25 = 1.41 times as much as indicated by the 
curves of Fig. 8. But such shear stresses at a misalignment of 
0.001 radian would be above the shear yield even at friction 
coefficients as low as 0.15. These maximum shear stresses at 
misalignment occur only very close to the end of the gear 
tooth. Thus, plastic flow has been explained only at the ends 
of a tooth. 
Appendix 2 describes the results of a strain gage test made 
on two of the bull-gear teeth at DSS 63. From the results of 
these tests it is concluded that the maximum magnitude of 
the tooth loading during elevation axis slew is as expected. The 
vacillating nature of the tooth strain as shown in Fig. 9, how-
ever, is not understood. It would appear that, because of the 
load vacillation, the actual number of loading cycles is approx-
imately twice what was expected. 
For the case of no misalignment, Eq. (A-18) shows that the 
maximum shear stress, T max' varies with the square root of the 
load. Therefore, at a wind speed of 22.35 m/sec (50 MPH) the 
maximum shear stresses would be approximately twice that 
shown by the ordinates at the left edge of Fig. 8, and these 
values would be 29000, 34000,40000,45000, and 51000 psi, 
respectively, for the friction coefficients 0.111, 0.20, 0.30, 
0040, and 0.50. None of these is equal to the shear yield, so 
that plastic flow across the entire width of the gear tooth, as 
shown in Fig. 5, is not explained. 
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As stated before, it is believed that the plastic flow damage 
is caused by the lower but more frequently applied counter-
torque loading, rather than by the infrequently applied high-
wind loading. This opinion is reached by observing that the 
plastic flow is on all the teeth which come into mesh with the 
pinions when the elevation axis is slewed through 85°. Fig-
ure 4 shows which tooth surfaces show the plastic flow 
condition. It is estimated that the central teeth undergo 4 slew 
loadings per day or approximately 1500 per year. After a 
period of 8 years, 12000 slew loadings would have occurred, 
and from the strain gage tests which showed a loading vacilla-
tion, this could be equivalent to 24000 cyclic loadings during 
the 8-year period. 
It is tempting to try to explain the plastic flow by the 
phenomenon of strain softening as described in Refs. 5 and 6. 
Figure 10 is from Ref. 8 and shows that the yield after cyclic 
loading is approximately half that after monotonic loading. 
If the shear yield of the bull-gear material were reduced 
by a factor of two, giving a shear yield of 20685 N/cm2 
(30000 psi), the left-edge ordinates of the curve of Fig. 8 for 
p. = 0.50 would be getting quite close to the new shear yield. 
This indeed might be the explanation, but it is difficult to 
accept because another bull gear on the antenna at DSS 12 
has had about the same length of service and is in excellent 
condition. Its hardness is slightly less than that of the DSS 14 
bull gear, and the tooth stress due to countertorquing is 
somewhat more (Ref. 9) than that of the DSS 14 bull gear. A 
comparison of these values is set out in Table 2. If strain soft-
ening caused the plastic flow at DSS 14, why did not the 
DSS 12 gear undergo the same softening? At the present time 
no satisfactory explanation has been offered. 
The cylinder of Fig. 11 depicts a roller in contact with a 
plane surface, represented by the cube. The purpose is to show 
the direction of the normal Hertz stress, a h' and the two at 
right angles to it, namely, another a h and a h /2. On the con-
tact surface the frictional force, Tc = p.ah , acts as shown, and 
this frictional force is the result of gear-tooth sliding. Refer-
ence 10 shows that when the friction coefficient exceeds 1/9, 
the maximum shear is located at the point of contact, but not 
in the contact plane. The three principal stresses are directed 
as indicated by apt, up2 ' and up3 and the angles and magni-
tudes can be calculated by the usual methods of calculating 
principal directions and stresses, for example, as shown in 
Ref. 7. Figure 12 shows a multi-view picture of the principal 
stresses and the maximum shear-stress plane. Notice that when 
the maximum shear-stress vector is projected onto the contact 
surface of the gear tooth, it makes a certain angle with the 
tooth boundary, which appears to be approximately the same 
as that shown by the ridges of Fig. 5. It seems likely that there 
might be a relationship between the plastic flow ridges and this 
projection of the maximum shear stress. From symmetry, the 
ridges could have had a mirror-image direction. 
IV. Consequences of the Tooth 
Plastic Flow 
It should be emphasized that the plastic flow exists only 
in the volume of material very near the working surface of the 
tooth, that is, limited to the region very close to the contact 
surface. Since both the calculated and measured strains at the 
tooth root are very small, there is no concern that there will be 
any catastrophic failure. Since it appears that the corrugated 
condition of the tooth surfaces is slowly intensifying, there is 
concern that eventually the pointing accuracy of the antenna 
will be affected. For example, if the corrugation spacing 
should be three millimeters and if there were a tendency for a 
corrugation peak of the pinion to fit into a corrugation valley 
of the bull gear, the servo drive might not be able to hold the 
commanded position. The angular pointing error might be 
approximately three millimeters divided by the radius of the 
bull gear (3/12650 = 0.000237 radian or 0.013 degree). It is 
possible that the servo drive could overcome such a situation, 
nevertheless it is a point of worry. 
V. Conclusions and Recommendations 
An examination of Table 2 shows that the Hertz stress is 
higher and the material hardness is lower on the DSS 12 bull 
gear, which is the one which is in very good condition. The 
DSS 12 gear-tooth sliding velocity at antenna slew speed is 
about twice the sliding velocity of the DSS 14 gear at its slew 
speed. This is because the DSS 12 antenna has a higher angular 
slew speed. It is conceivable that lubrication is better at the 
higher sliding velocities. 
It is recommended that an attempt be made to determine 
if the DSS 14 gear teeth have experienced strain softening. 
Reference 5 states that material softening cannot always be 
detected by hardness tests. Possibly this can be done by cut-
ting off small material samples and having them examined by 
metallurgical experts. It is recommended that the consulting 
services of one or more of the persons experienced in the 
field of strain softening be obtained. Although the DSS 14 
and DSS 12 gear material is nominally the same, it might 
be that the small actual difference in material composition is 
significant. 
If new gears must be ordered before there is a good under-
standing of the nature of DSS 14 gear plastic flow, it is rec-
ommended that both the bull gears and pinions be made 
harder. If strain softening is limited to some certain percentage 
of the original yield strength, then a sufficient increase in the 
original yield strength could prevent the plastic flow. Gear 
manufacturers have stated that it is feasible to cut through-
hardened gears having a Brinell hardness of 320 to 360. 
Greater hardnesses near the surface could be obtained by 
flame or induction hardening. The hardness of pinions should 
be appreciably more than that of the gears. 
Two or more gear consulting engineers have regretted that a 
better lubricant is not being used, yet they have been unable 
to recommend a better one for the existing environmental con-
ditions. There are lubrication specialists who concoct special 
lubricants for special situations. It is also recommended that 
the services of such a specialist be obtained. 
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Antenna 
64-m 
DSS 14 
26-m 
DSS 12 
34-m 
DSS 15 
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Table 1. Gear Specifications 
Bull Gear Pinion 
Tooth Type Spur Spur 
Circular Pitch, mm 88.90 88.90 
Pitch Diameter, m 25.298 0.4527 
Outside Diameter, m 25.341 0.5235 
Addendum, mm 21.209 35.382 
Whole Depth, mm 61.036 63.665 
Root Diameter, m 25.219 0.3962 
Backlash with Mate, mm 0.635 to 1.016 0.635 to 1.016 
Material 4140 Steel 4140 Steel 
Brinell Hardness Range 245 to 285 285 to 325 
Tensile Yield (psi)(a) 104000 to 118000 118000 to 140000 
JPL Drawing Number 9436786 9435055 
Pressure Angle 25° 25° 
Contact Ratio 1.44 
~ensile yield stresses, corresponding to Brinell values, are from 
Reference 11. 
Table 2. Comparison of three antenna bull gear tooth stresses, hardnesses, and condition 
Gear tooth Nominal Hertz stress Max. sliding velocity 
load from at full tooth Gear Brinell of tooth at 
Lubricant counter torque contact material hardness max. slew speed Condition 
N N/cm2 steel range cm/sec 
(lb) (psi) (inch/sec) 
Molycote 69144 33360 4140 285 1.89 Plastic flow damage 
(15545) (48385) 245 (0.745) -. 
Molycote 19046 43000 4140 260 2.95· Excellent 
(4282) (62368) 220 (1.161) 
Molycote 42548 41955 4340 320 New 
(9568) (60850) 280 
REF. JPL DWG. 9435115 
9435112 
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Fig. 1. Upper elevation drive gear box no. 2 
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REF. JPL DWG. 9435115 
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Fig. 2. Lower elevation drive gear box no. 3 
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Fig. 3. Schematic of bull gear, pinions, hydraulic motors, and servo valve 
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UPPER 
DRIVE 
PINION 
Fig. 4. Schematic of bull gear showing, by heavy lines, the 
tooth surfaces subjected to countertorque loading 
Fig. 5. Plastic flow across entire width of bull gear tooth 
Fig. 6. Change in direction of corrugation pattern 
across pitch line 
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NO.4 GEAR BOX '" TOOTH NO.2 
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TIME 
.. 
0.0001 
TOOTH NO.1 NO. 4 GEAR BOX 
AVERAGE ABSOLUTE STRAIN 0.0001 
NO. 3 GEAR BOX 
NO.3 GEAR BOX 
AVERAGE ABSOLUTE STRAIN 0.0001 
Fig. 9. Average absolute strain of gages on two different teeth of a bull gear, measured at 
ess 63, elevation axis speed 0.0042 deg/sec 
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Fig. 10. Stress strain curve for material which has strain 
softened under cyclic loading 
Fig. 11. Orientation of principal stresses IT P1' IT P2' IT P3 with 
respect to x-axis, which is parallel to roller axis 
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Fig. 12. Multiple view orientation of maximum shear direction 
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Appendix A 
Figure A-I depicts the contact between the teeth of a mis-
aligned gear set. When contact first occurs at the right-hand 
edge, the clearance at the left edge is 'Y. As the force between 
the teeth increases, the contact becomes a flat surface which 
bisects the angle 0 formed by the dashed lines of the figure. 
At equilibrium the length of contact is h. Let the origin of x 
be where contact begins. From Fig. A-I, the following rela-
tionships may be obtained: 
Substitute (A-5) into (A-I) and obtain: 
o Y =-x 2 
(A-I) 
(A-2) 
(A-3) 
(A-4) 
(A-5) 
(A-6) 
From Ref. 13, the following expression for the deflection, 
Yu ' of a cylindrical roller of length fl, when pressed against a 
flat plate of infmite extension is: 
(A-7) 
where 
P is the total force between the plate and the roller 
E is the common elastic modulus of the plate and the 
roller 
Y
u 
is the deflection of the center of the roller 
The deflection Yu is caused by local deformation in the roller 
and in the plate. If these two components of deflection are 
assumed to be equal, then the local deflection of either is half 
that given by (A-7) namely 
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(A-8) 
Solving for P there is obtained: 
P = -- Efl8/9 ( 
Y ) 10/9 
1.27 (A-9) 
If it is assumed that the load per unit length, W, can be 
approximated by dividing (A-9) by Q, then: 
( Y )10
/9 E 
W = 1.27 QI/9 (A-lO) 
Substituting (A-6) into (A-IO) and letting Q = h, yields: 
(
Ox \ 10/9 E 
W = 2.54) h 1/9 (A-II) 
The total tangential force acting on the gear tooth, P, must 
be equal to the integral of (A-II) between the limits hand 
zero. 
Jh ( 0 ) 
10/9 E h P = W dx = -- -- f x l0/9 dx 
2.54 hl/9 L o 0 
= 0.168 EO 10/9 h2 (A-12) 
Solve (A-12) for h and obtain: 
(A-13) 
Substitute (A-13) into (A-II), let x = h and obtain wMAX : 
W
MAX 
= 0.8656 EI/2 pI/2 85/9 (A-14) 
Equation (A-14) expresses the maximum load per unit 
length in terms of the elastic modulus, the gear tangential load, 
and the angular misalignment. 
The task now is to express wMAX in terms of the maximum 
stress and the gear-tooth dimensions. 
From Ref. 3 the Hertz stress, a H' for the case of normal 
stresses only at the contact, is: 
aHO = 0.798 
wE (1 +~ 
d (1 - v2 ) sin 21/> 
where 
p is the gear-to-pinion diameter ratio 
v is Poisson's ratio 
d is the pinion pitch diameter 
I/> is the pressure angle of the involute gear 
(A-IS) 
The maximum shear stress, T OMAX' for the condition of 
only normal stresses at the tooth contact, exists beneath the 
contact surface, and its magnitude is: 
(A-l 6) 
Reference 10 shows that if frictional forces exist at the con-
tact surface, the location of the maximum shear stress is closer 
to the surface, and if the friction coefficient is greater than 
1/9, the maximum shear stress is at the surface. By using the 
Ref. 10 equations for the stress components, and letting Pois-
son's ratio be 1/4, the following expression for the maximum 
shear stress, T MAX' can be derived: 
1 
T MAX = [0.575 J.I + 0.238] a 0' for J.I > 9" (A-17) 
where J.I is the friction coefficient. 
Substitute (A-IS) into (A-I 7) and obtain: 
T MAX = (0.459 J.I + 0.190) 
Let vbe 1/4, and Cbe 
then (A-I 8) becomes: 
- 1 1 +-
-----E.... 
sin 21/>' 
Solve (A-I9) for w and obtain: 
(A-I8) 
( 
TMAX )2 d 
w = 0.473 J.I + 0.196 EC (A-20) 
Equate (A-20) to (A-I4), solve for TMAX' and obtain: 
= (0.44 J.I + 0.182) CI /2 E3/4 FI/4 (J5/18 
TMAX 
(A-2I) 
Estimates of maximum shear stress can be made using the 
following equations. 
If the friction coefficient J.I is less than 1/9 and the gear mis-
alignment is zero use equations (A-IS) and (A-16) to obtain: 
/a WEC T MAX = 0.241 --::-d (1- v2 ) (A-22) 
If the friction coefficient is less than 1/9 and there is a gear-
tooth angular misalignment (J, 
~ W EC CI /2 E 3/4 FI/4 85/18 0.241 _ < T MAX ~ 0.232 -------d (1 - v2 ) d l /2 
(A-23) 
If the friction coefficient is greater than 1/9 and the gear 
misalignment is zero, then: 
;;;EC 
T MAX = (0.473 J.I + 0.196)y' ~-d- (A-24) 
If the friction coefficient is greater than 1/9 and there is a 
gear-tooth angular misalignment 8, 
IwEC (0.473 J.I + 0.1 96)y' -;r--d-
CI /2 E3/4 FI/4 85/18 
~ (0.44 J.I + 0.182) (A-25) 
These maximum shear stresses_ are plotted in Fig. 8 for the 
following values of the parameters which pertain to the 64-m 
antenna elevation drive gears. 
C = 1.329, E = 29,000,000 psi or 19,994716 (104 ) N/m2 
F = I5,5451b or 69,144 N 
d = 17.825 inches or 0.453 m 
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Fig. A-1. Geometry of misaligned gear teeth 
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Appendix B 
Measurement of Bull Gear Tooth Bending Strain 
In order to verify that the gear-tooth loading from counter-
torque is close to the calculated value, two bull-gear teeth were 
instrumented with foil strain gages so that the average absolute 
strain value could be measured. The locations of the gages on 
the ends of one tooth, as well as the bridge circuitry, are 
shown in Fig. B-1. The tests were conducted in April 1984 at 
DSS 63 because DSS 14 was undergoing extensive repair at the 
time. Calculated values should be fairly accurate, but in view 
of the plastic flow which has developed on the tooth surfaces 
it was wondered if there might be some dynamic effect which 
substantially increased the expected strain values. To deter-
mine if the tooth loading was speed dependent, the tests were 
run at various slew speeds and at a typical tracking speed. 
I. Installation of the Strain Gages 
and Recording Equipment 
(1) The strain gages were mounted on the edges of a tooth 
as shown in Fig. B-1. The four gages on one tooth con-
stituted the resistances of th~ four legs of a Wheatstone 
bridge; hence, all the gages were active, thereby pro-
ducing the maximum sensitivity. 
(2) Two separate teeth were instrumented with sets of 
four gages in order to improve the reliability of obtain-
ing good data. 
(3) The teeth on which the gages were placed were located 
sufficiently far from the gear ends so that the gaged 
teeth meshed with both drive pinions at full slew 
speed. 
(4) The gages were the foil type, having gage factors of 
approximately 2 and resistances of 350 ohms. The 
gages used were obtained from Measurements Group, 
Inc., of Raleigh, N.C., and are model number EA-06-
125 AC-350 Option W3. The cement used was M Bond 
200. The bridge input voltage was 10 volts DC. 
(5) The ancillary equipment used consisted of a bridge 
balance supply unit, an amplifier, and a signal recorder 
having at least a 40-Hz response. 
A_ Conditions of Tests 
The tests were conducted under the following conditions: 
(1) The wind was less than 4.47 m/second. 
(2) The countertorque pressure was 483 X 104 N/m2 
(700 psi). 
(3) Both instrumented teeth were recorded while being 
driven past both drive pinions at an angular speed of 
0.0042 degrees per second. 
(4) Both instrumented teeth were recorded while being 
driven past both drive pinions at 0.0042 degrees per 
second, in the direction opposite to that of step 3. 
(5) Both instrumented teeth were recorded while being 
driven past both pinions at the slew speed of 0.20 de-
gree per second. 
(6) Both instrumented teeth were recorded while being 
driven past both pinions at the slew speed of 0.20 de-
gree per second, in the direction opposite to that of 
step 5. 
(7) Both instrumented teeth were recorded while being 
driven past both pinions at the slew speed of 0.10 de-
gree per second. 
. (8) Both instrumented teeth were recorded while being 
driven past both pinions at the slew speed of 0.10 de-
gree per second, in the direction opposite to that of 
step 7. 
B. Estimation of the Strain at the Gage 
The tangential force between a countertorquing pinion and 
the bull gear, FT , is given by the following equation (see 
Fig. 3): 
F. = 2pDR 'T/ 
T d (B-1) 
where 
P is the pressure to the hydraulic countertorquing motor 
D is the hydraulic-motor displacement per radian 
R is the gear-box ratio 
'T/ is the gear-box efficiency 
d is the gear-box output pinion pitch diameter 
For the 64-m antenna, the tangential force is: 
F. = 2 (700)(0.385)514(0.92) = 14300 Ib (63600 N) 
T 17.82 ' , 
(B-2) 
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The bending stress, Ub , at the tooth root per the Lewis for-
mula [Ref. 3] is: 
U
b 
= aLFTS = 14,300 = 2430 psi (1675 N/cm2) 
3.5(9.75)0.15 
where 
a is the circular pitch 
L is the tooth width 
S is the form factor 
(B-3) 
The estimated stress at the gages, aG , is less than ub because 
the gages are closer to the neutral axis, and is: 
UG = 2430 !:~~ = 2187 psi (1508 N/cm2) (B-4) 
The strain at the gages, EG , is: 
UG 2187 
EG = If" = 29,000,000 = 0.0000754 (B-5) 
The voltage-output-to-voltage-input ratio of the gage cir-
cuitry shown in Fig. B-1 is: 
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(B-6) 
where fis the defined gage factor. 
The calibration strain, Ee , was obtained by shunting across 
one leg of the bridge with a 811 ,OOO-ohm resistor. The calibra-
tion strain was: 
r 
Ee = 4 (r+ R)f 
350 
= 4(350 + 811,000)2 = 0.0000539 
(B-7) 
By comparing the recorded bridge output voltage signals 
to the calibration signal, which corresponds to a strain of 
0.0000539, the desired strains, EG , were obtained: 
_ X Recorded Signal Amplitude 
EG - Ee Recorded Calibration Amplitude (B-8) 
The maximum strain, EG , was found to be 0.0000772, 
which may be compared with the estimated value of 
0.0000754 from Eq. (B-5). Therefore, it is clear that none of 
the elevation axis speeds tested caused any unexpected high 
gear-tooth forces. Traces from the actual strip chart are shown 
in Fig. 9. Although the maximum strain values are close to the 
predicted ones, the vacillating characteristics of the curves is 
not understood. 
~:-----::---t-+ OUT 
g:~mmTYP 
TO CENTER 
OF GAGE 
GRID 
Fig. 8-1. Location of strain gages on elevation drive bull gear and strain gage bridge 
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Appendix C 
Estimation of Nominal Hertz Stress in the DSS12 
Declination Bull Gear 
The antenna at DSS 12, before its conversion to a 34-m 
antenna with electric drives, was a 26-m antenna with hydrau-
lic drives incorporating countertorquing, which served to elim-
inate backlash. Thus, its drives were similar to those of the 
DSS 14 antenna. Reference 9 shows that a differential pressure 
of 300 psi was used on the two drive motors, so that for a zero 
wind condition the tangential force on the bull-gear tooth can 
be calculated by Eq. (B-1),obtaining: 
F = 2(Ap)DRT/ = 2(300)(0.232)(285)0.80 = 4882lb 
T d 6.50 
(C-1) 
From Eq. (A-15) the nominal Hertz stress, aHO' at full 
tooth contact is: 
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14(29)106 (1 + 7; 8) 
-------.- = 62,368 psi 
6.5 (1 :- 0.252 ) sin 40° 
(C-2) 
where w = F/Q = 4882/6 = 814Ib/inch. 
The corresponding stress for the DSS 14 elevation bull gear 
is: 
15545 (29) 106 (1 + 516 ) 
a 
HO 14 9.75(17.825)(1 - 0.252 ) sin 50° 
= 48385 psi (C-3) 
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TOA Progress Report 42-81 January-March 1985 
Repair of the 055-14 Pedestal Concrete 
D. McClure 
54-Meter Rehabilitation and Performance Upgrade Project 
The 64-meter antenna at the Goldstone Deep Space Communications Complex was 
dedicated in 1966, the first of three 64-meter antennas in the Deep Space Network. 
About three years after the antenna was dedicated, grout under the hydrostatic bearing 
runner was found to be interacting with the runner, causing rust to form between the run-
ner and the sale plates upon which it rests. The rust formed unevenly and the runner 
could not be kept flat so in 1969 the grout was removed and replaced with a Portland 
cement and sand dry-pack grout that was less likely to produce rust. In the years that fol-
lowed, oil leaking from the runner assembly caused progressive deterioration of the dry-
pack grout. In 1982 over one thousand hours of spacecraft tracking time were lost due to 
this deterioration. In 1982 a plan was developed to rehabilitate the bearing. The plan 
called for raising the rotating structure free from the concrete pedestal and placing it on 
three pairs of external support columns. With the weight of the structure transfe"ed to 
the columns, the pads and runner could be removed and the repair started The very suc-
cessful repair described here included the replacement of a significant portion of the 
antenna pedestal. 
I. Background The pedestal was designed such that the deflection of the 
runner and concrete under the bearing pad load matched that 
of the pad to allow the proper operation of the hydrostatic 
bearing. The concrete mix was designed to achieve a Young's 
Modulus of Elasticity (MOD E) of at least 5 million psi. Care-
ful quality control was observed during the placement of the 
concrete to insure that the high MOD E requirement was met, 
and the test cylinders cast at that time (1964) confirmed the 
design. 
The pedestal is the structure which supports the rotating 
part of the antenna. It is a cylindrical reinforced-concrete 
structure, 80 feet in diameter and about 30 feet high. Fig-
ure 1 shows a cross section of the pedestal. Lateral loads from 
the antenna are supported by the azimuth radial bearing 
assembly. Vertical loads from the antenna alidade are sup-
ported at three locations on hydrostatic bearing pads spaced 
equidistantly around the perimeter of the pedestal. Each pad 
rides on a thin film of oil on a steel runner 5 inches thick. The 
runner rests directly on steel sole plates grouted to the top 
surface of the pedestal. Figure 2 is a simplified cross-section 
diagram of this system. 
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By 1980, 16 years after the pedestal was built, surface 
cracking in an unusual pattern was noticed. Table 1 is a chron-
ologicallisting of the events that followed. In May 1980 a core 
was removed in an effort to determine the depth of one of the 
vertical cracks in the haunch. The core was sent to a labora-
tory for a petrographic examination. The examination report 
suggested alkali aggregate reactivity. At the time the pedestal 
was built, in 1964, it was known that reactive aggregate was 
being used. The American Society of Testing Materials 
(ASTM) specified the use of a low alkali cement (Type II) 
when this type of aggregate was used based on the results of 
tests it had conducted. These tests showed no expansion due 
to reactivity if low alkali cement was used. Unfortunately, 
these tests were conducted only over a one-year period. It now 
appears that the use of low alkali cement only postpones the 
inevitable. 
Perhaps the most sobering event came with the measure-
ment of the MOD E for the first cores removed in July 1982. 
Figure 3 shows the expected behavior of the MOD E with 
time. Very little data is available since the MOD E is not ordi-
narily a concrete design characteristic; concrete design engi-
neers usually design for strength, not stiffness. Nevertheless, 
the measured values of less than 2 million to about 4 million 
psi were considerably less than the approximately 7 million 
psi expected. This was the first evidence that a serious problem 
was at hand. (It should be noted that there was no danger of 
the pedestal collapsing; the strength was more than adequate.) 
It was the declining stiffness that was alarming, for that could 
be contributing to the hydrostatic bearing problem. 
A literature search showed that silica alkali reaction in con-
crete was first recognized in the late 1930s by the California 
Department of Highways. Although the process was recog-
nized, most work was devoted to understanding the causes and 
effects. Little was being done to find remedies or corrective 
action for existing structures. 
The primary concerns were establishing what the minimum 
acceptable MOD E could be, and at what rate the MOD E was 
deteriorating. In addition to removing and testing core sam-
ples, a program of frequent measurements using ultrasonic 
test equipment was started. The velocity of ultrasonic waves 
through concrete is proportional to the MOD E, but no infor-
mation regarding the absolute value can be obtained. However, 
it is useful for establishing a trend, and, used in concert with 
the other tests, might give some idea of the useful life of the 
pedestal. Figure 4 shows the results of these tests. In terms of 
pulse velocity, the haunch area under the runner was the 
poorest. 
When the pedestal was built, Carlson strain meters were 
embedded in the concrete. Their purpose was to monitor the 
curing process of the concrete. Typically concrete shrinks as it 
cures, fairly rapidly for the first year, then very slowly there-
after. These meters were read regularly for about 24 months, 
then the readings were discontinued because the meters were 
indicating little if any shrinkage was continuing to take place. 
When the readings were resumed in 1981, several of them 
showed significant expansion since the last readings 16 years 
earlier, exactly what would be expected if an alkali-aggregate 
reaction were taking place. 
By late 1982 three monitoring programs were under way: 
1) removal and test of core samples, 2) ultrasonic testing, and 
3) reading of the Carlson strain meters. 
In February 1983, measurements of pedestal deflection 
under load were made. These measurements were compared 
to similar measurements made in 1968 which confirmed a 
decrease in the MOD E of the pedestal concrete (Reference 1). 
Recognizing that expert help was needed, a contract was let 
on March 1, 1983, to Construction Technology Laboratories 
(CTL) in Skokie, Illinois, a division of the Portland Cement 
Association. CTL is recognized in the construction industry as 
the leading concrete research organization in the United 
States, if not the world. It was asked to review the existing 
data, take its own measurements as required, and address the 
following: 
(l) Confirm that the MOD E was deteriorating. 
(2) Determine the rate of deterioration. 
(3) Recommend when corrective action should be taken. 
(4) Recommend solutions. 
The thrust of its activity was to seek a solution that did not 
require complete replacement of the pedestal, and to do so 
before the start of the antenna downtime for the hydrostatic 
bearing repair scheduled for June of that year. 
In its first report (Reference 2) CTL stated that the con-
crete quality had deteriorated within several of the sampled 
areas of the pedestal, and that it was continuing to deteriorate 
in the haunch. The average rate of deterioration was estimated 
to be 5% per year, with the largest estimated rate at particular 
locations to be approximately 15% per year. CTL went on to 
state: 
From a review of the data currently available, it can-
not be assured with any degree of certainty that con-
crete in the pedestal will continue to provide the 
required stiffness for the operation of the hydrostatic 
bearing. It is possible that the bearing pads may 
become inoperable in certain regions of the pedestal 
within the next two years. 
Voyager Uranus encounter was 30 months away. 
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With the hydrostatic bearing downtime scheduled to start 
June 6, it seemed appropriate to develop a solution before the 
downtime started. If the solution proved to require significant 
planning, it could be necessary to delay the start of the down-
time. With this in mind, an Engineering Review Panel was 
established, and the review set for late in the month of May. 
At that review eTL presented the results of its study effort. 
At the review several schemes were presented for repairing 
the pedestal. Figure 5 illustrates those considered. Plans A and 
e were basically containment schemes. Plan B was modified to 
include as much of the haunch as practical (plan B-1) and was 
the plan adopted. The review panel unanimously agreed that 
removal of most of the haunch was the prudent course of 
action. 
II. Description of Repair Action 
On June 13, 1983, the antenna was taken out of service and 
preparations made to start the repair. Prior to this time the 
s~eel support columns had been designed, fabricated and 
shipped to the site. The design criterion of these columns 
(illustrated in Fig. 6) was that they must support the an-
tenna such that it could withstand all forces included in the 
basic design. This included wind and seismic forces. Rein-
forced concrete spread footings for these columns had been 
constructed several weeks prior to the start of the downtime 
period. 
All components that were to be removed and saved for re-
installation were tagged with plastic identification labels. After 
the reservoir walls and hydrostatic bearing piping were 
removed, hydraulic jacks were placed under each of the three 
corners of the alidade structure. The estimated weight of the 
alidade was 2.1 million pounds at Pad #3, and 2.0 million at 
each of the other two pads. Four jacks were placed under each 
corner weldment: two rated at 400 tons and two rated at 300 
tons for a lifting capability of 2.8 million pounds. All jacks 
and associated equipment had been previously tested and 
certified by an independent laboratory. 
The antenna structure had to be raised enough to allow the 
removal of the pad assembly. In previous situations the struc-
ture was lifted 0.25 inch. In this case, since the structure 
weight was to be transferred to external supporting columns, 
the compression of the columns, and the soil under the col-
umns, had to be considered. The column compression was 
straightforward to calculate and found to be 0.100 inch. The 
soil characteristics were less well known and the most conser-
vative estimate of compression was 0.60 inch. All factors con-
sidered, it was decided to raise the antenna 0.9 inch. Instru-
mentation was installed to monitor not only the vertical 
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motion as the structure was being raised, but the horizontal 
as well. This was necessary to insure that undue forces were 
not transmitted to the radial bearing during this operation. 
The structure was raised 0.1 inch at a time at each of the 
three corners. A 6-inch-diameter steel stool was placed along-
side each jack as a safety precaution, and shims were added to 
nIl the gap as the structure was raised. When the antenna had 
been raised the full amount, the bearing pads were removed, 
and the steel support columns installed. When Pad #2 was 
removed, a crack was discovered in the bottom plate of the 
corner weldment. This crack is similar to one found at DSS-43 
several years earlier. The crack appeared to be an old one and 
was repaired before the pad was reinstalled. 
To prevent sudden loading of the soil under the column 
foundations, the load was transferred from the jacks to the 
columns over a three-day period. Instrumentation was installed 
to monitor the settling of the columns. After several days the 
settlement stopped at about 0.45 inches. The actual weight of 
the rotating part of the antenna was measured as 6,123,856 
pounds based on the hydraulic pressure required to raise it. 
With the pedestal free of the antenna structure, the hydro-
static bearing runner segments were removed. Particular care 
was taken during this removal so that the condition of the old 
grout could be observed. Of special interest was the epoxy 
grout which had been installed 9 months earlier as a test case. 
Epoxy grout was being evaluated as an alternative to the 
Portland cement grout because of its better oil resistance 
property. While it appears to be a viable product for grout 
repair, the complex and demanding handling requirements 
were too severe for use in this repair task. 
The runner segments were removed to a work area to the 
east of the antenna where they could be reworked. Before the 
runner was removed, careful measurements were taken of the 
distance from the top of the runner to the top of the azimuth 
bull gear. In this way the runner could be replaced at the same 
elevation. 
With the runner segments off the pedestal, work could start 
on the removal of the concrete. Although the MOD E was 
below the design requirements, the compressive strength was 
still quite high and it was recognized that this would make 
removal difficult. In addition, the concrete contained a large 
amount of reinforcing steel which further complicated re-
moval. Prior to the antenna downtime a proprietary expan-
sive agent had been tested which could be used to crack the 
concrete in preparation for removal by jackhammers. One-inch 
holes were drilled six feet deep on 12-inch centers in a hori-
zontal plane. These holes were then filled with the expansive 
material and allowed to set for 24 hours. Although some 
cracking did take place, the contractor had considerable diffi-
culty in breaking up the concrete with jackhammers. At this 
point he employed a hydraulically powered machine which 
imparted forces on the concrete of several thousand pounds at 
250 cycles per minute. This caused the whole pedestal to 
vibrate such that there was concem for its safety. Work on 
concrete removal was stopped until another approach could be 
developed. 
After a week of tests, a stronger expansive agent was em-
ployed, and a new pattern of breakage was established. First, 
the outer four inches of the pedestal wall were removed, 
exposing the one-inch reinforcing steel. These steel bars were 
then cut, and horizontal holes were drilled on 12-inch centers, 
so that a horizontal·· cracking plane was established. The 
stronger expansive agent generated horizontal cracks of 0.5 to 
I inch. Removal by jackhammer was thus made easier. It took 
about 5 days for a crew of four men to remove a segment 
forty feet long. 
The concrete was not removed all at one time. The pedestal 
is basically a cylindrical structure with a roof deck. The por-
tion to be removed consisted of the comer between the verti-
cal wall and the roof deck. It was impractical to support the 
roof deck from below. Furthermore, the radial bearing, which 
resists lateral loads, is an integral part of the roof deck. Two 
steps were taken to insure the structural integrity of the 
pedestal during the removal process. First, six 2.25-inch-
diameter steel cables were wrapped around the pedestal just 
below the area to be removed. These cables were tensioned to 
180,000 pounds and provided circular restraint. Second, the 
concrete was removed three segments at a time as shown in 
Fig. 7. After each set of three segments had been replaced with 
new concrete, it was allowed to cure for seven days before 
removal was started on the adjacent segments. In this way, 
two-thirds of the connection between the pedestal wall and 
roof deck was in place at all times. The first three segments 
removed were those at the pad locations. Thus, when the an-
tenna structure was replaced on the pedestal, it would rest on 
the oldest concrete. This strategy was adopted to minimize 
creep since it would be several months before the antenna 
would be rotated. 
Replacing the concrete meant that a new mix design had to 
be developed. Several sources of non-reactive aggregate were 
identified in California and three of these were selected for 
test. Construction Technology Laboratories tested fourteen 
mix designs which are summarized in Table 2. Aggregate from 
Lytle Creek in San Bernardino County has the reputation for 
being of excellent quality and had the added advantage of 
being close to the job site. It was therefore disappointing when 
the MOD E values for those samples were lower than the 
design goal of 5.0 million psi. Investigation revealed that the 
aggregate, from a river bed, had a relatively soft surface due to 
long term exposure to the elements. This made it necessary to 
consider only quarried and crushed aggregate so that the sur-
face would be "fresh." The aggregate ultimately selected came 
from a quarry near Mountain View, California, some 400 miles 
from the job site. 
Other factors which influence concrete quality are the 
cement content (sacks/cubic yard), the water/cement ratio 
(which determines the slump), and the use of a super-
plasticiier (which improves workability of a mix with a low 
water/cement ratio). In general the MOD E is improved with 
increasing cement factor and decreasing water/cement ratio. 
There is no test data to indicate the effect on the MOD E with 
the use of a super-plasticizer although CTL felt there would be 
no deleterious effect. 
Mix 12-7 with super-plasticizer was selected for the replace-
ment concrete. Pumping the concrete into the first section was 
extremely difficult. It was concluded that the large (1.5 inch) 
aggregate was getting lodged in the hose, so the mix was 
changed to use I-inch aggregate, and the water/cement ratio 
lowered to 0.42 from 0.45. As it later developed, the difficulty 
was that the water content was lower than thought due to the 
way the aggregate absorbed the moisture. Fortunately, low 
water content raises the MOD E, a desirable feature. Table 3 
summarizes the two mixes. 
Test cylinders were cast during the placement of the con-
crete and these cylinders were tested after cure times of 7, 28 
and 60 days. The results of these tests show MOD E values 
well in excess of the 5 million psi specified. The test results 
are plotted in Fig. 8. 
III. Conclusion 
Raising the 6-million-pound antenna and placing it in a 
temporary support structure, removing the hydrostatic bear-
ing, and removing and replacing 450 cubic yards of concrete 
was a monumental task. The task was completed on schedule, 
within budget, and without a lost-time accident. The concrete 
replacement required working with state-of-the-art technology, 
and the development of new design considerations for high 
MOD E concrete. As a result, the replacement concrete now 
provides a stiff ring around the pedestal which will provide 
excellent support for the hydrostatic bearing at DSS-14 for 
many years. 
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Date 
May 1980 
August 1980 
Late 1980 to 
Mid 1982 
October 1981 
December 1981 
July 1982 
August 1982 
December 1982 
Table 1. History of DS5-14 pedestal concrete analysis 
Comment 
Cracks in the pedestal had been observed prior 
to this time, but in May 1980, a core was re-
moved from the haunch area (135 degrees 
trough azimuth). This core was taken on a verti-
cal crack in an effort to determine how deep 
the crack went. The sample was sent to an inde-
pendent laboratory for a petrographic exam-
ination. 
A report was made to the DSS-14 Life Mainte-
nance Task Force which included results of the 
petrographic study on the pedestal cores. The 
petrographic study included the words 
"strongly suggest" alkali aggregate reactivity. A 
recommendation was made at that time to re-
establish the Carlson meter readings, maintain 
integrity of the paint (to prevent moisture 
intrusion), caulk the cracks, and discontinue 
steam cleaning the pedestal. 
An extensive literature search was conducted. 
Also, the contract industry was surveyed to 
determine what others had experienced in the 
way of reactive aggregate and, furthermore, 
what steps might be taken to arrest the reac-
tion. Some of the organizations contacted 
were: Owl Rock, owner of the Barstow Pit 
(source of the original aggregate); Bureau of 
Reclamation; Caltrans; Corps of Engineers; 
Holmes and Narver (did original pedestal 
design); Portland Cement Association; and 
University of California, Berkeley. 
Dave Stark of Construction Technology Labo-
ratories (CTL) visited both DSS-13 and DSS·14 
to inspect cracking and concluded that reactiv-
ity was occurring in both antennas. 
Started recording Carlson strain meter readings 
once a month. (The start was delayed due to 
some difficulty in locating the documentation 
of the first two years' readings, the measure-
ment device, and instructions for using it.) 
Started a program to periodically remove core 
samples from various portions of the pedestal. 
These samples were to be tested for Young's 
Modulus of Elasticity (MOD E) in an effort to 
determine if the MOD E was changing. 
Contracted for the consulting services of 
Mr. I. Dobrowolski (a private consultant) to 
perform pulse-velocity tests through the con-
crete pedestal at several locations. Mr. Do-
browolski was formerly with the Portland 
Cement Association and is a distinguished engi-
neer in the concrete industry. Pulse-velocity 
measurements were taken once a month in an 
effort to develop the rate of the MOD E 
deterioration. These tests were to complement 
the direct measurement of the MOD E on core 
samples removed from the pedestal. 
JPL cognizant engineer met with CTL engineers 
to outline a program to determine rate of 
deterioration and possible solutions to the 
problem of the pedestal. The feeling at that 
time was that the issue would have to be 
addressed either shortly before Neptune en-
counter (1989) or perhaps after that encounter. 
Date Comment 
January 25, 1983 Proposal from CTL was received. 
March 1, 1983 A contract was let to CTL to: 
a. ConfIrm that the MOD E was deteriorating. 
b. Determine the rate of deterioration. 
c. Determine when corrective action should be 
taken. 
d. Recommend solutions. 
The thrust of the CTL activity was to find out 
when corrective action was necessary and if 
something short of replacing the entire pedestal 
was feasible. The time schedule was to provide 
a preliminary report in April, with the fmal 
report due in October 1983. 
April 8, 1983 In a letter reporting its preliminary findings, 
CTL stated that the rate of deterioration in the 
haunch area was such that serious hydrostatic 
bearing support problems could be expected 
within the next two years if corrective action 
was not taken. It further recommended that 
some form of corrective action be taken during 
the hydrostatic bearing downtime scheduled 
to start June 6, 1983. 
May 2, 1983 CTL made a presentation to JPL which showed 
the results of its analysis of test data taken both 
before and after CTL was placed on contract. 
Based on this presentation, a meeting was set 
for the next day to seek solutions. 
May 3, 1983 Meeting was held at JPL with JPL engineers, 
Project staff, CTL, and Mr. Robert Hoggan (a 
professional structural engineer consultant from 
H. Robert Hoggan & Associates). The purpose 
of the meeting was to explore means of replac-
ing the major portion of the haunch concrete as 
recommended by CTL. Two options were 
developed but additional test data was needed 
to support the design of either of them. 
May 27,1983 An engineering review panel met at JPL to 
review the options for replacing haunch con-
crete and the advantages, disadvantages, cost, 
and schedule impact for each. The review panel 
and audience included structural engineering 
personnel, engineering managers, and Project 
staff, with CTL participating in the review. At 
the conclusion of the review, the unanimous 
choice of the review board, as well as the engi-
neering personnel in the audience, was a plan to 
remove essentially all of the haunch material 
and replace it with new concrete. 
June 13, 1983 The antenna was taken out of service, and the 
repair work started. Over the next twelve 
months, the rotating structure was raised and 
supported on temporary columns, the hydro-
static bearing removed, the haunch concrete 
removed and replaced, the bearing replaced, 
and the antenna returned to service. The per-
formance of the hydrostatic bearing was equal 
to, and in some areas exceeded, the original 
performance. 
June 15, 1984 The antenna was placed on-line to support the 
Mark IVA implementation. 
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Table 2. Mix designs and test results 
Compressive strength and MOD Eb 
Mix Coarse Fine Cement, Water/ SWRa Slump, Density, 
number aggregate aggregate sacks/yard 3 cement inches PCF 1 day 7 days 28 days 
10-1 Owl Rock Owl Rock 7.0 0.35 Melment 2.4 152.5 4825 4170 
Lytle Creek Lytle Creek 3.21 2.97 
10-3 Kaiser Owl Rock 7.0 0.35 Melment 1.5 154.5 3935 5830 7330 
Lytle Creek 3.09 4.82 5.32/5.26 
104 Watsonville Kaiser 7.0 0.35 Melment 0.5 155.6 6400 6600 8280/8280 
Rock Co. Olympia 4.10 4.38 4.93/4.76 
10-5 Kaiser Kaiser 7.0 0.35 Melment 2.6 153.0 5280 5740 7440 
Olympia 4.56 5.04 5.59/5.68 
10-7 Kaiser Kaiser 7.0 0.35 Melment 0.4 152.9 6160 6400 7910 
Olympia 5.34 5.67 5.90 
12-1 Owl Rock Owl Rock 6.7 0.42 None 3.3 150.5 3445 4710 N/A 
Lytle Creek Lytle Creek 3.51 3.10 N/A 
12-2 Watsonville Owl Rock 6.7 0.45 None 1.5 155.3 4340 N/A 7230 
Rock Co. Lytle Creek 3.04 N/A 4.2 
12-3 Kaiser Owl Rock 6.7 0.42+ None 3.7 151.0 5755 3900 5700 
Lytle Creek (0.331) 4.80 3.90 4.43 
12-3A Kaiser Owl Rock 6.7 0.41 None 1.0 151.9 4810 N/A 7700 
Lytle Creek 3.96 N/A 5.38 
124 Watsonville Kaiser 0.45 None 0.6 154.3 4670 5140 7100/7100 
Rock Co. Olympia 3.52 3.85 4.50/4.30 
12-5 Kaiser Kaiser 6.7 0.42 None 1.3 151.0 4735 5020 7320 
Olympia 4.29 4.44 5.38 
12-7 Kaiser Kaiser 6.7 0.45 None 0.9 150.9 4370 4850 7030 
Olympia 4.51 4.84 5.31 
aSuper Water Reducer 
bTop value is compressive strength, psi. Bottom value is MOD E, psi x 106 . 
Table 3. Comparison of design and final mix 
Design mix Final mix 
Ingredient quantity, quantity, 
Ib/cubic yarda lb/cubic yarda 
Cement 627 627 
Water (net) 284 260 
Coarse aggregates: 
1.5 inches to .75 inch 660 2011 
1 inch to No.4 1340 
Fine aggregate 1196 1214 
Admixture None 8.2 
Slump 0.9 inch 1.13 inch 
(after admixture) Not applicable 3.87 inch 
aWeights based on 1% air in concrete. 
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Determining Availability Characteristics of DSN Data Systems 
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DSN Data Systems Section 
A reasonably economical way has been developed to determine availability character-
istics of DSN data systems, subsystems, and assemblies using the DSN Discrepancy Report 
(DR) database and DSN operating schedule and history databases. Operating Mean Time 
Between Failures (OMTBF), Operating Mean Time to Restore Service (OMTTRS), and 
Operating Functional Availability (OFA) can be computed by year, by system, by sub-
system, by assembly, and by station. 
In this report, the effort required to produce the desired reports is described; specific 
data on the Telemetry, Command, and Tracking Systems are presented; and major con-
tributors to system outages are identified. Future improvements in preparing and analyz-
ing DR data are also outlined to enhance their use in co"ecting conditions that lead to 
outages. 
I. Introduction 
The purpose of this investigation is to develop an econom-
ical way to determine the Operating Mean Time Between Fail-
ures (OMTBF), Operating Mean Time To Restore Service 
(OMTTRS), and Operating Functional Availability (OFA) of 
DSN data systems, subsystems, and assemblies using an exist-
ing Discrepancy Report (DR) database. The DR database con-
tains records of DSN outages that occur during scheduled ser-
vice. It is an attractive source because it is mandated by JPL 
policyl and is necessarily maintained even when budgets are 
oversubscribed. The availability characteristics (OMTBF, 
1 JPL Standard Practice Instruction 4-11-5, Problem/Failure Account-
ability, September 17, 1984,4 pages (internal document), and Docu-
ment 841-1, DSN Standard Operations Plan, Section 9, May 24, 1982, 
11 pages (internal document). 
OMTTRS, and OF A) of DSN data systems and their major 
elements can be used to determine which aspects of the DSN 
are causing service downtime. The latter information can of 
course be used in prioritizing DSN maintenance and redesign 
activities. 
This investigation is based on Discrepancy Reports (DR) 
for the DSN Telemetry (TLM) System, Command (CMD) 
System, and Tracking (TRK) System, and their respective sub-
systems and assemblies for the period January 1981 through 
September 1984. While DRs were prepared long before 1981, 
it has been only since that time that they have been stored in 
a machine-readable form. Data are available by day, by week, 
and by year and by DSN station. 
An outage of a DSN system other than the Telemetry, 
Command, and Tracking Systems does not necessarily cause a 
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DR to be written if it does not cause an outage in one of these 
three key data systems. Also, DRs are not necessarily written 
even for outages in a key system if the data are recovered by 
auxilliary means, e.g., via playback of a tape recorder. 
Discrepancy Reports are written only when a station is 
scheduled to provide certain types of service, namely spacecraft 
tracking, projec.t-related support, project preparation, and 
multimission support. DRs are not written during periods of 
maintenance, implementation, and other non-service periods. 
Accordingly, the parameters presented below are based only 
on so-called operating hours and are therefore labeled Operat-
ing .Mean Time Between Failures (OMTBF), Operating Mean 
Time to Restore Service (OMTTRS), or Operating Functional 
Availability (OF A). 
As described in Section II.A, the calculation of availability 
characteristics requires knowledge .of the hours of operation 
scheduled for each system. Unfortunately, the operating data 
now available lack detail about when some functions were 
actually used or were scheduled for use. This latter phenome-
non severely limits analyses of both Command System and 
Tracking System parameters. It does not significantly affect 
the Telemetry System, which is almost always "on" whenever 
a station is scheduled to provide service. As a consequence, 
availability characteristics can be readily calculated for the 
Telemetry System, but similar calculations for the Command 
and Tracking Systems cannot be performed using the historical 
data.2 
Also, when parallel assemblies exist, i.e., a prime with 
backups, the DR database does not distinguish among the 
alternative assemblies. Nor does the DR database necessarily 
include information on whether a backup assembly was avail-
able when a prime assembly failed or whether service was 
restored by using a backup or by recovery of the prime unit. 
II. Approach 
A_ General Description 
A Discrepancy Report (DR) is prepared whenever the DSN 
fails to serve a customer as planned. Each DR identifies the 
system, subsystem, assembly, and station that caused the 
failure, the time that the outage occurred and its duration, 
and a deSCription of the failure. These reports are entered into 
2 Project logs contain operating history data that are needed to calculate 
availability characteristics for the Command and Tracking Systems. 
However, these logs are generally scattered manual records that cannot 
be readily searched for relevant data. Moreover, some inference is 
required to determine how long the Command or Tracking Systems 
were actually "on" for the events noted in these logs. 
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a computer database called the DR database. The DR data-
base can thus be sorted to provide summaries of outages for 
various data systems, for their respective subsystems and 
assemblies, and for individual stations, all for various periods 
of time. 
Separately, the DSN records the history of its operations 
by station. These records show the number of operating hours 
by week, but they do not show which functions are performed 
while operating. However, it is commonly believed that a 
station's Telemetry System is "on" nearly 100% of the time 
that the station operates. The Command and Tracking Systems 
are generally operated only fractions of the time that a station 
is "on," but the fractions cannot be determined without man-
ually searching a multitude of project logs and then inferring 
how long the equipment was "on." 
The Operating Mean Time Between Failure (OMTBF) for 
a particular system, subsystem, assembly, or station can be 
calculated by dividing the number of operating hours in a 
given period by the corresponding number of outages.3 
Likewise, the Operating Mean Time to Restore Service 
(OMTTRS) for a system, subsystem, assembly, or station can 
be calculated by dividing the total duration of outage in a 
given period by the corresponding number of outages. 
Operating Functional Availability (OF A) is the fraction 
of the time that a system, subsystem, assembly, or other ele-
ment functions according to plan. It can be calculated by 
dividing the average "on" time (or "up" time) by the sum of 
the average "on" time and the average "down" time. The aver-
age "on" time is OMTBF and the average "down" time is 
OMTTRS, so OFKis given by the following formula: 
OF A = (OMTBF)/(OMTBF + OMTTRS) 
In the following sections are deSCriptions of the data sources 
and their use and of the processes used to reduce the data. 
B. Data Sources 
The Discrepancy Report (DR) database is a computerized 
database compiled from information gathered on the form 
shown in Fig. 1. This form was designed originally to describe 
individual outages and not particularly to facilitate statistical 
studies. Accordingly, much information is in narrative form, 
with little or no control of vocabulary or level of detail. Only 
3More precisely, an OMTBF can be calculated by dividing the number 
of outages into scheduled operating time less outage time. However, 
when outage times are small compared· with scheduled operating 
times, as is the case here, then the differences in the two calculational 
approaches are insignificant. 
synopses of narratives are recorded in the DR database unless, 
of course, they are so brief that they can be recorded in their 
entirety. 
The DR database is a hierarchically organized computer-
based flie. The Telemetry, Command, and Tracking Systems' 
data are thus in separate, unrelated records. Data on subsys-
tems that are part of more than one system, e.g., the Antenna 
Mechanical Subsystem, are repeatedly flied under each system 
of which they are part. 
Station operating hours (SOH) and end user hours (EUH) 
are summarized weekly in hard-copy DSN Station Utilization 
Summary Reports. An example of a Station Utilization Sum-
mary Report is given in Fig. 2. The raw data for the utilization 
reports for the current year are readily available, but tapes for 
prior years are now kept only in archive flies. Station Utiliza-
tion Summary Reports are organized by station, by project, 
and by support category. "Support category" includes space-
craft tracking (category lAI), project-related support (cate-
gory lA2), project preparation (category lA3), multimission 
support (lA4), preventive maintenance (category 2Al), cor-
rective maintenance (category 2A2), and so forth. Finer levels 
of detail of these categories have not been recorded. 
Several qualifying comments about the data are warranted. 
First, the fact that DRs are written only when a DSN customer 
is being supported eliminates all categories other than lAx 
from further consideration in this study. Also, DRs are not 
written during system integration tests, which are part of 
category lA3, and tests of automatic gain controls, which are 
part of category lA4. However, each of these activities amounts 
to less than one percent of its respective category, which is 
itself only a few percent of the total time for category lAx. 
Thus, the inclusion of system integration tests and tests of 
automatic gain controls hardly affects the overall results 
reported below. 
DRs are not necessarily written for outages that occur dur-
ing pre-pass and post-pass calibrations. If an outage affects 
DSN service to a customer or would have done so if it were 
not for heroic efforts, then a DR is written. Otherwise, a DR 
might not be written. The extent of the impact of this uneven 
practice on the data is not clear, but the direction of the 
impact is clear: It causes calculated OMTBSs and OFAs to be 
somewhat more attractive than they really are. 
Second, DR data are subject to being "corrected" as 
detailed DR investigations continue. Also, minor adjustments 
are sometimes made to SOH data after initial SOH summaries 
are prepared. Accordingly, this investigation has used the latest 
data available, which may produce small differences from any 
results obtained using earlier data. Our tests of such instances 
indicate that these differences are inSignificant in the context 
of this study. 
Third, a class of DRs exists, known as master DRs, which 
are not considered in this study. A "master DR" is a DR flie 
used to collect infonnation from individual DRs all of which 
seem to be related to a common situation. Since a master DR 
duplicates infonnation already contained in "regular" DRs, it 
is inappropriate to include them in this investigation. 
Fourth, instances of misspelling of DSN subsystems and 
assemblies have been discovered in the DR database when list-
ing outages by subsystem or assembly. In most cases, mis-
spelled elements can be properly identified, and indeed this 
study consolidates apparently different categories when it is 
appropriate to do so. In a few cases, however, a misspelled 
element remains a mystery, and the outage escapes being 
correctly listed as part of a given class. In addition, some DRs 
show no subsystem or assembly for the outage; these too 
escape listings by these parameters. 
And fmally, data are reported weekly but longer periods 
such as a month, a quarter, or a year are often more conve-
nient in analyzing trends. Because none of these is composed 
of even multiples of a week, the following convention is used 
by the DSN. A year is generally divided into four quarters of 
thirteen weeks, and each quarter is then divided into three 
periods of four, four, and five weeks, respectively. Of course, 
no year is exactly fifty-two weeks, and every few years a fifty-
three week year, Le., a leap year, is required. When this occurs, 
the extra week is added to the first period of the fourth 
quarter. This leap quarter then has three periods of five, four, 
and five weeks, respectively. The year 1981 was a fifty-three 
week year, and 1982, 1983, and 1984 were fifty-two week 
years. 
c. Data ProceSSing 
Three approaches to data processing were considered. The 
first is to perfonn all calculations in the JPL IBM 3083 com-
puter, on which the DR database is installed. In this approach, 
operating history data would be added to the IBM 3083 com-
puter and the DR database would be queried directly for the 
information needed for each calculation. This approach was 
rejected in favor of another because it is difficult to access 
the DR database on demand. 
The second approach is to derive flies of DRs from the DR 
database which would be kept in the Univac 1100/81 system 
and used there together with operating history data, which it 
already contains. This approach would obviate the need to 
access the original DR database on demand, but it still involves 
depending upon third parties and their facilities to do inter-
active processing. 
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Both of the approaches described above were rejected in 
favor of a third approach. This latter approach uses a personal 
computer to maintain both DR mes extracted from the DR 
database and operating history data. The same personal com-
puter is then used to process the data. This approach simpli-
fies both administrative and operational considerations and 
allows ready access to the data for analyses. 
The actual calculations for processing the data are as 
described in Section II.A. The only additional information 
required to produce the desired reports is the set of parameters 
by which some DRs are selected and others are not, e.g., sta-
tion, system, subsystem, assembly, period of interest, and so 
forth. These factors are readily used to sort the database in 
order to prepare specific analyses. 
III. Findings 
The findings of this investigation are of two types: (1) fmd' 
ings concerning methods, and (2) findings concerning outage 
and aVailability characteristics (OMTBF, OMTTRS, and OFA) 
of DSN data systems. Both are discussed in this section. 
A. Methodological Findings 
Four methodological findings have been made. First, mes 
can be extracted from the existing Discrepancy Report (DR) 
database with about 10 minutes of an analyst's time. They are 
normally received in hardcopy form within 24 hours of the 
extraction. Data from existing DSN Station Utilization Sum-
mary Reports can be entered in about 30 minutes for a one-
week reporting period covering up to nine stations. (Note, 
" however, that these reports lack detail about the use of the 
Command and Tracking Systems. If the latter were included, 
the time required to enter utilization data could double.) 
Second, once all the data mes of interest are obtained, a 
report that lists each outage, its duration", and the station, 
system, subsystem, and assembly involved can presently be 
prepared with about two to three hours of an analyst's time, 
which includes manual data entry from the hard copies into a 
computer me. 0utages can also be listed by station, by system, 
by subsystem, or by assembly as well as by period. 
Third, once outages have been selected, as in the previous 
paragraph, availability characteristics such as OMTBF, 
OMTTRS, and OFA can be calculated within one to two hours 
of elapsed time, with an operator at hand. 
Fourth, plots of the data described in the two preceding 
paragraphs can be readily made in about 15 minutes of elapsed 
time per plot, with an operator at hand. 
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B. Data System Findings 
Data system fmdings are presented in two parts. The first 
part concerns information on data system outages per se. The 
second part concerns Operating Mean Time Between Failures 
(OMTBF), Operating Mean Time to Restore Service 
(OMTTRS), and Operating Functional Availability (OF A) 
information. 
1. Data system outages. Table 1 shows the number of 
outages, outage time, and "on" time for the Telemetry System 
and the number of outages and outage time for the Command 
and Tracking Systems for 1981, 1982, 1983, and the first 
nine periods of 1984. "On" time is not available for the latter 
two systems (see Section ILA). 
Both the number of Telemetry System outages and outage 
time decreased over the period studied. The main reason for 
these decreases is that the total "on" time also decreased 
during this period as the number of active stations decreased.4 
Tables 2, 3, and 4 break down the data in Table 1 by sub-
system for the Telemetry, Command, and Tracking Systems, 
respectively. Breakdowns of the data in Table 1 by facility 
as well as by subsystem were also prepared and are available 
from the authors upon request. 
2. Data system availability characteristics. Table 5 presents 
OMTBF, OMTTRS, and OF A data for the DSN Telemetry 
System by subsystem for the period 1981 through period 9 of 
1984. Similar calculations cannot be made for the Command 
and Tracking Systems because of a lack of "on" time infor-
mation for these systems (see Section II.A). Likewise, similar 
calculations cannot be made for individual assemblies within 
the Telemetry System. 
The data presented in Tables 1 through 5 lead to the 
following conclusions: 
(1) The Telemetry System had its lowest Operating Func-
tional Availability (OFA) in 1984, whether radio 
frequency interference (RFI) is included or excluded 
in the calculation; it was 98.5% when RFI is included 
and 98.8% when RFI is excluded. The Telemetry Sys-
tem OFA was highest in 1981, when it was 99.1% 
whether RFI is included or excluded in the calculation 
(to three-place precision). (Table 5) 
(2) The three subsystems within the Telemetry System 
that accumulated the greatest outage times were the 
4Tbe number of stations operating from 1981 through September 30, 
1984, is as follows: nine stations in 1981, six stations in 1982 and the 
first half of 1983, and five stations in the last half of 1983 through 
September 30, 1984. 
Antenna (ANT), Microwave (UWV), and Receiver 
(RCV) Subsystems. Together they accounted for just 
over 51% of all outage time of the Telemetry System. 
(Table 2) 
(3) The three sUbsystems within the Telemetry System 
that were most prone to failure were the Antenna 
(ANT), Receiver (RCV), and Telemetry (DTM) Subsys-
tems. Together they accounted for just over 40% of 
all failures of the Telemetry System. (Table 2) 
(4) The three subsystems within the Telemetry System 
that had the longest average restoration times were 
the Frequency and Timing (FTS), Microwave (UWV), 
and Transmitter (TXR) Subsystems. Taken as a whole, 
their average restoration time was 1.67 hours. (Table 2) 
(5) The three subsystems within the Command System 
that accumulated the greatest outage times were the 
Antenna (ANT), Command (DCD) , and Transmitter 
(TXR) Subsystems. Together they accounted for over 
59% of all outage time of the Command System. 
(Table 3) 
(6) The three subsystems within the Command System 
that were most prone to failure were the Antenna 
(ANT), Command (DeD), and Transmitter (TXR) 
Subsystems. Together they accounted for just over 
49% of all failures of the Command System. (Table 3) 
(7) The four subsystems within the Command System that 
had the longest average restoration times were the 
Antenna (ANT), Frequency and Timing (FTS), Micro-
wave (UWV), and Transmitter (TXR) Subsystems. 
Taken as a whole, their average restoration time was 
1.93 hours. (Table 3) 
(8) The three subsystems within the Tracking System that 
accumulated the greatest outage times were the 
Antenna (ANT), Facilities (FAC), and Tracking (DTK) 
Subsystems. Together they accounted for just over 
51 % of all outage time of the Tracking System. (Table 4) 
(9) The three subsystems within the Tracking System that 
were most prone to failure were the Antenna (ANT), 
Tracking (DTK), and Receiver (RCV) Subsystems. 
Together they accounted for just over 49% of all 
failures of the Tracking System. (Table 4) 
(10) The three subsystems within the Tracking System that 
had the longest average restoration times were the 
Facilities (F AC), Microwave (UWV), and Tracking 
(DTK) Subsystems. Taken as a whole, their average 
restoration time was 2.43 hours. (Table 4) 
IV. Conclusions and Observations 
The DSN Discrepancy Report database and DSN Station 
Utilization Summary Reports can indeed be used to calculate 
Operating Mean Time Between Failures (OMTBF), Operating 
Mean Time to Restore Service (OMTTRS), and Operating 
Functional Availability (OFA) for the DSN Telemetry System 
and for various combinations of Telemetry subsystems and 
DSN stations or facilities. Similar calculations could be made 
for the Command and Tracking Systems if the Station Utiliza-
tion Summary Reports also contained "on" time information 
for these systems. 
The amount of time involved on the part of an analyst to 
extract relevant data and to perform the desired calculations 
is not insignificant. Much time is now spent in manually re-
entering data that were already in machine form in the data-
bases. Moreover, analysts require special training in order to 
extract flIes of interest. 
Outage and availability information on specific assemblies 
cannot be determined from existing information. However, 
if the Network Support Subsystem gathers "on" time infor-
mation by assembly, which ought to be possible once the 
Mark N A Monitor and Control System is fully implemented, 
then assembly-level outage and availability data can be 
obtained. 
Presently, Discrepancy Reports are prepared only for DSN 
systems that specifically deliver data to DSN customers. 
Other DSN systems are not included in Discrepancy Reports 
unless they affect these so-called data systems. Again, how-
ever, the. Mark IVA Network Support Subsystem can be 
designed to provide outage and availability information on 
these network elements, too. 
The Discrepancy Report (DR) database could yield greater 
insight into system and subsystem failures if information 
now available only in narrative form could be readily searched 
and sorted. If specific categories of failure were coded, DRs 
could be sorted accordingly. Also, a menu-driven selection of 
system and subsystem designators (or a spelling checker) 
would minimize the number of misspelled entries, which pre-
cludes proper classification of some DRs. 
Additionally, it is noted that the threshold for initiating a 
DR depends partly on the precision of the predicts for the 
application. This of course makes sense, since an application 
with loose tolerances can accommodate sloppier performance 
than one with tight tolerances. Yet the DSN's performance 
per se might be the same in two different cases, one with fairly 
precise predicts and the other with relatively imprecise 
predicts. When the predicts are fairly precise, a DR would be 
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initiated; when they are imprecise, no DR would be initiated. 
Thus, the number and duration of outages that are registered 
in a given period are partly a function of customer predicts, 
i.e., of the customers themselves, and are not purely measures 
of DSN performance. It might be worthwhile in the future 
to stratify DR data by customer or tolerance before analyzing 
them in order to identify any tolerance-dependent effects. 
Finally, it is noted that a significant number of outages are 
not recognized in real time but are initiated in post-pass anal-
ysis by a network operations analyst (NOA). This procedure 
suffices for discrepancies that can be recognized by NOAs, 
but it is not comprehensive. In particular, discrepancies that 
involve two-station operations, e.g., very long baseline inter-
ferometry (VLBI), are not necessarily apparent to NOAs but 
appear only when data from both stations are correlated 
together by the "project team." It appears that such discrepan-
cies are often not entered into the DR database. To this 
extent, the DR database understates the number and duration 
of outages and overstates OMTBFs and OF As. 
v. Future Improvements 
Improvements.to enhance the use of Discrepancy Reports 
in determining Deep Space Network (DSN) availability charac-
teristics are being considered in three areas: (1) preparing 
Discrepancy Reports (DR) and Station Utilization Summary 
Reports, (2) analyzing outages and availability characteristics 
of DSN systems, subsystems, and assemblies, and (3) correct-
ing conditions that lead to outages. 
(1) Preparing Discrepancy Reports and Station Utilization 
Summary Reports 
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(a) Use of a CRT forms-mode input for Discrepancy 
Reports (DR): A comprehensive input form of 
this type can provide a controlled and appropri-
ately detailed vocabulary for characterizing 
outages and their causes, thus facilitating later 
analyses. Moreover, it can facilitate revising 
input forms as configurations change in the DSN 
and as new insight is gained into failure modes 
and causes. It might also reduce the amount of 
time needed to log and enter DR inputs. 
(b) Automatic compilation of reports of station use, 
now termed Station Utilization Summary Reports, 
either from information in the Monitor and Con-
trol System or from information entered by 
station operators using a CRT forms-mode input: 
This approach can facilitate identifying not only 
the use of each station (or link, in Mark IV par-
lance) but also the equipment engaged for each 
user (see [1] [c] below). 
(c) Logging of equipment usage (and perhaps also 
software usage) from information available in the 
Monitor and Control System or Network Support 
Subsystem: This information can be used to com-
pute Operating Mean Time Between Failures 
(OMTBF), Operating Mean Time to Restore 
Service (OMTTRS), and Operating Functional 
Availability (OFA) providing the log also shows 
the function being performed (see [1] [b] above). 
If outages are also recorded when a link is used 
for maintenance and other non-support activities, 
then "true" Mean Time Between Failures (MBTF), 
Mean Time to Restore Service (MTTRS), and 
Functional Availability (FA) can be determined. 
(d) Storage of DR data, equipment usage data, and 
software usage data in a common machine: This 
improvement will facilitate outage and availability 
analyses (see [2] below). (Alternatively, if, for 
good reasons, the data are maintained in different 
machines, the data can be organized in ways that 
facilitate file transfer, combination, and manipula-
tion for the requisite analyses in a single machine.) 
(2) Preparing Outage Reports and Availability Analyses 
(a) Routine preparation of outage reports and avail-
ability analyses, perhaps monthly, for the pre-
vious three-,.six-, and twelve-month periods. 
(b) Use of outage reports to rank culprit systems and 
subsystems according to frequency and duration 
of outage and by unavailability for service. Assem-
blies can also be ranked by unavailability for 
service if equipment usage is appropriately logged 
(see [1] [c] above). 
(3) Correcting Conditions That Lead to Outages 
Routine distribution of outage reports and availability 
analyses (see [2] [b]) to DSN system engineers to use 
in assessing system, subsystem, and assembly per-
formance and taking appropriate corrective action. 
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Table 1. Telemetry, Command, and Tracking System outages, by year 
1981 1982 1983 1984a 
SYstem No. of Outage, "On"Time, No. of Outage, "On"Time, No. of Outage, "On"Time, No. of Outage, "On"Time, Outages Minutes Hours Outages Minutes Hours Outages Minutes Hours Outages Minutes Hours 
Telemetry 516 25,198 47,932 482 23,038 31,882 528 24,365 29,190 409 17,459 22,790 
Command 355 23,224 216 16,815 136 11,155 197 15,608 
Tracking 463 39,426 364 23,911 289 23,291 280 29,102 
aUp to and including September 30, 1984 
Table 2. Telemetry System outages by subsystem and by year 
Year 1981 1982 1983 1984a 
SIS No. Min. No. Min. No. Min. No. Min. 
AES 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ANT 108 5892 120 5340 77 5094 47 2970 
APS 32 657 23 605 15 258 31 910 
DCD 0 0 2 95 1 1 0 0 
DMC 4 112 4 353 3 110 3 84 
DRG 0 0 0 0 1 3 0 0 
DRS 1 8 0 0 2 131 1 10 
DTK 4 80 6 173 7 164 4 68 
DTM 68 2876 53 2892 47 636 65 3718 
DTS 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 360 
EXTb 2 70 0 0 0 0 0 0 
FAC 32 1210 22 1112 18 875 16 589 
FTS 4 168 8 661 4 406 5 449 
GHS 32 964 6 67 7 45 11 409 
GPS 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
GVC 1 23 4 212 2 23 0 0 
GWB 5 50 2 8 1 17 2 70 
NCD 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 15 
NCE 5 73 5 46 0 0 0 0 
NDS 3 44 3 47 1 43 0 0 
NMC 2 22 1 22 0 0 0 0 
NSS 0 0 0 0 1 21 0 0 
NTK 1 2 0 0 1 45 1 5 
NTM 4 42 0 0 1 158 2 17 
OSAb 0 0 1 23 0 0 0 0 
OSGb 0 0 2 33 1 2 9 78 
PDX 7 139 8 157 6 807 5 73 
RCV 80 4561 61 3533 68 3431 50 2950 
RFI 16 434 55 2282 196 6706 114 3515 
TXR 15 1422 9 290 12 667 20 1220 
UWV 40 4817 25 3658 36 4246 12 1021 
UNKc 49 1531 63 1435 20 476 49 1716 
Total 516 25198 483 23044 528 24365 449 20247 
Hours 419.966 384.066 406.083 ' 337.45 
aUp to and including period 9 (September 30,1984) 
bNot a standard DSN abbreviation 
cUNK: Unknown 
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Table 3. Command System outages by subsystem and by year 
Year 1981 1982 1983 19843 
SIS No. Min. No. Min. No. Min. No. Min. 
AES 0 0 0 0 2 213 
ANT 63 5381 55 6034 32 2611 17 1607 
APS 11 343 6 173 2 69 9 628 
DCD 63 1496 20 869 23 907 44 4041 
DMC 1 590 0 0 0 0 2 235 
DRG 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
DRS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
DTK 10 405 0 0 3 47 2 67 
DTM 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
DTS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
EXTb 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
FAC 27 1361 10 901 13 899 10 698 
FTS 5 395 11 999 2 210 6 614 
GHS 24 570 25 376 2 17 10 403 
GPS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
GVC 0 0 3 20 0 0 0 0 
GWB 0 0 2 8 7 130 0 0 
NCD 4 209 13 226 3 58 3 309 
NCE 5 72 5 47 0 0 0 0 
NDS 3 4 5 80 1 3 0 0 
NMC 2 32 1 9 2 22 0 0 
NSS 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 5 
NTK 1 2 0 0 0 0 1 4 
NTM 0 0 1 50 1 158 0 0 
OSAb 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
OSGb 0 0 0 0 1 10 3 35 
PDX 2 32 5 86 3 126 3 55 
RCV 39 2434 3 1070 8 327 20 1272 
RFI 1 40 0 0 0 0 0 0 
TXR 43 5578 27 3834 18 3072 40 4505 
UWV 17 2346 4 955 9 1933 2 73 
UNKc 34 1894 20 1078 6 556 24 1057 
Total 355 23224 216 16815 136 11155 197 15608 
Hours 387 280 186 260 
aUp to and including period 9 (September 30, 1984) 
bNot a standard DSN abbreviation 
cUNK: Unknown 
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Table 4. Tracking System outages by subsystem and by year 
Year 1981 1982 1983 1984
a 
SIS No. Min. No. Min. No. Min. No. Min. 
AES 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ANT 95 5399 108 5049 66 3725 40 2996 
APS 24 1159 20 426 15 263 29 894 
DCD 0 0 1 94 1 1 0 0 
DMC 3 643 2 80 2 54 2 30 
DRG 2 2792 0 0 1 12 2 947 
DRS 4 92 1 23 1 180 0 0 
DTK 88 8170 43 5716 32 5199 32 4303 
DTM 2 39 0 0 1 1 0 0 
DTS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
EXTb 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
FAC 30 1822 20 2101 20 2711 29 13125 
FTS 2 114 7 648 4 398 5 499 
GHS 31 621 9 154 7 43 9 243 
GPS 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
GVC 1 20 2 19 0 0 0 0 
GWB 0 0 2 8 0 0 0 0 
NCD 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 15 
NCE 5 67 4 40 0 0 0 0 
NDS 3 44 2 41 0 0 0 0 
NMC 3 144 0 0 0 0 0 0 
NSS 0 0 0 0 1 56 1 5 
NTK 3 58 4 43 4 155 2 16 
NTM 1 31 0 0 1 158 0 0 
OSAb 0 0 1 23 0 0 0 0 
OSGb 0 0 1 20 2 62 9 68 
PDX 9 364 10 268 5 395 3 44 
RCV 59 3949 39 3128 46 3553 44 2422 
RFI 4 196 11 291 20 297 4 178 
TXR 18 1493 10 1045 15 919 19 1226 
UWV 29 3836 17 3070 25 3906 12 1051 
UNKc 46 8371 50 1624 20 1203 37 1040 
Total 463 39426 364 23911 289 23291 280 29102 
Hours 657 399 388 485 
aUp to and including period 9 (September 30, 1984) 
bNot a standard DSN abbreviation 
cUNK: Unknown 
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Table 5. Telemetry System OMTBF, OMTTRS, and OFA by subsystem and by year 
Year 1981 1982 1983 1984
8 
SIS OMTBF OMTTRS OFA OMTBF OMTTRS OFA OMTBF OMTTRS OFA OMTBF OMTTRS OFA 
AES 
ANT 444 0.91 99.7 266 0.74 99.7 379 1.1 99.7 485 1.05 99.7 
APS 1498 0.34 99.9 1386 0.44 99.9 1946 0.29 99.9 735 0.49 99.9 
DCD 15941 0.79 99.9 29190 0.02 99.9 
DMC 11983 0.47 99.9 7971 1.47 99.9 9730 0.61 99.9 7597 0.47 99.9 
DRG 29190 0.05 99.9 
DRS 47932 0.13 99.9 14595 1.09 99.9 22790 0.17 99.9 
DTK 11983 0.33 99.9 5314 0.48 99.9 4170 0.39 99.9 5698 0.28 99.9 
DTM 705 0.7 99.9 602 0.91 99.8 621 0.23 99.9 351 0.95 99.7 
DTS 22790 6 99.9 
EXTb 23966 0.58 99.9 
FAC 1498 0.63 99.9 1449 0.84 99.9 1622 0.81 99.9 1424 0.61 99.9 
FTS 11983 0.7 99.9 3985 1.38 99.9 7298 1.69 99.9 4558 1.5 99.9 
GHS 1498 0.5 99.9 5314 0.19 99.9 4170 0.11 99.9 2072 0.62 99.9 
GPS 47932 0.02 99.9 I 
GVC 47932 0.38 99.9 7971 0.88 99.9 14595 0.19 99.9 
GWB 9586 0.17 99.9 15941 0.07 99.9 29190 0.28 99.9 11395 0.58 99.9 
NCD 22790 0.25 99.9 
NCE 9586 0.24 99.9 6376 0.15 99.9 
NDS 15977 0.24 99.9 10627 0.26 99.9 29190 0.72 99.9 
NMC 23966 0.18 99.9 31882 0.37 99.9 
NSS 29190 0.35 99.9 
NTK 47932 0.03 99.9 29190 0.75 99.9 2279.0 .. 0.08 99.9 
NTM 11983 0.18 99.9 29190 2.63 99.9 11395 0.14 99.9 
OSAb 31882 0.38 99.9 
OSGb 15941 0.28 99.9 29190 0.03 99.9 2532 0.14 99.9 
PDX 6847 0.33 99.9 3985 0.33 99.9 4865 2.24 99.9 4558 0.24 99.9 
RCV 599 0.95 99.8 523 0.97 99.8 429 0.84 99.8 456 0.98 99.7 
RFI 2996 0.45 99.9 580 0.69 99.8 149 0.57 99.6 200 0.51 99.7 
TXR 3195 1.58 99.9 3542 0.54 99.9 2433 0.93 99.9 1140 1.02 99.9 
UWV 1198 2.01 99.8 1275 2.44 99.8 811 1.97 99.7 1899 1.42 99.9 
UNKc 978 0.52 99.9 506 0.38 99.9 1460 0.4 99.9 465 0.58 99.8 
System 
Total 93 0.81 99.1 66 0.8 98.8 55 0.77 98.6 51 0.75 98.5 
aUp to and including period 9 (September 30. 1984) 
bNot a standard DSN abbreviation 
cUNK: Unknown 
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